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Late Quaternary Geology of Glenorchy District. Upper Lake Wakatipu 

ABSTRACT 

The Late Quaternary Geology of the Glenorchy District, Upper Lake Wakatipu was 

investigated in terms of geomorphology, sedimentary facies distribution and characteristics 

and Quaternary deformation. 

Terraces that are exposed are either due to a steplike lake level drop of Lake Wakatipu and 

reflect the paleohydrology of Lake Wakatipu or by alluvial plains and express morphology. A 

terrace-level correlation suggests the highest lake level of Lake Wakatipu of 358 to 363 m and 

drop of 50 to 55 m to the present level of 308 m. The indication of a zone (358 to 363 m) of a 

lake level rather than a line is due to a number of influencing factors such as: i) local control 

by deposition and erosion of a specific facies type, ii) syn - to postdepositional deformation, 

or iii) regional control (basinal characteristics, damming, uplift). 

Quaternary sediments are mainly glaciofluvial and glaciodeltaic coarse-grained gravel 

deposits derived from the schistose hinterland (Caples terrane, Aspiring Lithologic 

Association). 

Today the dominant modern facies is braided river facies whereas alluvial fan, floodplain, fan 

delta and aeolian facies largely dominated in Late Otiran!Early Aranuian times. Within the 

study area, alluvial fans developed at the flanks of the Richardson Mountains and the 

Earnslaw Massif and became lacustrine fan-deltas due to the larger extent and higher level of 

Lake Wakatipu. Alluvial fans are characterised by highly variable (grain size, layering, 

bedding, imbrication) debris flow to stream flood deposits. Fan-deltas are dominated by 

coarse-grained fluviodeltaic topsets and steeply dipping deltaic foresets deposited by gravity 

mass transport processes. Topsets and foresets are separated in most cases by an erosional 

surface, indicating rapid drop of lake level. Bottomsets have been not observed. Alluvial fan 

and fan-delta facies followed the retreating lake downvalley by incision in older deposits and 

development of new and lower level telescope-like fan-delta complexes to adjust to the 

changed base level. Smaller lakes as remnants of a larger Lake Wakatipu are evidenced by 

beach-pebble facies or still exist, such as Diamond Lake. Other lake deposits consist of 

laminated fine sand/silt layers. Alluvial and lacustrine facies distribution interfingered in 

many cases. Aeolian facies covers most of the inactive areas with loess deposits, usually 0.5 

to 1 m thick, and causes considerable smoothing of longer exposed areas. 

Deltaic slopes were affected by syn- to postdepositional slides. Sets of normal faults are of 

small scale (fault trace < 3 m) in the head region of slides, while local thrust faults are 

observed and interpreted as failure in the toe region of a slide. Large scale deformation (faults 

> 10 m) at the Buckler Burn juxtaposed massive gravel layers against lake sediments and 

caused rotation of layers. Gravitationally induced failure above an inclined slope is suggested 

as the cause of this deformation. Earthquake shaking, associated with the Moonlight Fault 

System, likely triggered the deformation of the Quaternary gravel deposits. 

Finally, facies and deformation are discussed within the framework of the structural setting 

and morphological formation ofWakatipu Basin and the late Quaternary paleoenvironment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Aims of the thesis 

The aim of surveying the Glenorchy district was to describe and compare active and Late 

Pleistocene/Holocene sedimentary features and patterns. Interpretations were made to 

characterise existing and changing sedimentary environments, interactions and syn- to 

postdepositional deformation (Fig. 1). The analysis of terraces, benches and flats carried out 

to distinguish and define ancient lake levels and their corresponding facies. Finally, local 

features of the Glenorchy area are discussed in the context of the regional geological setting 

and evolution of Lake Wakatipu, the results of which are summarised into a geological map. 

framework 

MORHOLOGY, 
FACIES, 

COMPLEXES 
alluvial 
lacustrine 
aeolian 
lacial 

fieldwork 

Fig. 1.1. Conceptual approach for the study of the "Late Quaternary Geology of Glenorchy District" , 
(inspired from Postma, 1990) 

1.2. Fieldwork area 

homework 

The Glenorchy district is located at the upper head of Lake Wakatipu, 45 km northwest of 

Queenstown, northwestern Otago (Fig. 2,3). The mapped area extends from the Airstrip at 

Glenorchy in the south to the area of Paradise/ Arcadia area and the southern end of the 

Earns law Massif in the north. There, the Mt. Aspiring National Park has its southern end. The 

western flank of the Richardson Mountains is the border to the east. The Rees River and the 

eastern flank of Mt. Alfred mark the western border of the mapped area. This covers an area 

of nearly 51 km2 at an altitude between 300 to 400 m. 

Settlements, beside the township of Glenorchy, are Rees Valley Station, Temple Peak Station, 

Earns law Station and Paradise/ Arcadia, from the south to north. 
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Fig. 1.3. Structural map of the greater Glenorchy area, compiled afterWillett & Hellman (1941), Wood (1962), Mutch 
(1969), Turnbull (1974, 1980), Batt (1974), Kawachi (1974), Paterson (1977), Mortimer (1993) 
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1.3. GeomorpholoJ:y 

The mapping area (Fig. 2,3) is located at the upper end of the Wakatipu glacial basin. The 

lake and the gorges of the major rivers are flanked by steep mountain ranges, the Humboldt 

Mountains to the west and the Richardson Mountains to the east. The later ones are of more 

interest to this project. Mountain ranges and the westerly arm of Lake Wakatipu have a north

northwestward trend. Mt. Judah (1416 m), Mt. Mcintosh (1701 m) and Precipice Hill (1418 

m), from south to north, form a chain the western part of the Richardson Mountains. Within 

the mapping area, Mt. Alfred (1375 m) and Camp Hill (436 m) are isolated highs formed as 

roche moutonnee. 

In addition to Lake Wakatipu (present lake-level 308 m), smaller water reservoirs are the 

Southern Lagoon, Lake Reid and Diamond Lake (lake-level 338 m). The main inflow into 

northern end of Lake Wakatipu is by the Dart River and Rees Rivers, which extend on 

braided river plains 16 km further upstream. The present outlet of the Lake Wakatipu is the 

Kawarau River, east of Queenstown. Furthermore, Buckler Burn and Stone Creek enter Lake 

Wakatipu, while the other rivers of interest, as Precipice Creek, Earnslaw Burn, and River 

Jordan are connected with the Rees River or the smaller lakes, respectively. The tributaries of 

the Dart River are sourced in the Humboldt Mountains, Forbes Mountains (including 

Earns law Massive), while for the tributaries of the Rees River the source areas are the Forbes 

Mountains (including Earnslaw Massive) and the Richardson Mountains. The other rivers of 

interest are sourced from in the Richardson Mountains (Table 1). 

1.4. Climate and Ve!letation 

Hot, dry summers and cold winters are the general climatic characteristics for the Glenorchy 

district. In historical times, Lake Wakatipu is not known to have frozen, while in winter 

months snow is common at the shoreline. Heavy rainfall or rapid snow melting in spring can 

cause huge floods. Such a flood occurred in 1878 for example (Knudson, 1969). The 

prevailing weather comes from the NW or SE, channelled between mountains and valleys. 

Vegetation predominantly consists of southern beech forest and tussock grass land. The low 

lying outwash plains are used for farming, while the higher altitudes are used for high country 

sheep farming. 

Today vegetation covers many slopes and scarps, restricting geological observation. 

1.5. Previous work 

The following is a long list of literature because the 'cover rocks' have attracted many 

investigator's interest and first view, although sometimes to brief introductory observations 

only. 



Table 1. Characteristics of major rivers, drainage basins. fan and fan-deltas 
Mountain RangE textural zone Terrane River Drainage today' fan area 

River (sourcre area) (Mortimer, (Mortimer, length Basin (app. I sqkm) 
-· 1988, 1993) 1988, 1993) (app./km) (app. /sqkm) radii/km 

Jordan River Mt Earnslaw llb Caples 4 >4.5 >2 (Jordan Fan) 

Massif 2 

Earnslaw Burn Mt Earnslaw llb Caples 14 >33 6? 

Massif 2 

Ox Burn/ Richardson llla-IV Caples/ 11 >34 0 

Twelve Mile Creek Mountains ALA 

Precipice Creek! Richardson llla-IV Caples/ 11 >13 0 

Temple Burn Mountains ALA 

Buckler Burn Richardson lllb -IV Caples/ 16 >44 0 

Mountains ALA 

Stone Burn Richardson llb -IV Caples/ 7 >8 0.04 

Mountains ALA 0.2 

- ALA - Aspiring Lithologic Association 

- not mentioned: Diamond"Creek, Da\(idson Creek, Rees River, Dart River 

- river length, drainage basin, fan and fan delta radius, terraces according to toptographic map 

Metamorphic zones defined by textural zones of Bishop (1972): 

llb - penetrative and well foliated sernischist 

Ilia- Strongly foliated shist with segregation lamallae 1-10mm long 

lllb -Strongly foliated shist with segregation larnallae >10mrn, < 2rnm thick 

IV - Strongly foliated shist with segregation lamallae >10rnm, > 2mm thick 

suggested fan, todays terraces and 

fan - delta complex benches expousred 

radii in km (app. I sqkm) 

0 0.04 

(Arcadia terraces) 

2-3 (?) 6 

? 0.25 

' 
> 1 0.25 

2 >4 

levels by terraces 

and benches 

(see Tab. ter) 

3 (Arcadia) 
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Early investigations by Hutton (1873) and Stuart (1882) interpreted the formation of Lake 

Wakatipu. Park ( 1909, 191 0) discussed the terraces and benches around Lake Wakatipu with 

special reference to the Buckler Burn. In 1937, Henderson, followed by Healy & Willett 

(1938) reported on the Glenorchy district, covering physiography, glaciation, metamorphism 

and mineralization of the schist, especially the scheelite deposits. Supported by further 

investigations, Willett & Hellman (1941a,b) compiled maps for the unpublished New Zealand 

Geological Bulletin No 43, Glenorchy Subdivision. Hutton (1940) made more effort in the 

history of metamorphism. Mutch (1969, 1970) also dealt with primarily the scheelite 

mineralization, but investigated also the late Quaternary (late Otiran, postglacial) deposits and 

subdivided them in units and their characteristics. By comparison, Brodie & Irwin (1970) 

studied the more present morphology, hydrology and sedimentation of Lake Wakatipu. 

Studies by Batt (1974) and Paterson (1977) focused on mineralization of the schist, but 

include information, concerning Cenozoic deformation. Turnbull (1974) reported Oligocene 

marine sequences at the nearby Bob's Cove area, and gave a summary of glaciation and 

structural deformations. More recent work considers the causes of a damming of Lake 

Wakatipu (Thomson, 1984) and tectonostratigraphic terrane discussions (Craw, 1984, Norris 

& Craw, 1987, Mortimer, 1988, 1993). Hay (1991) considered the mineralization at the 

Invincible Mine, Glenorchy. 

Pleistocene glaciation was recently correlated by (Thomson 1998a,b). Nevertheless, local 

names for advances are the rule (e.g. Turnbull, 1974; Bell & Swanson, 1977). Absolute dating 

of postglacial events is sparse. Bell and Swanson (1977) and Pocknall et al. (1989) reported 

wide-spreading time frames based on geochronology of lake sediments. 

The basement of the Glenorchy district is part of the Haast Schist. The area is located near the 

transition zone between Caples Group and Torlesse Group derived schist. This transition zone 

is controversial. Craw (1984) and Norris & Craw (1987) evolved the Aspiring lithologic 

association, or Aspiring suspect terrane, while Mortimer (1988, 1993) interprets the transition 

zone as part of the Torlesse terrane. The mapped area itself is within Caples terrane, while the 

river source areas extend into the Aspiring lithologic association (Mortimer, 1993). 

Torlesse terrane deposits are derived form pelitic psammitic greywacke flysch sequences, 

while Caples terrane sequences derived from volcanoclastic sandstones and argillites. The 

Aspiring lithologic association is characterised by pelitic schist with minor spillite 

metavolcanics and chert. The age of all successions is of late Paleozoic to early Mesozoic, 

deposited in a convergent margin system (Mortimer, 1993). During the Rangitata Orogeny 

(Jurassic to late Cretaceous), the greywacke and volcanic sequences underwent a low grade 

metamorphism to prehinite-pumpellyite facies up to greenschist facies. Bishop (1972) 

subdivides this sequence in textural zones. Within the field area basement is dominated by 

textural zone IlTh and IV schist (Kawachi, 1974; note: textural zone IV is highly controversial 

today). Orogenic convergence caused folding and faulting. Cenozoic oblique convergence of 

the Australian and Pacific plate gave rise to a compressional system, the initial activity of the 

Alpine Fault (Berryman et al., 1992) and associated faults, such as the Moonlight Fault Zone 
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(Turnbull (1974). The uplifted schist-complex became a peneplain (Waipounamu erosion 

surface after LeMasurier & Landis, 1996) in the Tertiary. Mainly marine and minor lacustrine 

successions are reported from the Tertiary (Mortimer, 1993). The Oligocene major 

transgression, accompanied by subsidence, is preserved in an infaulted (Moonlight Fault 

Zone) inlay of the Bob Cove Bed's, west of Queenstown (Turn bull, 197 4 ), 25 km southeast of 

the study area. 

The Quaternary is dominated by Pleistocene glacial deposits (Mortimer, 1993), located in D4 

and D5 structures (see chapter "Structural setting and deformation"). Lake Wakatipu occupies 

presently a glacially formed, U-shaped valley (Brodie and Irwin, 1970). In the last 1 my up to 

14 advances are reported for the Kawarau catchment at the outlet of Lake Wakatipu, 

(Thomson, 1998a), while four major advances affected the area discussed in Turnbull (1988). 

Batt (197 4) distinguished at least 3 ice advances around Glenorchy based on different slope 

gradients. Separate glaciers were existing at the upper head of Lake Wakatipu. These were 

mainly Dart Glacier and Rees Glacier, but also some hanging glaciers from tributary gorges. 

These converged to form one Wakatipu Glacier (e.g. Mutch, 1969, 1970). Ice body height 

extended up to 4500 ft. (Henderson, 1937) in the considered area or 4250 ft inferred by slope 

analysis of Mathews (1965). Mutch (1969) discussed the longer life span of the Dart Glacier 

in contrast to a short-lived Rees Glacier and smaller cirque glaciers at higher altitudes, outside 

the mapping area. Several authors (e.g. Mutch. 1969) report lake deposits at higher levels. 

These are due to smaller lakes at the lateral ice margin. 

Early sediment description by Henderson (1937), Healy & Willett (1938), Willett & Hellman 

(1941) have been later summarised in 6 unnamed Quaternary units by Mutch (1969). They 

consist of till, deltaic sequences, outwash alluvium, bench and lake deposits and bottom 

alluvium, as summarised in Table 2. The age of these units is Late Otiran and Aranuian 

(postglacial) (Mutch, 1969). Correlation of Glenorchy Quaternary units and advances and 

general stages in the adjacent areas is summarised in Table 3. It exists no specific 

classification for advances in the Glenorchy area. Absolute ages of lake sediments are not 

available from the immediate vicinity. The Gibbston Advance, Crown terrace, east of 

Frankton was dated at 25.500 ± 800 years BP from from freshwater limestone (Bell & 

Swanson, 1977) in non-relationship with a Lake Wakatipu. Lake sediments from Queenstown 

have ages ranging from 1814 ± 116 y to 7800 ± 105 y (Pocknall et al., 1989) (see Table 3,4). 

The occurrence of lake terraces, beaches and benches around Lake Wakatipu, which are both 

below (Thomson, 1984) and above the present lake level of Lake Wakatipu, were the focus of 

many investigations (Park, 1909; Henderson, 1937; Healy & Willett, 1938; Mutch, 1969, 

1970, Thomson, 1984). Based on correlation of these features across the lake the highest level 

was interpreted as corresponding with the level of the Kingston terminal moraine (360 m) and 

represents the highest relative level of Lake Wakatipu. There, and the Mataura and Oreti 

River in the south were identified as outlet areas for earlier stages in the Lake Wakatipu 

history (Turnbull, 1988). Due to the proposed drop of ea. 50 m to 60 m (Henderson 1937, 

Brodie & Irwin, 1970, Turnbull, 1988), between seven and ten terraces and benches are 

reported by 



Table 2. Summarised, unmodified Quaternary units of Mutch (1969) in order of apperance tt as relative oldest unit, chronologic relationships 
indicated in Table 3 and Table 4 
Unit Description Remarks Locality 

a bottom alluvium in the upper levels - postglacial, lower parts consist present Rivers a:nd Flats of Rees River, Buckler Burn, Stone 
of 70% pebble, 29% sand and granules, 1% cobble Creek, Glenorchy Flat, Chinamans Flat, alpine valleys 

t2 high level till younger than unit b, material oflocal origin cirques at the heads of major streams in the Richardson Range 

b older abandoned lake levels of70, 75, 140 and 185ft above the present 'Bible' terrace, below airstrip of Glenorchy, Stone Creek, (new 
bench deposits lake level, resting unconformably on older formations lodge), Road Glenorchy-Paradise, Precipice Creek mouth 

dz outwash alluvium consisting of fine wave sorted beach sand (deposited between upstream margin of d1 and the latest terminal moraine 
along the eastern side of an ice body in temporary in the valleys of the present major rivers 
lakes) 

di deltaic beds of Lake Wakatipu topsets and foresets of well rounded pebble/sand of Rees- and Dart River flats, near the mouth of all major rivers, 
at a level of 1200ft a.s.l. schist and quartz origin, rare boulder and cobble Bible terrace; including Lake Reid and Diamond Lake 
(+197ft of present) 

tJ till deposits of main W akatipu Glacier Rees River Bridge, (old) Buckler Burn Bridge, 
Gorges of Preci2ice River and Ox Bl}rn _ 
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Table 3. Late Quaternary chronological relationships, advances and deposits; note: relative relationships for Glenorchy District 
(see Table?? for explanation),_Brockie (1974) in (Turnbull1974) 

New Zealand Stage Thomson Fitzsimons, Suggate Wood (1966), Tumbull (1974), Brockie (1974) Glenorchy District, Thomson (1998b ), Thomson (1998a,b ), 
(1998a}, max -1997 (1965, 1990), Wakatipu Trough, Thomson Mountains, Wakatipu-Mid this work Upper Clutha Kawarau Valley 

Glacial Interglacial advance) Westland Upper Mataura River Von-Wakattipu System Dome Area Catchment 

HOLO Postglacial cirque glaciers, lake beach, fan, fluvial 
CENE Aranuian beach, fan, stream fan, stream Ab2, Af2, LsJ, LdJ, AE2 deposits, 

deposits deposits Afp2 cirque glaciers 

14.000 y ? ! 

L AEt,GI:2 

A 

T several Afpt 

E smaller Mt. Alfred 
advances Abt, Aft, Ls2, Ld2, Ld12 

Q p 

u L Otiran Lst,Ldt, La 

A E 18.000 y Mt. Nicolas Advance Post-Kingston Gtt Hawea Advance Morven Hill Advance 
T I Kingston (latest Wakatipu Glacier) 
E s Kumara-3 Kingston 

R T 23.000 y Formation ? Mt. Iron Advance Doonholme Advance 
N 0 

A c 70.000 y Kumara-22 White Burn Advance Gartson2 Albert Town Advance Morven Ferry Advance 

R E Kaihinu 

y N Waimea Kumara-2t Garston Formation South Van Advance Garston 1 Lnggate Advance K 11 Shotover/ 
E Arrow/K2 Advances 

Karoro 

Waimunga K3 
Brunswick 

Nemona Queensburry Advance Chard Advance 

(Post-Lindis) 

Ararata 

Bendigo Kumara-1 Athol Formation Oreti Bridge Brave! Atho1 Lindis Advance Crown Terrace ···-·---· 

Thomson Geochronology 

(1998b ), Shot-

over Valley 

Queenstown, 

lake sediments: 

7800-1800y BP, 

(Pocknall, et al. 

1989) 

17MileB 

17MileA 

Flood Burn Crown Terrace, 

lake sediments: 

ea. 25.000 y BP, 

Stoc1.-yard (Bell & Swanson, 

1977) 

Ironstone 

Sandhill 

Skippers Point 
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Table 4. Genetical classificaf .fQuat 
-~----- -- - ------ --- ....... 

d. ts (see text f, f d subdivision) 
genetically subdivision ab b. including/features locality examples 

term 
Ab2 present transported material of braided river facies, all rivers 

braided outwash deposits 
(b)-- Ab1 older deposits of braided river facies, outwash deposits, Earnslaw area, Precipice Creek, Buckler Burn, Stone Creek 

alluvial resting with an erosional unconformity on Ld1, Lili (than 

deposits Ldtl, Lda) 
(A) fan Afz I younger, modern fan deposits Stone Creek, Arcadia 

(t) Af1 older fan deposits, outwash deposits, resting with an Arcadia, Precipice area, Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area 
unconformity (less transitional) on Ld1, Ld2, Ls1, Ls2 

floodplain Afp2 I present swamp and floodplain facies Dart-Rees River floodplain, Diamond Lake/Lake Reid area 
(fp) Afp1 older floodplain facies Dart-Rees River floodplain 

LS3 modern shorelines Lake Wakatipu, Lake Reid, Diamond Lake 
beach/ LS2 older shoreline deposits of remnant lakes oflake Wakatipu, Arcadia, Thomson area, Bible terrace, Road Glenorchy 

shoreline when at highest lake level and standstills Paradise 
(s) LSI oldest beach deposits in small lakes , deposited close to between upstream margin of d1 and the latest terminal 

a glacier margin (Mutch, 1969), here considered as above a moraine in the valleys of the present major rivers 
!proposed highest lake level of Lake Wakatipu 

lacustrine Ld3 modern outbuilding fan-delta sequences intersection of major rivers and Lake W akatipu 
deposits Lili older delta sequences of lake level between today and the Earnslaw area, Precipice area, Buckler Burn/Stone Creek 

(L) highest lake level of Lake Wakatipu, consists of steeply complex 
delta dipping foresets and topsets; does not include d1 of 
(d) Mutch (1969) 

Ld1 oldest delta sequences of highest lake level of Lake Earnslaw area(?), Precipice area, Buckler Burn/Stone Creek 
Wakatipu, sequences of steeply dipping foresets, complex 
and topsets 

lake deposits (a) La fine sand to mud deposits Buckler Bum/Stone Creek complex 
aeolian deposits AE2 modern loess top-cover of modem landscape without significant accumulate 

(AE) and distinct horizon 
AE1 older loess deposits, cover ofLd1, Ldz, Afi.LSI,Abi Arcadia, Earnslaw, Precipice, Buckler Burn/Stone Creek areas 

glacial deposits till Gtz high level till, cirques (Mutch, 1969) cirques at the heads of major streams in the Richardson Mts 
(G) (t) Gt1 till of the main Wakatipu Glacier (Mutch, 1969) Rees River Bridge, (old) Buckler Burn Bridge, 

Gorges of Precipice River and Ox Burn 
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Healy & Willett (1938) and Henderson (1937), respectively. Batt (1974) reckoned the lake 

level 
to occur c. 90 m above the present lake level based on terrace flights at the buckler Bum with 

no age-indication. An often-cited example is the 'Bible terraces' complex, east of Glenorchy. 

Many formerly well preserved terraces and benches around Glenorchy, especially at lower 

levels, have been worked for gold or destroyed because of rural development. 

Diamond Lake and Lake Re id are remnants of a greater extent of Lake W akatipu (Mutch, 

1969, 1970). 

The cause of the damming of Lake W akatipu is a terminal moraine at Kingston (Kingston 

Moraine) (Mutch, 1969; Brodie & Irwin, 1970). Other events likely to have affected smaller 

lake level changes are rock falls, active faulting and slides as discussed in Thomson (1984). 

Bottomley (1956) reported a regular seiche within Lake Wakatipu. 

Pickrill & Irwin (1986b) classified today's Lake Wakatipu as a single basin with little glacial 

input (sedimentation rate< 5mm/y). 

1. 7. Closer view of structural setting and deformation history 

The author made much effort to correlate and interpret the deformation of the late 

glacial/postglacial sediments. The regional and local structural setting is well examined due to 

mineral exploration and metamorphism studies. 

Five deformation phases affecting basement rocks are reported. D1 to D4 probably occurred 

during the Rangitata Orogeny, while D5 is interpreted as postmetamorphic (Batt, 1974, 

Paterson, 1977). Craw (1985) subdivided Dl to D3 in metamorphic and D4 and D5 in 

postmetamorphic deformation. According to Craw (1985), the first three phases resulted in 

the formation of folds and nappes formation during the waning phase of greenschist 

metamorphism. The fourth stage is characterised by folding and faulting (north/northeast

trending, west-dipping). The Eamslaw Synform (Fig. 3), after Paterson (1977) (Mt. Alfred 

Synform after Batt, 1974), which is the dominant structural feature in the Glenorchy district, 

is associated with the fourth stage. The synform plunges gently to the south. Schistosity 

follows generally the synform more or less parallel, dipping to the south/southwest at the east 

flank of the synform in the mapped area and becoming flat at Paradise (e.g. Kawachi, 1974). 

The Moonlight Fault Zone belongs also to this stage, which was active in the pre-Oligocene 

(Tumbull et al., 1975) and was reactivated at the next stage (Craw, 1985). The fifth phase 

(D5) around Glenorchy is characterised by the development of mesoscopic crenulation and 

reactivation of faults (Batt, 1974). 

Major faults in the immediate area of interest are the Buckler Bum Fault Zone and Stone 

Creek Fault (Paterson, 1977). While the Buckler Bum Fault Zone is mainly north/northeast in 

trend, the Stone Creek Fault trends nearly east-west. Mutch (1969) mapped an offsetting older 

northwest trending fault system, belonging to the metamorphic deformation stages. In 

general, inside the Glenorchy scheelite field, east of Glenorchy, faults trend 350° to 040° 

(Batt, 1974). 
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Many faults have undergone multiple deformation phases and become inverted due to 

changing stress fields (see above). Associated with normal faults mineralization has been 

overprinted by reverse faulting and strike slip movements (Paterson, 1977). 

Quaternary tectonism in the form of regional (and isostatic) uplift, folding and faulting has 

had a significant impact on drainage basins and catchments (Thomson, 1998b). Uplift was 

accompanied by lowering of glacial valley floors (Batt, 1974) and was estimated for the 

Upper Lake Wakatipu area west of the Moonlight Fault System with 1 to 2 mm/y (Wellman, 

1979). Mutch (1969) reports Quaternary faults due to earthquakes in the higher altitudes of 

Mt. Alaska and the upper reaches of Buckler Burn, while Turnbull (1974) reports faults in 

post glacial deposits in the V on River area, and Thomson ( 1984, 1998a) has described 

postglacial faulting at the present outlet area to Lake Wakatipu. Displacement is ea. 2 m with 

a reverse sense of movement. 

Batt (1974) classified late stage non-tectonic deformation as D6-deformation caused by 

postglacial gravitational readjustment of slopes. 

Recent earthquake activity in thy area is reported by e.g. Scholz et al. (1973), R.W. Willett (in 

Brodie & Irwin, 1970) and by T. Thomson (pers. comm., 1999). 

1.8. Field methods 

Outcrop localities within the surveyed area were relocated on NZMS 260 sheets E40 

(Earnslaw) and E41 (Queenstown) at a scale of 1: 50,000 and NZMS 270 (E40C, E41A) of 

scale 1 : 25,000. The New Zealand Geological Survey map Sheet 22- Wakatipu (scale 1 : 

250,000) (Wood, 1962), Bathymetry- Maps of Lake Wakatipu and Diamond Lake (Irwin, 

1972, 1982) and aerial photographs (3984/20-21, 3985/22-23) were also used to aid mapping. 

Clast size is measured as the clast-long a-axis while clast fabric was highly variable (a(p)a(i) 

or a(t)b(i)) and in almost all cases not further distinguished. Roundness and sphericity are 

determined after Powers (1958). 

Terrace and bench levels were measured with an altimeter and GPS by keeping in mind that 

altitude level measurements are difficult to carry out in accuracy. The aim was to measure the 

elevation of terraces at the tip towards a lake direction, which is due to erosion in some cases 

not obvious. No trigonometric points for base level fixation were available during the 

fieldwork, which makes it more difficult for comparison. As basis level, the level of Diamond 

Lake (338 m asl) and Lake Wakatipu (308 m asl) were used. Limited geodetic data are 

available under www.linz.govt.nz (geodetic database for sheet E40 and E41). 

An applying of lithofacies codes as introduced by Miall (1978) for braided rivers (and stream 

facies on alluvial fans) and by Postma (1990) for river- and fan deltas were considered but not 

used in fieldwork because alluvial (fan and braided rivers) and lacustrine (fan-delta) facies are 

intermixed. Confusion in code definition and interpretation would have resulted. In some 

cases where appropriate it is considered later in discussion. 

Dipping layers (e.g. of foresets) are measured mostly in sandy exposures. Measurements bear 

an error and deviation due to the local conditions of the exposures. 

No samples are taken for laboratory grain size analysis because of inhomogeneity on metre

scale due to sorting and mechanism of deposition of layers, which give no representative 
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value for lateral and vertical bed variation. This work follows the discussion for sampling of 

debris flows by Costa & Fleischer (1984). 

1.9. Detailed outcrop areas 

For the mapping of the Quaternary geology at the upper head of Lake Wakatipu, especially 

between Arcadia/Paradise in the north and the Glenorchy airstrip in the south, the areas 

indicated in Table 5a,b and in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 were considered in more detail. 

Table 5a. Main field areas 

area, as indicated local features section (Fig. 1.2) 

in Fig. 1.2. 

Arcadia!Paradise terraces of Arcadia on Jordan Fan, A,B 

Including Jordan River and Diamond Lake 

Earnslaw Burnffhomson Earnslaw Burn, - terraces, outcrops especially around c 
the Cottage of the Thomson family 

Precipice Precipice Creek and terraces D 

Buckler Burn, Stone Creek Bible terrace, cliffs of Buckler Burn and Stone Creek E,F,G 

T bl 5b D ·1 d d a e etm e escnptwn o fl ocatwns o f . T bl 5 sectiOns m a e a 
Section detailed location description 

A Arcadia, outcrop 50 m southwest of homestead Arcadia, between the highest terrace and the middle 
one 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; 433986) 

B Jordan River, between Road Glenorchy-Paradise and lakeshore of Diamond Lake 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; 440990-440000) 

c Earnslaw, east of the homestaead of the Thomson family, gravel pit, and below the homestead, 
southwesterly (e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; centre 462963) 

D Precipice Creek, south flank of the rivers cliff, between the Precipice gorge and Road Glenorchy-
Paradise 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; 463903) 

E Buckler Burn, lower part, between section f and shoreline of Lake Wakatipu 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 454843-458843) 

F Buckler Burn, 'The Cliff', between Buckler Burn Bridge and 500 m west of it 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 465840-467840) 

G Stone Creek, between Stone Creek Bridge and shoreline of Lake Wakatipu 
(e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 463833-467830) 

These areas are mapped in detail. Intervening areas, like the Rees River braided plain between 

Earnslaw Burn/Thomson area and Precipice area, are discussed if necessary. The Precipice 

area is ideal for correlation of the southern outcrops with the more north/northwesterly 

outcrops, due to its central position within the field area. 

In addition, for some special structures of deformation I refer to an outcrop area near Pigeon 

Island, further 10 km south of Glenorchy. This is an unnamed Creek, the second one south of 

Shepherd's Hut Creek (Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 490764). Hereafter, this creek is 

called Pigeon Creek (Fig. 3). 

In this thesis paper, first a description, discussion and correlation in a more morphologic point 

of view of the areas, terraces and benches is reviewed followed by a description of active and 
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late Pleistocene/early Holocene sedimentation pattern, their specifics, development and 

paleoenvironment. 

Later, a description and interpretation of the syn- to postdepositional deformation will be 

discussed, before drawing a 'Late Quaternary Story of Glenorchy' at the end. 

Remark: 

A number of photographs and sketches, which are related to several chapters, are compiled as 

Plates and located in the back. 
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11. GEOMORPHOLOGY 

2.1. Introduction 

In the following discussion, the mapped area is considered from a morphological point of 

view. The complex genetic development of terraces (alluvial plains, deltaic plains, benches 

and) is discussed and in chapter 3. and 4., while additional information and illustrations are 

presented in Fig. 1.2., Fig. 2.1., Table 1. In some cases facies descriptions, described later in 

chapter 4., are included here for a better clarity. 

The use and subdivision of the term terrace is explained in Fig. 2.2. The observed terraces 

formed treads when the lake level was more constant over a period of time and risers when 

the lake level dropped and incision by, e.g streams, lowered the base level and leaving 

terraces. However, it reflects the general trend of base level change. 

All terraces were treated as levels during fieldwork and describe easily the geomorphology of 

much of the area. In many cases the term 'level' was applied in the field without primary 

interpretation or possible identification of genesis. They were later grouped into the 

classification scheme of Fig. 2.2. In the following, a 'level' is a surface as topography, defined 

by the author, whereas a lake 'level' refers to a water surface elevation (relative or absolute). 

Levels are the treads in Fig. 2.2. and were measured at the tip of a tread. 

However, level measurements carried out during the fieldwork are surface elevation 

measurements. A tectonical tilt to the southwest due to uplift as used by Wellman (1979) was 

neglected. 

It is noted that the 'river' and 'creek' terms don't appear to indicate bed size or amount of 

drainage (for example: River Jordan is a creek, while Stone Creek carries more water at this 

time). 

Below, all areas are described and discussed separately and correlated at the end with 

implications for an ancient Lake level of Lake Wakatipu. 

In general, reference locations are indicated throughout the thesis in Fig. 1.2. 

2.2. Arcadia/Paradise area 

The Arcadia/Jordan fan expands radially, semi-conical over an area of approximately 1 km on 

the southwestern~ flank of the Earnslaw Massif. The apex of the ancient fan is oriented 

northeast-southwest, while the present River Jordan drains to the south. The northern border 

of the fan is transitional in an elevated flat plane (app. 370 m), the northeast flank of Mt. 

Alfred limits its extent to the west and the southern extent is limited by the shoreline of 

Diamond Lake. Inclination of the fan surface is approximately - 6° to 8°, becoming steeper 

towards the proximal upper fan zone and the drainage basin. In its middle southwestern part, 

below the homestead of Arcadia, the fan surrounds three subhorizontal terraces (Plate 2) of 

type 'b' of Fig. 2.2., which are below, equal to and above (highest level, =372m asl) the 

highest level of Lake Wakatipu (Fig. 2.1.). The entire north and west part of the fan is covered 
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by grass and has a smooth surface due to long exposure to loess deposition. This differs from 

the area around the present River Jordan stream and some creeks in the southwest corner, 

which are the areas of the most recent and active fan deposition and characterised by an 

irregular surface, dense bush vegetation and absence of loess. 

Different expresssions of terraces 

sketch 

® 
term 

alluvial plain - terrace 

description 
broad plains (treads), risers are 
less sharp developed at some 
locations, knickpoint difficult 
to define 

riser- tread (approximate) 

riser - height: > 4 m 
tread extension: > 10 m 

lake/delta - terrace 

treads are narrower and less inclined 
than alluvial plain - terrace, slope 
of riser steeper (up to 30.) 

riser - height: > 2 to m 
tread extension: > 10 m 

formation (the smoothing loess cover is not considered) 
combination of alluvial fan and fan-delta sequences, minor alluvial 

terms used 
iu text tip of a tread 

tread riser 

J{ tread 

bench - terrace 

several riser and treads in a 
very narrow zone, 
slope of risers steep (up to 30.), 
smoothing by secondary 
processes 

riser - height: 5 to 15 m 
tread extension: < 10 m 

fan-delta sequences, no obvious fan influence, likely shoreline influence, 
formation by shoreline 
procceses (wave cut benches) 
in fan-delta or lake facies; 
destructive origin by under
cutting and slope failure 

shoereline influence; or remnant of shoreline (lake) facies; 
constructive in origin constructive and destructive origin 

example and morphologic type as in chapter 2.7. 

Earnslaw Burn!Thomson area Precipice area, Buckler Burn/Stone 
Creek transition (Buckler Burn type) 

Fig. 2.2. Expression of terraces and their characteristics 

2.3. Diamond 

Bible terrace (north), 
below Glenorchy airstrip 
(Bible type) 

Southeast of Arcadia, terraces are preserved north of the Earnslaw Burn where the Glenorchy

Paradise Road bends towards the west. These are hereafter referred to as Diamond Terraces 

(Fig. 1.2.) of type 'b' (Fig. 2.2.). No reliable outcrop evidence was found, the upper surface is 

interpreted to be of lacustrine origin, as suggested by the subhorizontal, flat top surface and 

the local geographical position. A lower level is a very small surface at an elevation of 353 m. 

In trial to classify the terraces: Below the upper terrace, a chaotic pebble/cobble association 

overlies pebbly coarse sand patches all under irregular loess (e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, 

E40; 456975). Outcrop conditions are modified by scarp failure. Therefore, a weak suggestion 

of shoreline to fluvial top-facies is considered. 

The terrace level of 365 m is included in Fig. 2.1. as the upper limit of a highest lake level 

whereas the lower level with no outcrop remains difficult to define in origin. 
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2.4. Earnslaw terraces 

The area discussed here is based on observations in the field along the Earnslaw Burn and in 

the vicinity of the Thomson family homestead. All levels are referred to as 'Earnslaw' (Fig. 

2.1.), although this name may obscure a complex variety of origins. 

The borders of this triangular shaped area are the Rees River, the northeast flank of Mt. 

Alfred and the swampy area of the Earnslaw Burn mouth, which marks a relative lowland. 

Curiously, in the more easterly middle, the schist bedrock of Camp Hill ( 436 m) crops out 

app. 80 m above the surrounding areas. 

Today, the rivers draining this area are Earnslaw Burn in the north and Rees River to the 

northwest, but in earlier times the Dart River or a tributary of Dart River, may have been 

active as well (Mutch, 1969, 1970). 

In the northwest corner of the triangle down to the Earnslaw Station area, three distinct 

terraces of type 'a' (Fig. 2.2.) extend from the Earnslaw Massif to the south/southwest, while 

to the east one minor and one major scarp occur to the present Rees River bed. The smooth 

surfaces are dipping gently to the southwest. 

The west and southwest parts of the area are a more recent younger alluvial (fan) plain, where 

an abandoned braided paleochannel system is identified from aerial photos (Fig. 2.3-1, 2). To 

the south, the youngest braided plain of Rees River is the lowest alluvial plain. East of Camp 

Hill towards the Rees River, similar levels are not preserved and probably eroded by Rees 

River erosion-activity. 

Origin of terrace-levels 

The present day levels of these terraces, compared with a proposed ancient higher shoreline 

(see Fig. 2.1.), reflects their origin as alluvial and lacustrine fan-delta facies. Alluvial facies is 

suggested by the slight inclination towards the adjoining mountains (Earnslaw Massif), while 

fan-delta facies is based on exposures at the Thomson area (4.6.2,). The preserved levels at 

the northwestern corner are the result of progressive incision by the Earnslaw Burn, 

occupying a narrower braided plain with ongoing time. 

The Diamond terrace complex (2.3.) on the north bank of the Earnslaw Burn was in ancient 

time probably part of a, today by the Earnslaw Burn transected, Earnslaw Burnffhomson area 

complex as indicated by the author, which is inferred by morphological relationships with the 

Earnslaw area. However, no inclination of the uppermost Diamond level (as was observed on 

the highest Earnslaw level) suggests no major overprint of the Diamond terraces (probably 

mostly preserved after deltaic formation). Similarly, terraces on the eastern side of the Rees 

River may also have a related level and history with the Earnslaw Burnffhomson area and of 

sure by the Rees River. 

Local features on the Earnslaw terraces 

A number of schist blocks resting on the lowest level of the Earnslaw area near the 

Glenorchy-Paradise Road (e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; 457965) are aligned in a 
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Fig. 2.3. Earnslaw Burnffhomson area. 1) - view from MtAlfred on Earnslaw terraces and Rees River braided 
plains, view to the east ; 2) -interpretation of' 1)' ; 3) - schistose blocks on the lowest Earns law level, aligned 
in a southwest trend (view to the northwest) 

11.5. 
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southwest trend, bordering a broad channel-like feature (Fig. 2.3.-3). This southwesterly trend 

is approximately parallel to the present lower Earnslaw Burn stream. Blocks can exceed 3 m 

in size and are probably of debris flow origin. A glacial (moraine) origin as remnant erratics is 

also possible. 

2.5. Precipice area 

In the Precipice area six distinguishable terrace levels of a very local extent (0.01 km3
) are 

observed (type 'b' of Fig. 2.2.). These have only a limited degree of correlation with levels 

observed in the areas to the north (Arcadia) and to south (Glenorchy) in terms of Fig. 2.1. 

The nearly semi-circular complex of surfaces is dissected and incised by Precipice Creek. In 

the south it extends to the Gorrettie's Craftshop and Backpacker. On the southern bank of 

Precipice Creek, the uppermost level of the six levels is the predominant morphological 

feature, whereas to the north, six levels are distinguishable. There; the northward face of the 

northern part of the Precipice complex consists of one scarp down to the Rees River plain, 

whereas the levels to the south and west (of the northern part) are preserved with six sharp 

scarps (Fig. 2.4.) down to the Precipice Creek. In front of this level-complex a gently dipping 

alluvial plain transmits to the Rees floodplain area. 

The sharp scarp in the north, the different level relationships with respect to the adjoining 

levels (Fig. 2.4.) and the only level in the south suggest outside influencing factors, such as 

the Rees River and lake bench activity. 

80m 

~ 
Glenorchy 

Paradise 

levell 
(370m) 

Fig. 2.4. Terraces of the Precipice Creek 

ancient 
highest 
lake level 
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2.6. Glenorchy-Paradise Road 

Along the Glenorchy-Paradise Road, from the Precipice area to the township of Glenorchy, 

terrace levels are either absent or poorly developed (type 'b' of Fig. 2.2.) and aligned parallel 

or oblique to the road in a veneer like style or missing. In the southern part, east of the 

Southern Lagoon, the schist is exposed on the road to the north. This might explain a shift of 

the levels to the west or probably the lack of levels. Furthermore, this is in coincidence with 

the bow-like shape of the Richardson Mountains above lake level, where the (convex) bow 

has its greatest extent to the west, which was probably caused by differential glacial erosion 

of the basement. A continuing connection to the bench levels at the Bible terrace is possible 

(see 2.7.). 

Origin of terrace-levels 

The plateau-like level around the Gyrocopter Flight station at a level of c. 360 m at the lake

ward front is suggested by morphologic analysis as of lacustrine-shoreline origin, although no 

outcrops were found. Farther north, on the road and the present slope, no levels preserved 

elsewhere were observed, instead schist outcrops or scattered schist boulders (rock falls) 

cover the slope. The area is better described as a concave upward slope composed of schist 

and smoothed by secondary processes, either alluvial, lacustrine or aeolian, but now covered. 

No creeks occur here. 

The steplike transition in Fig. 2.1., between lake level changes north and south of this area, 

may have been smoother, when level- producing or preserving processes had occurred. A 

similar assumption is applied to the area between Precipice Creek and the Earnslaw Burn 

/Thomson area. 

2.1.7. Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area 

The Buckler Burn/Stone Creek complex covers the large area from south of the Glenorchy 

airstrip to the northern part of the Bible terrace, southwest of Glenorchy. Observed levels are 

traceable farther north towards the Gyrocopter Flight station on the western flank of the 

Richardson Mountains (Fig. 2.1., 2.5., Plate 3-1). Several level profile measurements were 

carried out to correlate the area (Fig. 2.5.). 

Southern part (Stone Creek area) 

The Glenorchy airstrip is located on a broad plain with 5 distinct terrace-levels (type 'c' of 

Fig. 2.2.) in a narrow zone down to the Lake Wakatipu shoreline at the western slope, 

observed from aerial photographs and smoothed modern landscape. 

Additionally, two distinct but small semi-circular one metre high scarps at app. 370 m in the 

upper northeastern corner of the airstrip, which effected the immediate underlying sediments, 

are only of local (20 m horizontal) extent. 
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Buckler Burn/Stone Creek Transition 

Between the Stone Creek and Buckler Burn the terrace-levels vary greatly, probably due to 

multiple phases of deposition and incision. Approximately parallel to the Buckler Burn nine 

levels were measured (Fig. 2.5.). This differs from Henderson (1937), who reported 10 levels, 

and the seven levels identified by Healy and Willett (1938). From observations based on 

aerial photographs and the present morphology it becomes obvious that the altitude and 

number of levels depends strongly on the position of the measured profile (Fig. 2.1., 2.5.). 

Levels are tongue-like, elongated or irregular in plan view, most have tips towards northwest 

and are characterised by distinct scarps (risers). The southern bank of the Buckler Burn is a 

major erosive scarp (cliff wall) created by the stream. 

Bible terrace 

On the northeast bank of the Buckler Burn, northeast of the Queenstown-Glenorchy Road, the 

terrace-levels are absent and a bush covered slope is probably the remnant of an older slope, 

similar to the present southwest cliff wall (see above), where the erosional activity shifted 

with the Buckler Burn. The locally exposed levels in the eastern corner (southeast Bible 

terrace, Fig. 2.1., 2.5.) are interpreted by analysis of levels, Buckler Burn/Stone Creek 

complex development and goldmining history, as probably of man-kind origin and are not 

further considered. 

The Bible terrace itself is a broad flat surface with three distinct terrace levels at its 

northwestern flank and five towards the north/northeast, bending into the levels parallel to the 

Richardson Mountains (type 'c' of Fig. 2.2.). The township of Glenorchy is located above an 

old floodplain or smooth fan surface, inferred from aerial photograph interpretation. 

Conclusion - Origin of terrace-levels of the entire Buckler Burn/Stoen Creek area complex 

(referred facies is described in the chapter " Late Otiran!Early Aranuian systems) 

All level changes within narrow zones (west of the Glenorchy airstrip, northwest of Bible 

terrace, along Richardson Mountains) are suggested as wave-cut benches because of the 

parallel and continuous alignment at the front of the a fan-delta/lake interface. This is 

supported by observations of the levels at the north-face of the Bible terrace, and there 

exposed by shoreline facies ( 4.6.4.a). These features form type 'c' of Fig. 2.2. 

The complex zone within Stone Creek and Buckler Burn represent likely several advances of 

fan-deltas, covered by fluvial braided topset facies, which may have been reworked by 

wavecut bench activity (4.6.4.). Several stages within the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek complex 

can be distinguished (Fig. 2.1., 2.5.). The earliest stage, extending from the 

northwestern/western tip of the Bible terrace to the parallel, aligned benches below the 

Glenorchy airstrip, while the Bible terrace west face is an erosional face (no levels of beach 

activity) and is therefore not the primary front. 

The later stage (or stages ?) are progradational, telescope-like to the west towards Lake 

Wakatipu. This implies complete reworking of the deposits and lowering of base level within 
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parts of the Buckler Burn and Stone Creek, which probably developed as a likely 

interfingering alluvial fan/fan-delta complex at an early stage, while have been separated from 

the more recent time on. 

Summarising the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek complex from a morphological point of view, a 

Bible type (type 'c' of Fig. 2.2.) and a Buckler type (type 'b' of Fig. 2.2.) can be 

distinguished (and later proofed by facies too). 

A Bible terrace type, observed at the northwest flank of the Bible terrace and below the 

Glenorchy airstrip, shows a broad flat uppermost plain and a narrow zone of several riser

treads at the front towards an existing or ancient water body. 

The Buckler Burn type doesn't show the distinct riser-treat front-face but includes bench 

activity and the formation of likely several coalescing and telescoping fan-delta advances, 

forming less the homogeneous type (Bible type) and more the irregular morphological type 

(Buckler Bum type- Buckler Burn/Stone Creek transition) as obvious in Fig. 2.5. 

This type-differentiation by the major forces of shoreline and fan-delta activity is, when 

applied to the areas in the north, not directly applicable and suggests at least less erosion at 

shorelines probably due to shallower and more restricted lake areas. 

Today the outbuilding of alluvial fans (Stone Creek) and braided delta sequences (Buckler 

Burn, Stone Creek), are forming plan-view lobe-shaped sediment piles into Lake Wakatipu 

and influencing the present position and shape of the shoreline. The active arms of Buckler 

Burn and Stone Creek discharge into Lake Wakatipu with a south-/southwestward trend, 

which may suggest the influence of currents from the discharge of the Rees and (less) Dart 

rivers. 

2.8. Dart-Rees River plain 

The area between the described parts in chapter 2.2. and 2.7. are the flat lying plains of the 

Dart and Rees River system occupied by the low sinuosity and branched Dart and Rees rivers. 

Further away from the active channel towards the mountains it changes into a floodplain. 

Unfortunately, no levels were observed or to be preserved around the southern and eastern 

flank of Mt. Alfred, because of erosion by the Dart and Rees River. If the lower levels 

observed elsewhere existed, burial by sediments from the Dart and Rees rivers may have also 

occurred. 

2.9. Correlation of levels (2.2. to 2.7.) and the implications for an ancient lake levels 

of Lake Wakatipu 

Fig. 2.1. shows a mixture of different genetically different levels and represents in the 

majority surface measurements which belong to more constructional (alluvial fan/fan-delta) 

and destructional (shoreline) processes. A concrete definition of terms like fan-delta or 

alluvial fan follows in the chapter 'Late Otiran!Early Aranuian system'. 
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The correlation of levels with respect to ancient relative lake levels, which represent the 

paleohydrological evolution of Lake Wakatipu, is difficult when considering only the local 

area around Glenorchy. The following correlation discussion should be considered, 

recognizing the limitations below: 

- accuracy in surface measurements 

identification of primary facies association (alluvial, lacustrine, 

aeolian, pedogenesis) of the top sequence (Chapter "Description of 

active and recent systems" and "Late Otiran/early Aranuian systems") 

- erosive truncated fan-delta surfaces or redeposition of lacustrine facies 

associations (Chapter "Description of active and recent systems") 

- internal deformation (syn- to postdepositional deformation, faulting, 

slope-failure) (Chapter "Syn- to postdepositional deformation") 

- diachronous sediment supply from the ongoing activity of all rivers 

and creeks and sediment properties due to erosion resistance and 

erosion rate 

- orientation towards active and inferred ancient active systems (e.g. 

lake front) 

- seiche- activity of Lake Wakatipu (Bottomley, 1956) and lake level 

fluctuations (Chapter "Late Otiran/early Aranuian systems"). 

Therefore, each level is mainly characterised by: 

present (measured) surface level= initial (ancient) lake level- erosion+ aggradation ±internal deformation. 

Fig. 2.1. shows an interpretation of terrace-levels according to facies and ancient lake levels, 

where zones (rather than single lines) suggest a relative high lake level (358 to 363 m asl) and 

three broader zones of stillstands (340 to 350 m, 326 to 332 m and 327 to 333 m asl). 

Some outcrops can fix events clearer than these broader zones. For example: 

The Bible terrace, with an elevation of 363 m at the western tip, provides an approximate fit 

for an upper limit for an original lake level. There, deltaic foresets are exposed and almost 

free of topset, or other alluvial or aeolian deposits (sluiced channel, north flank of the Bible 

terrace). 

Another and perhaps more convincing height reference, would be a beach or lake shoreline. 

The level at an elevation of 332 m asl (stillstand) at the Bible terrace north face does fix such 

surface based on its beach pebble facies. Shoreline facies e.g. beach pebbles would limit an 

upper level of a specific lake highstand zone more accurately, while all factors mentioned in 

the summary above place wrong lower or upper limits on this zone. 

Additional information are located in the transition of fluvial topset/deltaic foreset transitions, 

which represent the interface of fluvial systems with ancient lake levels in deltaic 

environments. Here as well, the amount of erosion by fluvial activity is unknown. The 

transition topset/ foreset represents a lower limit of a lake level, while the highest of these 

topset/foreset transitions should indicate the true maximum level. The random distribution of 
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topset/foreset transitions Fig. 2.1. is in the case of the Earnslaw area (highest lake level) 

reliable and in all other cases irregular (Precipice area -7 highest lake zone; Buckler Burn and 

Stone Creek -7 lower stillstand periods). 

All levels below the proposed highest recognized lake level zone are within the field of 

primary lacustrine origin. However they may have been generated later (either lowered by 

erosion or raised by aggradation of alluvial/aeolian sequences), whereas all levels above the 

supposed lake level line should have an alluvial origin. One exception is the highest level of 

Arcadia (see Fig. 2.1.). 

Fig 2.1. shows lower stillstand periods than the highest lake level of Lake Wakatipu, which 

are more likely episodic (non-rhythmic) than steady state from consideration of benches such 

as those at the Glenorchy airfield. Episodic lake level drop favors the formation of riser-treads 

in the narrow zone and the later discussed (chapter "Aspects of deposition") erosional surface 

between forestes and topsets indicates rapid drop. Possible flood remnants of episodic outlets 

have been not considered so far. 

Correlation between the Bible terrace north (3 to 5 levels) and the Glenorchy airfield (5 

levels) is suggested as the best control. Whereas the risers' heights (ratio) are variable in these 

two areas, tread widths are more uniform. 

Bowman (1971) introduced the term "pseudo-riser" for non-correlative features exposed 

between expected similar levels. With respect to the Glenorchy area, the data-collection is too 

poor to evaluate the differences in the sense of "pseudo-risers". However, reliably fixed, 

correlated terraces are in the minority. As pointed out in Born & Ritter (1970) and Bowman 

(1971, 1988) a preservation of all terraces at any place is seldom realised. A higher degree of 

correlation may be expected in the case of benches. 

Hypothesis: Relative lake level change of Lake Wakatipu from a maximum of 363 m asl in 

Pleistocene time to 308 asl of today (Fig. 2.1), presumably occurred in the last 18.000 to 

14.000y BP (Table 3 and "rapid deglaciation" reported by Bell, 1982). A drop of 55 m over 

the assumed time-span than equates to -3 to -4 mm/y (minimum) relative change under 

steady state conditions with respect to a highest relative lake level. 

A number of reasons may have affected the lake level drop: 

i) surface uplift (Batt, 1974) and tilting to the southwest (inferred by tilt of stranded 

shorelines; Wellman, 1979), 

ii) different lake configurations in shape, depth and tectonic activity east and west of the 

Moonlight Fault System (Wellman, 1979) 

iii) configuration of the lake outlet by a) damming (e.g. by the Shotover River; Bell, 1982, 

Thomson, 1984) and b) progressive erosion (Wellman, 1979) and number of outlets 

(Turnbull, 1988), or 

iv) variable meltwater supply. 

Likely, all factors may have interplayed. 
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Wellman (1979) in his "Uplift map for the South Island ... " estimated the uplift-rate for the 

upper Wakatipu area west of the Moonlight Fault Zone with 1 to 2 mm/y inferred by the tilt 

of lake shorelines and the mountain summit height versus rainfall. This uplift rate of 1 to 2 

mm/y supports the theory that additional and/or other influences (see above) are required for a 

lake level drop of Lake Wakatipu. On the other hand, the height of these shorelines may also 

depend on these other factors while tilt of shorlines may be largely unaffected by the factors 

of e.g. damming or meltwater supply. 

However, Wellman's estimated crusta! uplift by glaciofluvial/glaciolacustrine gravel analysis 

is critical discussed in Pillans (1986) where fast changes in input/supply rate of deposits 

during the Quaternary (climatic changes) may effect uplift rates. 

This approach of placing limits on the highest relative lake levels and/or further lake

stillstands by level comparison will be confirmed with more precision when considering the 

entire Lake Wakatipu environment. An increased collection of data for correlation (e.g. in the 

Queenstown area, at the Von River or the Greenstone River may help but should be well 

considered in relationship to the Moonlight Fault Zone and adjacent areas (e.g. reported 

Quaternary faults of Turnbull, 1974). 

A comparison of opposite lake side terrace-levels with respect to elevation and the limiting 

factors (primary facies, ... ) as discussed above, may confirm the lake level zones shown in 

Fig. 2.1. 

A timing of lake highstand and stillstands remains uncertain without geochronological data. 

Confusing in terms of "What was the highest lake level of Lake W akatipu ?" remain as long as 

literature is inconsistent with respect to a present lake level and the used system of feet or 

metres. For instance, Batt (1974) used 312 m asl for the present Lake Wakatipu surface level 

(a level reached during the spring floods of 1999), whereas Mutch's (1969) 1013 ft are app. 

307 m asl; both variations in lake surface elevation and the 308 m of the topograhpic map E41 

are unlikely a natural phenomena in the view of the author. 

Use of lake level correlation 

However, in all drawings e.g. Fig. 2.4., a 363 m asl higher lake level line was used as the 

upper limit as a result of correlation of levels in (e.g. Fig. 2.2.). In general, the highest level, 

according to the relative highest level of Lake Wakatipu, is coincidental with the plain of 

greatest lateral extent, but not necessarily of lacustrine (fan-delta) origin at its uppermost unit. 

With regard to the specific fan-delta complex size, all other lower levels occupy a smaller 

area, which become quite narrow in the case of benches (e.g. below the Glenorchy airstrip). 

On the other hand, a change from a more braided or fan-delta plain into alluvial fan 

morphology is also possible, as within the Earnslaw area. This may create larger plain areas 

(see chapter "Late Otiran/early Aranuian systems"). 
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Ill. MODERN SEDIMENTARY SYSTEMS 

3. 1. Introduction 

Active systems are here discussed as modem sedimentation systems and are subdivided into 

alluvial, lacustrine and aeolian facies. Their analysis provides a link to the better 

understanding of late Pleistocene/early Holocene facies interpretation. Abbreviations are 

explained in Table 4. 

Remark: Treatment of preferred orientation of clasts 

Preferred orientation of clasts is two-piece: i) flat, disc-shaped beach pebble show imbrication 

by overlapping of the tabular planes in a shingle fashion with specific dip and ii) in most 

cases of alluvial or deltaic facies of the Glenorchy environment clasts show only an overall 

preferred orientation by a specific dip and strike but with no direct contact of clasts. Locally, 

open framework gravel foresets can show the above mentioned imbrication. 

This will be specified and examined in the description. 

3.2. Alluvial facies, braided deposits (Ab2) and floodplain facies (Afp2) 

All rivers of interest within the study area apart from River Jordan form braided facies 

between the gorge and the entering of Lake Wakatipu, Diamond Lake or Rees River, 

respectively. Channel style is braided in plan view. Additionally erosional scarps provide 

some vertical sections. 

All rivers perpendicular to the Wakatipu basin axis are actively eroding and incising into 

previous deposits. Grain size ranges from sand to pebble/cobble size and sorting is poor, often 

as massive loose gravel. In the upper parts of the streams clasts reach boulder size, while 

close to the lakeshore, the mean clast size decreases. Clasts are rounded, subdiscoidal to 

discoidal in shape and clast and/or matrix supported; the matrix is mostly sand, granules and 

small pebbles. Locally wedge shaped coarse sandy units occur with scattered pebbles. 

Deposits are characterised by longitudinal bar forms in plan view and stacked gravel units 

with ungraded to grading sequences (either normal or inverse) in cross-sectional profile. 

Thickness is highly variable due to the wedged-like and lenticular shape of the layers. Crude, 

horizontal bedding is common. Preferred orientation of clasts is observed where either the 

clast-long a-axis or the medium b-axis is parallel to the current flow. Clasts dip is upstream, 

towards the mountain range source area (e.g. Buckler Bum, where mean dip is to the east), 

compatible with flow down-valley. 

The Rees River forms additional structures, which do not occur in other rivers or creeks 

because of its size and length. For example, oxbow lakes, abandoned channels and overbank 

areas are characterised by deposits of fine sand and mud deposits with linguoid-shaped 

current ripples or water-level marks in fines on bars. 
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North of Glenorchy, around the Southern Lagoon (Fig. 1.2.), the Rees-Dart River floodplain 

is covered by swamp and peat development of fine grained deposits. Alluvial flood plains 

deposits are obvious around Rees River in its lower part, but are hard to distinguish from late 

Pleistocene/early Holocene ones (Afp1). 

Environment 

The varying strike of clasts of braided deposits is herein interpreted as of barform origin. The 

entire facies association is interpreted as braided channel and bar facies deposited by braided 

streams. 

Applying the classification of Miall (1978), the Scott-type is the appropriate vertical profile 

type (due to the predominant massive or crudely bedded lithofacies Gm), and when entering 

Lake W akatipu it becomes a braidplain delta with emphasis on the feeder system in terms of 

the Orton (1988) definition (see below). The braided style is the dominant feature in all 

tributary rivers coming out of the Richardson Mountains and crossing a small area before 

entering Lake Wakatipu, Diamond Lake or Rees River, if not straightened in man-made 

channel for bank protection (e.g. Earnslaw Burn or Precipice Creek). A dramatic difference 

exists at the river mouths of for example, the Precipice Creek and Buckler Burn. The 

Precipice Creek enters the flowing Rees River, where all deposits are rapidly washed away, 

whereas the Buckler Burn enters Lake Wakatipu and controls more or less the river mouth 

and the shoreline formation (see fan delta facies, Ld3). 

The specific features of the Rees River suggested as the cause of ephemeral streams or floods 

associated with braided river facies. 

3.3. Alluvial facies, fan deposits (Afz) 

A small alluvial fan is developed where Stone Creek enters Lake Wakatipu (similar to a 

telescoping fan, of Nemec & Steel, 1988, Fig. 1 G). The slightly convex slope in cross

sectional profile dips gently ( -6° to 1 0°) to the southwest. Small channels are incising the 

slope. A highly 'chaotic' deposition picture of variable grain size and disorganised gravelly 

sand and sandy gravels in braided river form was observed. Clasts are randomly oriented, but 

the mean dip of clast is towards the east/northeast and indicates an obvious southwesterly 

flow direction. The level /stream length ratio of Stone Creek is higher than e.g. of the Buckler 

Burn (e.g. a 340 m level of the Buckler Burn is 2 km away from the lakeshore, while Stone 

Creek is just 1 km) which causes a braided fan plane towards the lake. This might be due to 

less erosive incision compared to other rivers and creeks or a basement controlled elevated 

position. 

River Jordan in the north is building a constructive alluvial fan, but is probably in a retreating 

stage. This river carried little material during the mapping time (summer) and runs dry near 

the Glenorchy-Paradise Road, approximately 1 km before entering Diamond Lake. No 

intersection point was observed as a consequence of the erosive incision. The catchment area 

is covered by forest in the lower two-thirds of the River Jordan, causing relative protection. 
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An inactive, almost ideal cone-shaped (slope dips 15° to the east) alluvial fan occupies the 

southwestern end of Diamond Lake. The feeder channels source area for this fan is the east

flank of Mt. Alfred. 

Environment 

Depositional process for alluvial fans is suggested to be stream confined or by sheet floods 

(Blair & McPherson, 1994), when deposition predominates erosion. However, during the 

mapping season erosive activity predominated. 

3.4. Lacustrine Facies, shoreline and delta deposits (Ls3, Ld3) 

For lacustrine environment observations, the shorelines (Ls3) of Diamond Lake and Lake 

Wakatipu have been considered. Their shorelines tend to differ significantly with the 

shoreline of Diamond Lake being less susceptible to wave and swell activity and reworking of 

sediments. 

The shorelines can be subdivided in two types depending on whether or not they are cut by 

streams. Shorelines cut by streams are more reworked and coarser in clast size. In general, 

clasts are of pebble to cobble size. Clasts deposited by streams show a broader size range and 

exceed the size of clasts found within undisturbed type of shorelines where small beach berms 

are not destroyed by the activity of an entering stream. Furthermore, shoreline facies are well 

sorted, highly discoid, well rounded and clast supported (open-framework) schistose clasts. If 

the quartz-content is higher, the shape tends to be more subdiscoidal and angular to 

subrounded. Imbrication of beach gravel is well developed with lakeward dips. There is a 

considerable difference in sphericity of beach gravel compared to gravel carried by the River 

Jordan, where a lower oblate shape and lower roundness is observed. For example, at the 

northern shoreline of Diamond Lake, imbricated clasts dip to the south. The opposite 

imbrication, where clasts are dipping upstream, away from the lake centre, occurs in the rivers 

entering here. 

Environment 

The triangular shaped Diamond Lake occupies the Arcadia Basin (Irwin, 1982). The 

subaqueous slopes close to the shoreline are relative steep in a narrow zone inferred by the 

lake bathymetry (especially in the west/southwest (Mt. Alfred), the north (Jordan Fan) and the 

lower middle east (Earnslaw Burn)). 

On the southwestern side, the glaciated schist basement morphology might be the controlling 

factor. The others are likely controlled by the alluvial facies of River Jordan and Earnslaw 

Burn which suggests deposition of the majority of sediments close to the shoreline, forming a 

relative steep slope with less transport (or only fines) of sediments into basin-ward areas. 

The northeastern part of Diamond Lake is a shallow wetland. Here, a lateral association of 

mud cover to discoid, oblate beach pebble to beach subangular, spherical sand/granule/small 

pebble dominate the immediate shoreline. 
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Fan-delta- Environment (interpreted from the literature) 

The fan-delta (Ld3) facies is not observable above water level as an active depositional system 

but has been reported by Brodie & Irwin (1970) for Lake Wakatipu (Rees River, Buckler 

Burn and Stone Creek). 

Today, the Dart-Rees delta and likely also the smaller Buckler Burn delta can be interpreted 

as deltas with braided tributaries (Nemec, 1990a) confined by the basinal morphology of the 

Wakatipu basin and incised fan complexes. Afan-delta likely predominates the Stone Creek 

(after McPherson et al. 1987, Nemec, 1990a). This classification is based on the alluvial 

feeder-system characteristics (Postma. 1990), with feeder systems of type 'A' and 'B' 

(tributary rivers and creeks as alluvial systems with a very steep to steep gradient) and type 

'C' (Rees-Dart River, moderate gradient) discharging in shallow, low energy water bodies. 

Brodie & Irwin (1970) in their bathymetric analysis of Lake Wakatipu, discussed the Dart

Rees delta where the rivers have built a steep fronted delta (2.4° or 1 in 24, which is a relative 

low angle, see discussion Chapter 5). However, according to them, the foreset slope drops 

steeply within a few metres and merges into bottomsets and no distinctive sublake topsets are 

developed. They suggested hyperpycnal flow conditions for present subaqueous fan-delta 

formation. 

Dunne & Hempton, (1984) introduced for deltas with feeder system type 'C' following the 

long axis of a basin (Wakatipu Basin) with a low gradient (<0.3° Rees River) the term mouth 

bar fan-delta which is in Postma (1990) a shallow water delta with feeder system type 'C" 

and Shoal-water- to Gilbert-type profile (see summary Chapter IV). 

3.5. Modern aeolian Facies (AE2) 

Environment 

Loess formed as 'modern' deposit was not observed but the process of loess formation is 

common, when strong northwest or southeast winds are blowing. At these times, the flat lying 

areas of Dart River and Rees River between Lake Wakatipu and far up behind Mt. Alfred 

were wrapped in dust clouds. 

A differentiation between the late Otiran/early Aranuian ('AEt') loess deposits modern 

('AEz') loess deposits is impossible. 'AEt' as subdivided facies is only introduced because of 

the observed process. The main source areas for these windblown sediments are the non

vegetated alluvial plains of the Rees and Dart Rivers and the shoreline of Lake Wakatipu. 
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IV. LATE 0TIRAN /EARLY ARANUIAN SYSTEMS 

4.1. Introduction 

Erosion of the schist basement (predominantly textural zone IIIb, IV; Kawachi, 197 4) in the 

hinterland supplied the glaciofluvial Quaternary sediments. The schistose fabric controlled 

more by segregation and less by foliation, led to the formation of the subrounded, discoid 

shaped gravel. In contrast higher quartz content formed the more angular and spherical shaped 

gravel. In general, the composition of the local sediments consists of greyish to greenish 

schist, greenschist, quartz and locally altered mineralised (Fe-sulfides) components. Cross 

cutting quartz veins are apparent within many gravel clasts. Composition is not significant 

within the considered areas and suggests no major differences between the catchment areas 

(see Table 1). Greenschist is more obvious in the Earnslaw Burn, Ox Burn and Precipice 

Creek and almost completely absent in River Jordan. Furthermore, sediments are so far fossil

and carbonate-free, although the latter can be rapidly removed by rainfall and exposure. 

Brodie & Irwin (1970) have reported carbonate from lake-sediment surveys. Grain size is 

characterised by polymodal sand, pebbles, cobbles and boulders, whereas the degree of 

roundness and sphericity suggests some stay of the gravel in the catchment before transport to 

lower areas. 

Sedimentation is coincidental with climatic changes, particular when glaciers retreated leaving 

high relief and a more exposed rock to undergo weathering and erosion, probably intensified 

by uplift (Batt, 1974, Wellman, 1979). The position, shape and geometry of drainage basins, 

depositional areas, rivers (Table 1) are controlled by the underlying basement structure and 

glacial morphology (e.g. Earnslaw synform, fault crush zones, occupied by rivers, e.g. Buckler 

Burn Fault Zone, glacial trough). The local source areas for all deposited sediments are 

mentioned in Table 1. The differences within the hinterland cause differences in sediment 

load, accumulation, reworking etc. However, the summary in Table 1 reflects the present state. 

In former times, the source areas could have varied in shape, size and other drainage basin 

characteristics. A Pleistocene influx by glacier rafting over mountain ridges, as within today's 

divides, is possible. 

Some outcrops are very well exposed due to recent quarrying for gravel. Cliff sections are in 

most cases of recent age with steep to vertical slopes and debris talus at the base. The 

morphology of the underlying schistose basement is unknown in many cases but in some areas 

can be shown to be irregular compared with an ideal U-shaped glacial valley. For example, 

Camp Hill, a roche moutonnee, and unregularities within the schist basement as at the Road 

Glenorchy-Paradise (near the Southern Lagoon), immediately northeast of Glenorchy are 

mentioned. 

The general dynamics of the sedimentation is probably more episodic (spring, heavy rain) and 

discharge is by stream floods, debris flows or sheet floods. Longer exposure times cause 
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reworking and weathering, all within an interplay with relative lake level stands. At present 

vegetation increases the stability of slopes and exposed areas; in contrast the postglacial 

vegetation was probably different in diversity and rate of coverage is unknown but was likely 

to be less than today (see Pocknall et al. 1989). A questionable point is, when Lake Wakatipu 

was formed and when alluvial fan/fan delta and braided river deposition started. 

Unfortunately, data relating to the lake damming and broad lake formation are not located in 

the Glenorchy area although several high and stillstands of the lake are preserved (chapter 

2.9.). 

Beside the described Quaternary units of Mutch ( 1969; which are summarised in definition 

and occurrence in Table 2), a new classification based on genetic terms is developed. This was 

necessary for description and subdivision of additional deposits which didn't fit the existing 

classification and for the structure of interpretation. Their characteristics are outlined in Table 

4. Comparison of Mutch's and the new classification was not possible in all cases due to 

overlap of definitions and the different approach in description by Mutch (1969) who mixed 

genetical terms and deposits in an chronological order (Table 2), whereas the new 

classification tried to order genetical origin with respect to chronology (Table 3). 

Unit 't1' (Mutch, 1969), which has been mapped, for example at the Rees River Bridge or the 

Buckler Burn Bridge, is not considered because it couldn't be relocated. In some cases (e.g. 

Rees River Bridge) I doubt the occurrence of glacial deposits, due to relationships with 

modern/recent facies observations. The deposits above a 400 metre level are also excluded 

(i.e. 't2 ' or 'd2' of Mutch, 1969) which were not part of the mapping. 

A chronologic correlation of the new fades-classification with regards to the units of Mutch 

( 1969) is made in Table 3 which defines the exposed units of Late Otiran to early Aranuian 

age. Dateable material (e.g. wood) has not been found so far or dating methods (weathering 

rind, e.g. Knuepfler, 1988) for age estimation have not been applied to confirm this 

interpretation. 

Paleocurrent measurements, either by clast imbrication or preferred orientation and by foreset 

dip, are difficult to obtain in coarse grained sequences and can be highly variable. 

Nevertheless, the recorded data are more of characterising content than of precise statistical 

reliability. Deformation is described in detail and discussed in the chapter "Syn- to 

postdepositional deformation'. 

Each chapter within the description is followed by a local paleoenvironment discussion. Some 

more detailed aspects of deposition are discussed in Chapter 5 and the entire Glenorchy 

paleoenvironment is summarised in Chapter 8. 
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4.2. Remarks: ~eolo~ical map 

The geological map (Plate 1) indicates the distribution of Quaternary sediments within the 

upper northeast Wakatipu trough, the Earnslaw area and the lower Rees V alley. The outcrop 

described at Pigeon Creek 10 km farther south of Glenorchy is not included but is indicated in 

Fig. 1.3. There the geological setting is an alluvial fan and fan-delta above basement schist. 

Because loess cover is almost everywhere topcover, especially in areas with long exposed 

times of exposure, it is not indicated. Generally thick loess cover is located above 340 m asl. 

The not indicated loess cover makes it possible to show the main primary processes of alluvial 

and lacustrine facies. A subdivision of facies as in Table 4 (e.g. Ld1, Ldz, Ld3) is done without 

in the map because of uncertainties in real extent in many cases, overlying of genetic types 

and for map clarity. For those reasons, contacts between facies are also dashed. Information on 

loess distribution and thickness or subdivision of genetic facies-types is located in the 

appropriate chapters. 
Debris talus as indicated along the margins of mountains is inferred from morphology and 

transitional from the mountain slope into alluvial plains or fan-delta complexes. 

Quaternary faults as observed at the Buckler Burn, Stone Creek and Pigeon Creek are not 

drawn because of their very local extent and almost complete lack of surface effects. 

Close spaced contours were used because of the strong dependence of deposition on basement 

morphology and elevation. Furthermore it shows the setting of the Quaternary sediments in the 

steeply carved Wakatipu trough plus the high adjacent relief. 

Facies distribution in the northeastern part of the Rees River Valley derives mainly from 

Mutch (1969). Only some reconnaissance trips and closer inspections of the loess deposition 

were carried out. 

Mutch's (1969) t1-unit (low level till) is not shown because it couldn't be relocated (e.g. 

southwest of the Rees River Bridge). 

The east-west profile at the Buckler Burn in Fig. 4.10. is not indicated in the geological map 

because data derived from different parts within the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area as 

indicated in the Figure. However, the general location of the profile south of Glenorchy is 

from Mt Judah in the east to Lake Wakatipu in the west, approximately parallel the latitude 

grid-lines. 

4.3. Alluvial facies, floodplain facies (Afp1) 

4.3.1. Dart-Rees River plain (Afp1) 

The Dart-Rees River plain stretches from the river mouth of the Dart-Rees River delta in the 

south to the low lying areas around Mt. Alfred in the north. An exposure in a man made ditch 
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south of the Scott's homestead is described (Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 460896). 

Variations across the plain are the rule (with no regular pattern) as obvious in ditches. 

Generally, grain size decreases away from the Richardson Mountains. Transition from plain to 

modern Rees River channel deposits and the floodplain and is indicated by vegetation. 

The local outcrop is comprised of mainly fine and sandy layers, interbedded with minor sandy 

pebble layers in the upper part, covering a gravel deposit at the base. Fig. 4.1. shows the ditch 

at a surface-level of 335m. 
Outcropping layers are in detail from the base: a sandy pebble layer of chaotic fabric and clast 

supported mode, where preferred orientation of larger clasts (maximum clast size 5 cm) is by 

variable strike with dip to the north, which is upstream relative to a present Rees River. This 

unit is overlain by 12 cm of fines (fine sand to silt) which is covered by a medium to coarse 

sand unit of 10 cm thickness. 

Fig. 4.1. Dart-Rees River floodplain, man made ditch near Scott homestead. Fine layers 
intercalated with pebble layers of flood plain facies overlie grvael sequences of braided 
river facies (Grid Referenze NZMS 260, E41, 460896). 

Another fine unit of similar properties and 20 cm thickness is then transitional to a pebbly 

sand layer (maximum 10 cm thickness, maximum clast size 1 cm), which again is over lain by 

an unit of fines (fine sand to silt) and covered by modern soil. All fine fraction units show no, 
or weak, internal structures (horizontal bedding) and bed contacts of the subhorizontal layers 

are either sharp (e.g. upper pebbly sand layer and overlying fine unit) or transitional (lower 

boundary of the pebbly sand unit), while sharp boundaries may slightly undulate laterally. 
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Paleoenvironment 

Sedirnents of the plain are interpreted as deposits of a broad alluvial braided plain to 

floodplain of the Dart/Rees River system. This was an outwash plain in earlier times, with 

migrating braided channels (gravel layer at the base) and flood events (by heavy rain, 

seasonal). Overbank and flood deposits were distributed to the more distal abandoned areas of 

a main river, as evident by the exposure of fine-grained units. Energy contrasts indicated by 

larger fractions of grain sizes (pebbly sand, Ss facies of Miall, 1978) reflect the different 

environments on an alluvial plain, by shifting main rivers and localised distribution to adjacent 

areas. The influence of slope derived material (e.g. Richardson Mountains) is suggested as of 

minor importance. Loess on top was not observed but may have been reworked by 

pedogenesis and extensive farming. The fine unit (Fm, Sh of Miall, 1978) occurrence and 

dominance towards the top is the transition from as Scott-type described active river given in 

the lower gravel layers of (Gm-lithofacies code; Miall, 1978), to the abandoned or distal parts 

of an alluvial floodplain indicated in the upper layers by fines. The glacial U-shape Wakatipu 

trough confined the entire environment. 

4.4. Alluvial facies, fan facies (Aft) 

4.4.1 Arcadia!Paradise area (section A, Fig. 1.2.), Aft 

For a representative description of the alluvial fan of the Arcadia/Paradise area, section B 

(Table 5 a,b; Plate 2) was considered where the River Jordan incised the alluvial surface of the 

Jordan Fan. 

Sections within River Jordan are characterised by a sharp downstream decrease in sediment 

size from boulder (up to one metre and covered by lichens), cobble and pebble in chaotic 

arrangements in the upper part to cobble, pebble and sand size domination in the lower part. 

Only scattered boulders are obvious in the lower part. In general the gravel is exposed in a 

chaotic distribution with less roundness and sphericity in the greater coarser fraction. Sorting 

is poor in gravel layers of matrix to and moderate when of clast supported mode. Beds are 10 

to 20 ern in thickness, lenticular or wedging out (Plate 2-2). Bed boundaries are undulating but 

distinct and sometimes poorly stratified. Sandy layers are unstratified and show no internal 

structures. Some gravel beds are single layer beds or sheets whereas others consist of a 

channel lag with basal pebble or cobble clasts. Bed inclination is roughly <10° southwest, 

approximately parallel to the surface of the slope. A preferred orientation of clasts is restricted 

to larger clasts which clasts dip northeast indicating flow to the southwest. 
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P aleoenvironment 

The exposure of chaotic gravel northeast of the Glenorchy-Paradise Road (pebble to boulder) 

is interpreted as the upper fan part dominated by rock avalanches, gravity processes and debris 

flows (Blair & McPherson, 1994). 

A mid- to lower fan position of a small coarse-grained alluvial fan is suggested for section B. 

It probably evolved by sheet floods and more likely flash floods (Blair & McPherson, 1994) 

and less by debris flow deposition. Matrix-supported gravel is of debris-flow origin, whereas 

clast-supported gravel layers probably represent the washout phase and interbedded sandy 

layers the low energy fallout phase of stream to flash floods (Blair & McPherson, 1994) or 

overbank deposits. However, Hooke & Rohrer ( 1979) suggested that over bank flows on 

alluvial fans may be sediment free and therefore erosive, due to bedload mode of transport 

while Dunne & Hempton (1984) described the overbank facies as the distal equivalent of a 

sheet flood and therefore depositional. 

Under the classification of alluvial or subaerial fans by Stanistreet & McCarthy (1993), the 

Jordan fan can be classified as debris flow dominated fan, with a slope of 0.1 where the main 

processes are sediment gravity flows. The inclination of layers and surface slope suggests 

primary processes as dominant. 

The initiation of the fan is likely related to deglaciation and base level changes in the 

immediate area, whereas the pre-Quaternary Beans Fault (Fig. 1.3.), which runs within the 

valley between Mt. Alfred and the Earnslaw Massif and related activity is unlikely the cause, 

because of its pre-Quaternary age. Furthermore, uplift should be considered (Batt, 1974, 

Wellman, 1979). 

Deposition of the Af1-facies happened on an ancient subaerial shoreline system exposed by 

terraces in the upper part (see 4.5.1.). It partly surrounds postdates the Lsz-shoreline facies. Mt. 

Alfred confined the half-circular fan in the west. The underlying pre-fan morphology is 

suggested to have been different within the fan area during deposition, covering lower levels 

more to the southern side. 

The energy change between gravel and sandy deposition reflect the variable regime in supply 

and distribution on an alluvial fan. A decreasing rate of sediment supply caused a likely shift 

of the feeder channel from the southwest trend to the south and abandonment of the main fan 

area (see Chapter 2. 2.). Further on, when the fan became mostly inactive, loess facies (AE1) 

covered and smoothed the fan-surface and fan incision (of Wasson, 1977) started. Causes for a 

destructional phase of the fan are among others probably climatic and vegetation changes, 

while relief and base level differences were probably unchanged. 

Remark: 

Alluvial fans in the other main areas of the field area are discussed in the chapter 

"Alluvial/lacustrine complexes" (4.6.). 
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4.5. Lacustrine facies, shoreline facies (Lst, Ls2) 

4.5.1. Shorelines of the Arcadia!Paradise area (Lst, Ls2) 

The terraces around the homestead of Arcadia (Plate 2-1) are examples of ancient 

beach/shoreline facies (Ls1-uppermost terrace, Ls2 - all lower terraces and shorelines, see 

below), similar to 'Ls/ of Diamond Lake. These are surrounded or covered by the younger 

Jordan fan. Ls1- and Ls2-facies subdivision (Table 4) resulted from the Mutch (1969) d2-

classification, where older, higher (> 363 m; e.g. near the Battery, southwest of Glenorchy) 

lakes are accompanied by a lateral glacial margin. They have been not mapped in this work. 

Ls1, represents d2 (Table 4) but is likely applicable for higher lakes than the proposed highest 

lake level of Lake Wakatipu (Fig. 2.1.). Ls2 includes all lake remnants of and below a highest 

lake level line. 

Section A below the highest terrace (Plate 2-5) is a small outcrop and covered by loess and 

exposes pebbles to small cobbles, which are 3 to 4 cm in size in the upper part and 5 to 10 cm 

in the lower part. The open framework pebbles are well sorted, wellrounded, spherical and 

flat. Clast imbrication is 065°/18° southeast. In recognisably elongated clasts a-long axis had 

no preferred orientation and was either parallel or transverse the shoreline. 

Smaller outcrops are exposed in the southwest part of the Jordan fan (Grid Reference NZMS 

260, E40; 431983) where minor ephemeral creeks have been incised into the fan. 

Plate 2-3 shows an exposure of an ancient shoreline consisting of large pebble to cobble clasts 

(max. 10 cm), which are subdiscoidal, wellrounded, moderately sorted and are surrounded by 

a low matrix content. Clast size is relatively large, compared with the ones mentioned above, 

while clast imbrication is not homogeneous, with dip predominantly to the southeast, but also 

the north/northeast. 

Structureless fine sand to silt in a 30 cm thick unit overlies this one metre thick gravel unit. 

This fines are interpreted as loess deposit. Exposure elevation of this unit is 345 m asl, with no 

preserved morphological terraces as in section A. 

Plate 2-4 shows an outcrop within 50 m distance of outcrop in Plate 2-3. A remarkable change 

in composition, texture, structure and bed thickness is exposed. 

The outcrop comprises a thick unit of greyish fines (silt to fine sand) intercalated with a 5 to 8 

cm thick sandy pebble layer and overlain by another fine grained unit up to 45 cm thick unit of 

fines. Contacts with the undulating sandy pebble layer are less distinct, while small scale 

crossbedding around and within this layer was observed. 
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Paleoenvironment 

The shoreline expression of the upper Arcadia terrace by beach pebble association with dip of 

imbricated clasts to the south/southwest suggests a lake to the south. The beach pebbles size 

and shape are similar to parts of the present shoreline of Diamond Lake where reworking and 

winnowing causes a homogeneous beach pebble association. 

The altitude of the upper terrace is higher than the proposed highest relative lake level of Lake 

Wakatipu (Fig. 2.1.), and suggests a higher, probably smaller lake, disconnected from Lake 

Wakatipu. The lower terraces are exposed morphologically but without outcrop. They are 

interpreted as remnants of a higher lake level of Diamond Lake or Lake Wakatipu, where 

Diamond Lake was part of Lake Wakatipu while fan activity eroded or covered adjacent parts 

of a shoreline. 

The southwestern outcrops show the likely interaction between fan and lake. Distal fan parts, 

high loess supply and reworking by fan propagation and erosion, overbank and pond areas 

probably interplayed and formed thick fine sediments. The interaction between shoreline and 

streams which intersect the shoreline caused a supply of a coarser grain size and more diffuse 

imbrication of clasts, suggesting a lake to the south when imbricated with dip to the south, and 

stream input when imbrication is in the opposite direction (dip top the north/northeast). These 

streams are suggested within the area of a distal western Jordan fan and the east flank of Mt. 

Alfred. Today, similar features of diffuse clast imbrication are observed at the intersection of 

the River Jordan and Diamond Lake. 

Elevation of the lowest shoreline at 345 m at the same elevation with the fan is covered by 

loess, and does not form a morphological feature as a terrace. 

A question of interest is what do the terraces postdate? If the Dart River occupied the valley 

between Mt. Alfred and the Earnslaw Massif at some stage (Healy & Willett, 1938), the 

terraces would have had a relative younger age than stream deposits of the Dart River. On the 

other hand, the causes for formation of a water body to the south (Diamond Lake, Lake 

Wakatipu; inferred by the exposed beach shorelines) suggests an additional change in drainage 

of Dart River. This could be initiated by a the main flow of Dart River back in its present way 

caused by damming of the passage between Mt. Alfred and the east flank of the Earnslaw 

Massif (fan complex of the creek at the end of the Glenorchy-Paradise Road; Grid Reference 

NZMS 260, E40; 425015). Another possibility is pre-, syn and postdepositional activity of the 

Jordan fan, which can be evaluated by catchment volume analysis. Further investigation to the 

north of the Jordan fan can likely give an answer to this, too. 
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4.5.2. Shoreline sequence at the Thomson area (Lsz) 

One hundred metres southwest from the Thomson family homestead (Grid Reference NZMS 

260, E40; 461959), a lacustrine sediments are exposed at an ancient shoreline (Lsz). 

Along a 15 m scarp (Fig. 4.2.), a 30 cm thick unit of flattened, disc-like, nearly matrix-free 

gravel is exposed. An original open framework was probably infilled by the overlaying loess 

sequence (AE1). Average clast size is from 2 to 5 cm (maximum 8 cm). Clasts are imbricated 

where a predominant primary dip is with around 22° to the north/northwest. Dip is not 

homogeneous along strike of the outcrop. 

This shoreline is at an elevation of 345 m, whereas the present lake level of Diamond Lake is 

338m. 

Uncertainties are a result of a non-uniform exposure of the outcrop, which is obvious by a 

disturbed picture of imbrication (possible scarp failure) . 

Fig.4.2. Earnslaw Burnffhomson area. Ancient shoreline near the Thomson homestead 
exposed by beach gravel, dip of clast towards the viewer, covered by loess/soil succesion 
(Grid Reference, NZMS 260, E40; 461959) 

Paleoenvironment 

The exposure of shoreline sediments is interpreted as the interaction of small creeks and a 

shoreline, where the shoreline is recognised by clast imbrication and suggests a lake to the 

north/northwest. In addition, aerial photos support a shoreline/creek interaction by a grass

covered braided (fan)plain situated to the southeast (Fig. 2.3.). 

An alignment in strike of the shoreline of the southeastern shoreline of Lake Reid (Plate 1) is 

mentioned and fit with an broader interpretation of a greater extent of Diamond Lake, as 
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reported by Mutch (1970). The relationship to Ld2-deltaic facies (see 4.6.2.) suggests a 

postdating of this facies by the Ls2- facies. 

Summarising 4.5.1. and 4.5.2., outcrops at Arcadia and the Thomson area probably represent 

the northern and southern shores respectively of a more extensive lake. Rees River and 

Earnslaw Burn deposits probably induced damming of the southern shoreline. 

The simplest assumption is an originally greater Diamond Lake, retreating in size (less 

input?), so that the latest phase is a separate present Diamond Lake in the north and a smaller 

remnant as Lake Reid in the south. The overall origin might have resulted by an ancient 

highstand of Lake Wakatipu. 

4.5.3.) Shoreline/shallow water sequences at the Glenorchy-Paradise Road (Ls2) 

Most of the small road cuts along the Glenorchy-Paradise Road (Fig. 1.2.) are schist. 

However, some outcrops (e.g. Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41; 462892) have layers of fines 

with clay matrix which are underlain by moderately sorted, subrounded, spherical coarse sand 

to granule units with scattered small quartz pebble. Bedding or layering is not everywhere 

inferable due to outcrop conditions. Fines consist of immature, unsorted greyish, yellowish 

mud to silt and scattered quartz sand grains. Greyish, approximately 2 mm thick layers are 

laminated with 0.5 mm thick bedded ones of more yellowish colour. Layering within fines is 

horizontal and contacts are sharp. Altitude of this exposure is around 355 m. 

P aleoenvironment 

It is suggested that along the western flank of the Richardson Mountains, between the Bible 

terrace in the south and the Precipice area in the north, an ancient shoreline of Lake W akatipu 

is preserved as a veneer on the basement schist. Activity and reworking, either by incoming 

fluvial material or wave activity was minor, while the elevated schist probably supported a 

shallow part of higher Lake Wakatipu. Granule and small pebbles are of Ls2-facies shoreline 

facies and the laminated fines (La-facies) represented shallow water conditions, probably 

similar to the present eastern part of Diamond Lake. Seasonal variation in sedimentation rate 

produced the lamination. 

Remark: 

Lacustrine and especially shoreline facies later described in the south are part of the Buckler 

Burn/Stone Creek complex and discussed within the Chapter 2.3.6.). 
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4.6. Alluvial/lacustrine complexes (Ab1, Af1, Ldh Ld2, La) 

4.6.1. Introduction - Applied Terminolo2:y 

The following is considered as introduction and clarification to the broad terminology in fan

delta discussion with some aspects of the Glenorchy area which is, further on, used in 

description and paleoenvironment analyses. The overall application of all terms occurring in 

the Glenorchy area follows in Chapter 6. 

When subaerial parts of alluvial fans discharging into standing bodies of water they become 

subaqueous (Glenorchy = lacustrine) and are calledfan-deltas (e.g. Nemec & Steel, 1988). 

Another condition for definition of a fan-delta (e.g. Nemec & Steel, 1988, see critical 

discussion and references cited in this, and Nemec, 1990) is met by proximity to an adjacent 

highland (e.g. Richardson Mountains). In contrast to most fan deltas which are situated 

adjacent to active faults and tectonic escarpments (e.g. Nemec & Steel, 1988), Glenorchy fan 

deltas are located in a steep glacial carved trough, but not associated with a fault bounded 

basin margin. Extensional faulting within fan-delta complexes may be unrelated to the 

immediate basement. Fan deltas don't have to prograde (Nemec & Steel, 1988) to remain in an 

active state (deposition at the interface of subaerial and subaqueous part), but in case of Lake 

Wakatipu with a relative change (lowering, Chapter 2.) in lake level, they have to prograde to 

remain constructive sensu strictu. The alluvial fan part (similar to the Jordan fan) is probably 

best characterised as a wet fan for the Glenorchy area, fed in ancient time by glaciers. The wet 

character is imposed by fluvial or stream dominated deposition (Nemec & Postma, 1993), 

which causes a flattening of the gradient of the alluvial fan. Glacial fed fan/fan-deltas are more 

common for a non-tectonic environment (Nemec & Steel, 1988). 

A braidplain delta is here considered as " ... the delta of a braid plain, with no direct upstream 

transition into 'proximal' alluvial-fan deposits ... " (Nemec & Steel, 1988; p. 11, adopted from 

Orton, 1988), whereas oblique axial tributary fans of tributary streams can occur. In the 

Glenorchy area the Dart and Rees rivers define the axis, which occupies the structurally 

formed Earnslaw Synform as well as the morphological glacial trough forming the W akatipu 

basin below the upstream bifurcation of the Dart and Rees valleys on the southern end of Mt. 

Alfred. All other steams in the field area, apart from Earnslaw Burn, are more or less oblique 

axial with respect to the Wakatipu Basin axis. 

Finally, a braid delta of Nemec & Steel (1988; p. 11, adopted from McPherson et al., 1987) is 

" ... a delta whose braided distributary plain has been formed by the pro gradation of a solitary 

bedload river into a standing body of water. .. ", which is more or less a river delta. In plan 

view the delta is usually fan shaped, which is a result of delta formation and not a result of the 

feeder system. Braidplain delta and braid delta do not necessarily require a tectonic setting. 
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Later, Nemec (1990a, p. 5) suggested a more appropriate definition by " ... delta with braided 

distributaries ... ". 

Defining the characteristics of fan-delta successions here it follows the definition by 

Gustavson et al. (1975) and is extended by some of the above mentioned papers. Topsets are 

considered as almost subaerial fluvial sediments of an alluvial or deltaic plain (correct 

genetically = alluvial) consisting of subhorizontal, crudely bedded gravel bars; deposition 

takes place by braided streams. Foresets are of planar or wedge shape, steeply inclined (18° to 

30°, Glenorchy) gravel beds under subaqueous conditions (genetic origin is lacustrine for the 

Glenorchy area). Contact between topsets andforesets is erosional, in some cases transitional. 

Bottomsets are the third feature of the tripartite of a 'classic' Gilbert fan-delta type and are not 

exposed or developed in the Glenorchy area. The topset part can be exchanged with alluvial 

fans in the Glenorchy area, where no fluvial braided river system existed. 

4.6.2. The Earnslaw Burn/Thomson area complex (Abt, Aft, Ldt, Ld2) 

Facies 'Ld1' is exposed at section C (Fig. 1.2.) within the Earnslaw Burn/Thomson area. 

Facies 'Ldz' may occur within the lower parts of the area but does not crop out. 

A recently excavated gravel pit near the Thomson homestead provides a 50 m long exposure 

which comprises in a vertical section in the lower 8 m 'Ldt' -deltaic foresets (almost covered at 

the base by debris talus), which underlie a 3 m sequence of deltaic-fluvial topset of facies type 

'Abt=Ldti'. The upper 50 cm of the pit wall is loess (AE1) (Fig. 4.3.-1). Geomorphologically, 

this outcrop is between the uppermost terrace and the middle one of the Earnslaw area (see 

Fig. 2.1). 

The deltaic sequence is dominated by an intercalation of cross bedded, crudely stratified sandy 

gravel to gravely sand, and sandy foresets, which dip steeply between 24° to 28° to the 

southwest (Fig. 4.4.a). 

Gravel layers up to 50 cm thick are characterised by subrounded to rounded, prismoidal to 

spherical, poorly sorted, when pebbles and cobbles (maximum size 15 cm) and clast

supported. The matrix is coarse sand and granules. Fabric is usually chaotic in the coarser 

units and in other places more regular, where a preferred orientation of clasts is horizontal or 

down foreset, with no preferred orientation of the clast a-long axis. Grading was noted in 

some layers, either fining or coarsening. 

Sandy layers, of medium to very coarse sand size, are locally up to 20 cm thick and laminated 

parallel to the foreset dip. Beds are almost parallel and locally, randomly scattered pebble 
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Fig. 4.3. Thomson area, section C, fan-delta facies. 1)- Cliff section comprised of steeply dipping deltaic foresets in the 
lower two-thirds, covered by subhorizontal transitional delatic fluvial topsets to alluvial topsets, paleoflow to the right, 
loess cover on top, view to the east; 2) -progressive transition from foreset into topset layers, due to suggested lake 
level fluctuation; 3)- sharp grain size contrast between gravel and sandy foresets; 4) upward fining within sandy foreset 
from pebbly sand to sandy; 5) pebble trains in sandy foresets; 6) sharp erosivie contact between laminated sandy/gravel 
foresets and gravel topsets 
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trains (pebble up to 1 cm, subrounded; higher quartz content), are present (Fig. 4.3.-5). A 

rhythmic alternating of sandy foresets with gravel foresets was not observed. 

Contacts between gravel and sand layers are generally sharp (Fig. 4.3.-3,5), but can be 

transitional (Fig. 4.3.-3, Fig. 4.3.-4) shows a sandy layer bounded by clast supported gravel 

layers where the underlying unit ends with a coarsening, while Fig. 4.3.-4 exhibits an internal 

grading with fining in a sandy bed, but still a distinct boundary. 

The subhorizontal layering of the topsets overlying the foreset unit (Fig. 4.3.-2) consists of 

mainly clast-supported units of unsorted gravel layers of pebble and cobble size with minor 

sandy to small pebble matrix. A weak parallel stratification is obvious from thin (5 to 10 cm) 

discontinuous interbedded sandy layers. Clast size coarsens from the bottom to the middle and 

fines to the top again (maximum clast 15 cm). As well as this overall grading, a weak normal 

or inverse grading also occurs in these beds. Imbricated clasts show a variable paleocurrent 

distribution. Their dip ranges from towards the north to east, indicating an intermediate current 

towards the southwest (Fig. 4.4.-a). 

Differences in maximal clast size and a larger clast frequency occur between topsets and 

foresets, where the larger clast size and frequency belongs to the topsets. 
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Some local structures are discussed separately. Fig. 4.3.-2 shows a transition zone, climbing 

foresets and topsets. Here, horizontal layered topsets retreat and are followed by crossbedded 

foresets) units of sandy and gravelly composition. Downward foreset termination is suggested 

below the debris coverage. 

The transition from topsets to foresets is more of concave downward, trough-like character 

than the sigmoidal type of Colella (1988). The topset facies rises at this point by 

approximately 1 m, an amount which is almost indistinguishable for level measurements. 

Apart from this transition zone the contact between topsets and forests is in most cases sharp 

and oblique (Fig. 4.3.-6) and expressed by an undulating erosional surface. 

Another example to be mentioned is exposed at the northern edge of the gravel pit. Here, 

asymmetric climbing ripples (to the east) in a lenticular channel or scour shaped (5 m across) 

body of coarse grained sand is exposed in the foreset/topset transition zone (Fig. 4.5 .-1 ,2). 

Maximum thickness is 50 cm, wedging out to the east and the west. The original depositional 

position is tectonically modified probably related to a deformed gravel zone (Fig. 4.5.-3) at 

the eastern end of the channel and a non-depositional inclination of the ripple units of 

320°/18° to southwest. Apart from primarily deformation (e.g. delta-slope failure) the 

closeness to the terrace front at this point may have caused deformation as of secondary origin, 

for example, slope instability. The deformation is discussed as more recent slope failure due to 

channel erosion and not discussed further. 

A sequence of deltaic foresets is exposed below the homestead of the Thomson family (Grid 

Reference NZMS 260, E40; 461961). Outcrop conditions are not very well developed. The 

composition of the sequence is similar to that within the gravel (section C) pit and here 

consists more of matrix supported gravel layers, intercalated with coarse grained sandy layers. 

Clasts inside the gravel units dip steeply towards the north/northeast. Together with the dip of 

foresets, which is 24° to the south/southwest, this indicates a primary paleoflow direction to 

the south/southwest. 

Paleoenvironment and hypothetical evolution 

To summarise the exposed,facies and adding some morphologic aspects, the following events 

probably occurred. Boulders in the river cliff wall above the modern channel and close to the 

mountain gorge suggest alluvial fan deposition by the Earnslaw Burn. Farther basinward 

(south), transitional deltaic sequences of fluvial topsets to foresets were deposited, while both 

progradation and erosion of a probable delta edge in response to lake level changes (drop and 

rise), is recognisable. Lake lowering occurred by erosional contact between topsest and 

foresets and lake rise or fluctuation by increasing elevation of foresets and depositional 

contact. 



Fig.4.5. Thomson area, section C. 1)- sandy channel-like feature in the northern part of 
the gravel pit, view to the north; 2) - enlarged channel area with climbing ripple in 
coarse sand, ripple-unit is due to deformation out of the horizontal and dips towards the 
viewer; 3) - zone of chaotic oriented gravels 5m east of the channel, likely associated 
with the dip of the rippel unit (see text for discussion) 
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While in Chapter 2.) a general discussion suggested a trend to relative lake level lowering, this 

outcrop requires the consideration of lake level rise or fluctuations. Evidence for this idea is 

elsewhere lacking. 
This one metre zone of fluctuation in lake level is compatible with the technique of drawing 

lake level zones rather than lake level lines in Fig. 2.1. 

Another but more unlikely possibility to be considered is that a partially subsided/elevated part 

of a delta was followed by adjustment to a changed lake level by foreset migration, where the 

deformational zone is either not outcropping or related to the deformed gravel zone. This also 

would support a lake level zone of a relative higher lake level. 

In addition, lateral and vertical changes may occur on a metre-scale. This scenario is supported 

by the fact that the topset sequence, which passes upwards in an alluvial facies type, stream 

dominated facies by slightly graded bar channel sequences in vertical profile. 

The significant change between sandy and gravelly layers in the foreset succession is 

interpreted as a result of shifting channels at a delta, or more likely, randomly episodic 

erosional and depositional events. Sandy layers may represent cooler periods with lower 

sediment supply and minor gravel bed load, whereas for example melting events increased 

gravel bed load, causing deposition of clast supported gravel. 

The trapped sandy layers within the fluvial topset facies are interpreted as bar-top deposits of 

fluvial systems exposed by gravel bars (Scott-type of Miall, 1978). The channel- or chute-like 

feature of the northern part of the outcrop can be a local feature in this environment. However, 

climbing ripple within the coarse sandy fill of the chute-feature suggests wave activity of a 

water body. 

To summarise both Thomson outcrops (section C and below the homestead): the grain size 

difference is to note. The matrix-supported layers in the outcrop below the homestead were 

deposited at an relative distal position to section C. If the distal position is the reason for the 

finer grain size or if other factors are responsible is difficult to evaluate with the small outcrop 

and the outcrop conditions. 

Direction of sediment supply for either deltaic sequences or alluvial sequences are hard to 

identify, when considering paleocurrent indicators (Fig. 4.4.-a). The shift of channels and 

therefore preserved paleocurrent indicators in both environments can vary considerably, while 

the variation in strike of alluvial derived preferred clast orientation is much higher than the 

variation in strike of foreset relative to the fan-delta position. The differentiation of source 

areas by comparison of clast composition of active origin with either Earnslaw Burn or Rees 

River also doesn't answer this question. Additional sources may be the Oxbow Burn in the 

east, while a former tributary arm of Dart River, between Mt. Alfred and the Earnslaw Massif 

is less likely. Considering the topsets, a braided Earnslaw Burn or a tributary of the Rees River 

may have deposited the subhorizontal alluvial units, while the foresets have a trend in dip 
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which may suggest a deposition by a Rees River delta. The position of the roche moutonnee 

Camp Hill as an obstacle in the east of the Thomson outcrop may have decreased the main 

influence of a Rees River. 

When considering the lateral and vertical transition at a delta-plain/delta-front transition, and 

adding the level of this transition of 358 m (or 359 m of the transition zone), this level 

becomes significant for relative time and lake level interpretation. If a greater Lake W akatipu 

existed, with a proposed 50 to 55 m higher level than today, it can be fixed here (see Fig. 2.1). 

The entire Earnslaw area is more complex and hypothetical. An Earnslaw Burn deltaic facies 

may have interfingered with a Rees River deltaic unit. A relative lowering of the lake level 

and a change from subaqueous environments to a subaerial one, caused incision in deltaic 

sequences and distribution of telescope-like alluvial fan sequences and was probably 

coincidental with climatic (high glacier melting?) changes far up the valleys. 

Rees River may have played the larger controlling factor when comparing modern values of 

flow or catchment size. However a larger influence of Rees River over the Earnslaw Burn 

might be less obvious in the Thomson area. 

4.6.3. Precipice Creek complex (Af1, Ld1, Ldz), section D 

Foresets of an outbuilding fan-delta (Ld1) are developed and crop out at the south cliff of the 

upper part of the creek in front of the mountain range. The 20 m high cliff is able to be 

observed only in its upper part due to vegetation and debris talus. 

The crossbedded foresets dip below an obliquely erosive contact at 22° to 30° towards the 

west/northwest (Fig. 4.4.-b) and consist of clast supported sandy gravel which are intercalated 

with minor lenticular layers of coarse sand. Clasts in gravel layers are of pebble and cobble 

size, subrounded to rounded and subdiscoidal in shape. The surrounding matrix consists of 

coarse sand, granules and small pebbles.Where layering is distinguishable the layers range 

from 10 to 30 cm in thickness, but are often lenticular and wedging along the cliff in the dip 

direction, especially sandy layers pinch out. A poor stratification between layers is developed 

by matrix content variation and some weakly fining upward cycles were observed, starting 

with a boulder lag on foreset beds. Contacts between gravel successions and sandy units are 

locally sharp. The parallel or wedged beds with dip to the west/northwest indicating the 

prograding-direction of the Precipice delta. 

Clasts in gravely layers are preferred oriented with the ab-plane orientated parallel to the 

dipping planes, especially in the basal parts of the layers where clast size may exceed the 

average of 5 to 10 cm and rises to 10 to 20 cm. 
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Farther to the south (outcrop behind the Gorrettie' s Craft Shop and Backpackers, on the Road 

Glenorchy-Paradise), 500 m away from section D, dipping crossbedded foresets are fine to 

matrix supported pebbly sand layers which dip is between 24 ° to 26° towards the 

south/southwest (Fig. 4.4.-b). The scattered larger gravels are poorly rounded and maximum 

grain size is between 5 to 8 cm, with a more or less horizontal orientation of the clast ab-plane. 

Nearly 20 m above (359 m) the present Precipice Creek riverbed at section D, the - 5 m thick 

alluvial sequence of the Precipice area covers with an obliquely erosive contact the deltaic 

sequences. They are themselves covered by a 0.5 to 1 m thick loess layer. The alluvial 

sequence is interpreted as Af1 and dips very gently west, towards the lake. Poorly stratified, 

unsorted and poor graded layers consist of clast-supported gravel with varying matrix content. 

Gravel size is between pebble and boulder size, up to 50 cm maximum size. The larger ones 

are concentrated in the lower part, especially as boulder channel lag. The matrix is of sand, 

granules and small pebbles. Preferred orientated clasts dip towards the east/southeast, 

indicating a source area in the Richardson Mountains (Fig. 4.4.-b). The mean 

paleodepositional direction is in agreement with the foreset dip direction in the case of the 

northern part of the Precipice complex. 

Maximum clasts size and larger clast fraction frequency are greater when comparing the 

largest clasts of the alluvial facies with the deltaic facies below. 

Paleoenvironment 

The supply for this alluvial fan/fan-delta complex of the Precipice Creek area was probably 

strongly controlled by the steep gorge and a 'gate' -like change from the catchment basin onto 

the fan surface. This may explain the occurrence of both, the gently dip of the alluvial part of 

the complex and boulders in the immediate proximity of the mountain range. 

The -5 m thick alluvial fan sequence over already existing deltaic foresets close to the 

mountain range is not easy to explain, where foresets represent the equilibrium between 

stream bed and lake level at an elevation of 359 m and assumed as dropping (Chapter 2.). 

Additionally foresets are already erosive truncated. However, this fixes the highest level of an 

ancient Lake Wakatipu. 

In explanation and assumption of a general lake level drop trend (Chapter 2.), one possibility 

is that the highest lake level was constant over a period of time and enormous amounts of 

event derived coarse material was deposited. Or, the deposition is likely to have occurred from 

the mountain gorge directly into a standing water body, forming both foresets and alluvial fan 

cover, similar to the proposed 'submarine cone' type of submarine fjord-side depositional 

systems by Prior & Bornhold (1988, Fig.18). Unlikely is a rapid base level drop. 
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Ldt-facies represents classic fan-delta of an alluvial fan part as topset part. Ldz-facies is 

suggested for the lower levels (see Chapter 2.5.) inferred by morphology but do not crop out. 

At these stages, Precipice Creek base levels adjusted with lower lake levels by further incision. 

Lower levels are protected by higher levels within the Precipice complex (Fig. 2.4.). This is 

only to explain by a major incision event in older deposits and developing of smaller 

telescope-like fan/fan-deltas basinward. If telescope fans developed further west they would 

have been easily eroded by Rees River activity. Overall, this is different to the Buckler Burn 

area (below) where telescope fans prograde farther basinward. On the other hand, that can 

imply that the amount of supplied sediment decreased with time. 

Wave or shoreline activity is less obvious, where a trend more to a simple Buckler Burn -type 

of Chapter 2.7. occurred. This can probably be related to local basin characteristics with 

regard to the Precipice Creek position. 

In interpretation of section D and the outcrops behind the Gorrettie's Craft Shop & 

Backpackers, I suggest these are one and the same fan delta. There, shifting channels 

discharged also to more distal areas (Craft shop) were the amount of coarse material was 

deposited likely on the delta plain segment before the delta slope was reached which results in 

the finer foresets at this southwestern part of the complex. 

When discussing paleocurrent indicators as summarised in Fig. 4.4.-b, it is possible to discuss 

an influence by the Rees River, and further protection by a relatively younger Precipice delta 

complex. However, it is more likely that the deposition took place by the Precipice Creek, 

while some influence by the Rees River controlled flow and depositional direction of the 

Precipice Creek, all when Lake Wakatipu and Rees River were also at a higher level. 

4.6.4. Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area complex CAbt, Aft, Ldt, Ldz) (sections E, F, G, Fig. 

1.2.) 

The Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area is subdivided into four parts, a) Bible Terrace, b) Buckler 

Burn c) Buckler Burn/Stone Creek transition and d) Stone Creek (Fig. 2.5.). 

a) Bible terrace (Ldt, Lsz) 

The Bible terrace lithologic structure is exposed in a former sluicing claim at the north flank of 

the terrace(Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40; 462847-464847). Steeply dipping planar foresets 

of sandy gravel are exposed and have been cut into benches on the northern front slope, 
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Fig. 4.6. Arrangement of foreset dip-direction (a to d) and imbricated clasts dip-direction in topsets (b, d) in rose-diagram 
version. Foreset variation and imbrication variation are unimodal but widespread and similar in topsets and foresets. 
Paleoflow indicated by foresets is similar in topsets in present sections. Both, Buckler Burn and Stone Creek, flow 
direction didn't change much through time, as obvious by comparison with modern flow direction. BE-present flow 
direction of the Buckler Burn, SC-present flow direction of Stone Creek. Activity of both rivers in c) is suggested. 
Plots with Stereoplot2, lower hemisphere projection. 

forming the distinct triple-step seen at the northwestern part of the terrace. Foresets can be 

correlated down into the closed rubbish dump of Glenorchy (315 to 318 m) and almost up to 

the overlying thin cover of alluvial and loess/soil deposits at the surface. Foresets dip of 20° to 

28° towards west/northwest (Fig.4.6.-a) are poorly manifested. 

Foresets (Ld1) consist of pebbly sand to sandy pebble layers, where larger clasts are imbricated 

horizontal or with a downslope dip. A smaller maximum clast size and frequency within 
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foresets at this part of the Buckler Burn/ Stone Creek complex relative to the other discussed 

below is noted. 

Imbricated clasts within foresets and foreset dip indicate a prograding of fan-delta sequences 

to the west/northwest at the Bible terrace. 

Under he lower flat bench cut of 332 m are (Plate 3-2) in the frontal part chaotic deposits of 

sandy pebble to cobble size (subrounded to rounded, medium spherical) gravel exposed, 

whereas the slope-ward side has well sorted, disclike pebble of beach origin. There, poor clast 

fabric is oriented with dip to the north/northwest, suggesting an ancient erosional water-body 

in this direction. Beach deposits overly the foreset successions with an erosive unconformity. 

Facies Lsz is underlying this bench, and also suggested to the not exposed, but 

morphologically expressed, benches above (see chapter 2.7.a). The coincidence of 

morphological bench and shoreline facies at this point is applied to other field areas where 

only one criterion was obvious, e.g. at the Glenorchy airstrip. 

b) Buckler Burn Abt, Aft, Ldt, Ldz, La 

The Buckler Burn is subdivided into section E and F (for location see Table 5 a,b and Fig. 

2.5.) ('The Cliff', Fig. 4.7. ). At the Buckler Burns section F, alluvial fan (Aft) and lacustrine 

(La) environments are exposed, while the lower section E exposes deltaic foresets with a 

fluviodeltaic topset cover. The transition between sections E and section F is unexposed. 

Section F - "The Cliff' 

Only the lower parts of the cliff are accessible and some parts are vegetated. For that reason 

the cliff is first examined from a distance from the east to the west (Fig. 4.7.). 

The eastern part below level 1 consists of layers dipping to the east, offset by faults with 

westward-dip which change through subhorizontal layering to dip towards the west below 

level 2. Farther west, below level 3 layers are almost subhorizontal in the upper part but lower 

layers bend downward to dip west and near the cliff slope in the west dip is east. This bending 

results in a broad channel-like expression in its upper west part (Fig. 4.7.) where additional 

layers seem to be finer. No sharp bedding or compositional contacts between beds are 

observed. Faults in the centre below level 3 are supposed and below level 1 and 2 inferred with 

surface morphology (Fig. 4.7 .) but not in all cases. The cliff wall is almost vertical below level 

3 and fresh in exposure, when compared with the steeply dipping and locally vegetated and 

with debris covered parts below level] and level 2. 

Top-cover of the entire cliff is an app. 50 cm thick loess/soil horizon. 
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Outcrop examination: 

Below level 1 (Fig. 4.7.), a complex of faults offsets layers of sandy gravel against sandy 

units. The borders of this part are not well exposed probably limited by fault contact in lateral 

strike and covered by debris. Overlying layers may have a transitional contact, while the 

downward termination is covered 

by talus. 
Sandy gravel layers consist of poorly to moderately sorted, pebble size clast-supported gravel 

with minor scattered cobbles. Matrix content is low and comprises coarse sand and granules. 

Locally, matrix free areas have open framework gravel layers. Pebbles are subrounded to 

rounded and subprismoidal to subdiscoidal. Gravel is almost unbedded, massive with minor 

intercalated sandy lenses. 

Sharp contacts occur between gravel units sandy layers of La-facies by tectonic fault-contact 

(Plate 4-1). Sand consists of angular, almost pure (>90% quartz) fine to very fine sand (to silt) 

with low muddy matrix content. Infaulted sand-packages have varve-like laminations (Plate 4-

1). 

Internal differences in dip are shown by the grain size contrast between silt and fine sand. The 

lower part dips steeply 62° to the southeast (darker units in Plate 4-5) while the layers above 

are dipping 20° to the southeast (dark/light alternation in units in Plate 4-5, apart from the 

internal graben-like structures). All deformation is in detail described in chapter 7. 

The overall present day orientation of gravel and sand units has a dip of app. 25° to the 

southeast. Poor preferred orientation of gravel clasts dips to the southwest, suggesting 

deposition to the northwest, while the entire block is dipping to the southeast today. This is 

probably the "reverse" bedding of Healy & Willett ( 1938). 

The transition to the layers below level 2 and level 3 is covered by loose gravel debris in the 

lower part and where it becomes talus free a lateral scarp occurs. 

Below level 2 and level 3 (Fig. 4.7 .), grain size and frequency of cobble clasts increase 

(maximum clast size 15 to 20 cm), locally isolated boulders occur and degree of sorting is 

decreasing (almost unsorted). Clasts are subrounded and subprismoidal to subdiscoidal in 

shape and clast-supported. Matrix content is variable, and higher in 15 to 20 cm thick 

intercalated finer layers that alternate with the coarser layers of app. 1 m thickness. This and 

poor grading, either normal or inverse, together with some intercalated sandy lenses or single 

cobble layers provides some stratification (more obvious when viewed from the distance) with 

indistinct bed contacts. Cobble and boulder accumulation occurred in the lower parts of level 2 

layers. 
In the upper two-thirds of the western part of the cliff below level 3 a broad channel-like 

structure, app. 30 m in width occurs. It appears to have a higher matrix content than the 

surrounding clast supported sediments, but this is inferred from the distance. 
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Close to the front of the cliff-face in the west, two smaller layers (0.2 m thick) of crossbedded 

coarse sand with internal pebble trains, are intercalated in the gravel layers. 

Some nearly vertical faults in the west of level 3 are observed by dragged sandy lenses and 

reorientated clasts. An association of faults and dip of layers to the east is in terms of outcrop 

observation not inferred. There layers seem to be continuous bent 

The dip of layers within "The Cliff' is highly variable and irregular in strike (Fig. 4.7.), 

varying both, vertically and laterally. Dip direction varies from towards the northeast to 

northwest for depositional layering while tectonically modified layering is to the southeast. 

The measured depositional layering with dip to the southeast, which is close to the as 

tectonically modified interpreted layering are similar in dip and strike (Fig. 4.7., measurement 

'a' and 'h'), while outcrop associations suggests a non-relationship between level] and level 

2layers. 
The upper parts are more subhorizontal in two dimensions, while the lower have no preferred 

dip. 

Local paleoenvironment aspects 

The eastern part (level 1) is interpreted as having sandy units of lacustrine La-facies origin 

probably in contact with fluvial gravel facies (Gm lithofacies of Miall, 1978). Upper parts are 

probably of Af,-facies. The uncertainties are a result of the infaulted style of exposure and 

likely associated block rotation to the southeast. 

The entire complex below level 2 and level 3 is interpreted as an unusual alluvial fan complex 

(Af,) in interplay with probably stream dominated fluvial sequences (stratification). This facies 

is unusually well sorted and homogenous (stratification) for an alluvial fan like the one of 

Arcadia. Dips are very inhomogeneous, ranging from typical fan-delta or proximal alluvial fan 

dip of 25° to almost flat, typical of distal alluvial fans to braided rivers. This suggests a highly 

branched fan by more or less constant sediment supply. The layer dip-variation is addressed to 

missoriented cross-sections and steep fan-flank outcrops of an alluvial fans. Further 

uncertainties remain because of inaccesibility and complex internal deformation (see chapter 

3.2.1.). 

Section E (location see Fig. 1.2. and 2.5.) 

Section E of the lower Buckler Bum contains exposures of parallel, planar to occasionally 

wedge shaped crossbedded, coarse grained foresets of Ldz-facies (Plate 3-4,5), dipping 22° to 

28° towards the west (Fig. 4.6.-b) over an app. length of 500 m in the dip direction. Foresets 

consist of sandy gravel to gravely sand layers of clast- and matrix-supported mode with minor 
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intercalation of coarse sand units. The sand units wedge out down foreset whereas gravel 

layers of clast-supported mode to open framework layers can thicken down foreset (Plate 3-

4,5). Gravel of pebble to cobble size in foresets has a maximum size of 20 cm (in the basal 

parts of sheet-like layers) but is generally between 5 to 10 cm. Clast shape is subrounded, 

subdiscoidal. Locally moderately sorted open framework pebble layers are intercalated. 

Thickness of layers is variable, it is 15 to 30 cm in clast-supported layers and 10 to 20 cm 

matrix supported layers where the matrix is coarse sand, granules or small pebbles. Coarse 

sandy units can be up to 30 cm thick. Contacts are indistinct and bedding is only observed 

because of the contrast between sandy and open framework layers, here the contact is distinct 

but elsewhere transitional. Poor grading occurs either normal or inverse sense. Imbricated 

clasts are oriented with a horizontal orientation of the ab-plane, or dip down the foresets, 

towards the west (Fig. 4.6.-b). No rhythmicity regarding sandy or gravelly foresets was 

observed along section E. 

The topsets overlie the foresets with an erosional, oblique, and locally undulating 

unconformity (Plate 3-4,5). The thick subhorizontal alluvial sequence above the unconformity 

has a contrast by an increase in clast size, larger clast frequency and locally, a basal lag 

conglomerate. This 1 to 1.6 m thick unit consists of unsorted, unstratified, clast-supported 

pebble/cobble gravel, with normal grading. Local coarse sandy lenses are interbedded but 

generally no bedding is obvious. Imbricated clasts dip towards the east/northeast, upstream 

(Fig. 4.6.-b) of the present Buckler Burn. 

The overlying morphology, expressed in levels, is also expressed in outcrop (Plate 3-3), where 

foresets are truncated. The fluvial sequence is wedging out in the upper level and wedging in 

the lower level. No typical shoreline or beach pebble association is notable, while a scour-like 

feature, filled with coarse gravel (cobble, and boulder accumulation) of chaotic texture is 

scored in the lower level-tread. 

Local paleoenvironment 

The fluvial topset facies is strictly Ah -facies, but the close association with the underlying 

foresets suggest they may be Ldt2, fluviodeltaic topsets. 

Ld2-facies and associated Ldt,-facies are applied with regard to level-relationships, while Ld~

facies is not exposed along the Buckler Burn. The exposed levels in section E and their 

relationships are interpreted as erosional bench, whereas typical shoreline facies is absent. The 

continuing foreset dip and the overlying wedged topset sequences, separated by an erosional 

surface, suggest also the influence of shoreline-activity where lake level changes are minor 

when compared with riser heights of the Bible terrace. Shoreline activity can decrease in 
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efficiency when a river enters a lake within the immediate area of the considered shoreline. 

Buckler Burn may have acted in this way. However, the homogeneity in dip and grain size of 

foresets is unusual and suggests one formational process while several levels and associated 

topset facies suggesting different formations. A broad depositional deltaic plain with a 

localised deposition of foresets may have formed these features interacting with the shoreline 

(benches). On the other hand, a broad plain likely suggests highly variability in clast 

imbrication which was not resolved. 

Loess (AE1) is only poorly developed to the west and thickens to the east to 50 cm and/or is 

replaced by a thin soil cover. 

c) Buckler Burn/Stone Creek transition Ab1, Af1, Ld1, Ld2 

Between the Buckler Burn mouth and the mouth of Stone Creek in Lake Wakatipu (Fig. 2.5.), 

a transition in morphology is obvious from a number of levels (see discussion 2.1.6.), where 

outcrops are limited to the western front slope or a few incised channels of the complex (see 

Fig. 2.5.). Overall, deltaic successions in form of crossbedded, inclined foresets are exposed 

but vegetation and slumps or slides, the latter due to more recent slope collapse and wave-cut 

benches cover and overprinted primary structures. 

Foresets consists of sandy pebble to pebbly sand layers with dip of 20° to 28° and dip 

direction varying between southwest and northwest (Fig. 4.6.-c). A slightly finer grain size 

characterises the foresets, compared with section E, whereas they show more similarities to 

the Bible terrace foresets. 

Foreset dip-direction data from the Bible area and section E (Buckler Burn) described above 

and the values from section G (Stone Creek) described below, paleocurrents show that the dip 

of the foresets trend between northwest and southwest but are measured on foresets of LdJ

and Ld1-type sequences (Fig. 2.5.). 

Local paleoenvironment 

Ld~- and Ldrfacies differentiation results from analysis in this area together with section E and 

the Bible terrace. The highest level of the Bible terrace represents Ld1-facies, while all lower 

outcropping deltaic facies (section E) which are telescope-like formed farther basinward are 

Ld1-facies representing lower lake levels. Ld1-facies represents in the case of the Buckler Burn 

at least one telescoping fan-delta (the long section E), while morphology may suggest more 

(see paleonvironment section E). 

Similarly, the proposed Buckler-Burn type is morphologycally (Chapter 2.7.) related to these 

Ld2-type sequences. Af1-type facies is also suggested by morphology with small, inclined, 

alluvial plain surfaces. 
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d) Stone Creek Ab1, Af1, Ld1, Ldz 

Section G at Stone Creek is exposed in two parts. While the upper (eastern) part (Fig. 4.8-1, 

2.5.) comprises alluvial fan to alluvial braided units (Ab., Af.) and local (temporary?) 

lacustrine environments (La) with transition to deltaic facies, the lower (western) part consists 

of deltaic foresets (Fig. 4.8.-2) with a thin fluvial (braided) cover. The transition between the 

two parts is covered. 

A thick (app. 6 m) alluvial fan sequence is described as an unsorted, ungraded, disorganised 

sandy gravel unit (matrix to clast supported), with clasts of pebble to cobble size; matrix 

consists of sand, granules or small pebbles. These intercalate with thinner (5 to 10 cm) clast 

supported pebble layers or sandy sheet-like layers to lenses, which wedge out over about 5 m 

laterally. Beds are indistinct, apart from sandy and gravel sheet-like intercalated layers. The 

upper sequence parts are more inclined than the lower almost subhorizontal parts, but are 

dipping less than 10° to the west. Preferred clast orientation is highly variable, with dip is 

towards the east/northeast, indicating transport to the west/ southwest (Fig. 4.6.-d). 

Right in the middle of section G, between the Stone Creek Bridge and the Lake Wakatipu 

shoreline, the alluvial sequence is overlies a lacustrine facies sequence. This area consists of 

irregular, but westward prograding, poorly sorted sandy pebble/cobble layers, open-framework 

pebble units, sorted and spherical small pebble layers and laminated to crossbedded sandy 

layers (Fig. 4.8., 4.9., Plate 5). A 15 m long and up to 40 cm thick sandy channel-shaped 

deposit is exposed, comprising angular, well sorted quartz sand with internal ripple structures 

and cross-bedding. Furthermore, exposed at a level of ea. 348 m, this unit is transitional to and 

includes inclined layers of foreset-style below. Dip varies between 8° and 20° to the 

west/northwest (Plate 5), which is in the transition to the underlying foreset deltaic facies 

(Ld2). Contacts between these units are usually sharp, either by grain size variation or 

erosional unconformities, and locally, faults (Plate 5). Grading can be normal, inverse or is 

absent. 

In other places small channels of pebble fill are incised nearly perpendicular to the strike of 

subhorizontal sandy layers (Plate 5-3). A preferred clast orientation in transition zone layers is 

not obvious (chaotic). Ripples in the sandy channel strike at 030° northeasterly (Plate 5-7a). 

This above described part of section G shows syn- to postdepositional (Plate 5) normal 

faulting, conjugated fault sets and soft sediment deformation of pocket-like structures (Plate 5-

6) or water-escape structures. These occurred at the interface of differences in grain size, 

either between very fine and medium sand, or by sand/gravel contrast. Overlying alluvial 

gravel and lacustrine sandy units are undeformed. 

Foresets, in the lower western part of section G (Fig. 2.5., 4.8.-2), consist of crossbedded, 

alternating sandy gravel and gravely sand layers (clast-supported gravel), varying along strike 

of dip-direction. Some single gravel units or open-framework gravel layers (Fig. 4.8.-3) were 
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Fig. 4.8. Stone Creek, section G. I) - upper eastern part of section F, view to the south, deltaic sequences with transition zone covered 
by thick alluvial sequences, paleoflow to the right, thin loess cover below surface; 2)- foresets in the lower western part of section F, 
view to the south; 3)- clast-supported and open framework gravel within foresets, clast are horizontal or downforeset (right) imbricated 
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Fig. 4.9. Stone Creek, section G. 1)- uppermost laustrine facies, crossbedding in sandy layer, 
and new onset of deposition by overlain alluvial gravel; 2)- laminated foreset bed covered by 
sorted pebble without internal structures, covered by a layer of pebble/cobble size, which is 
again verlain by a subhorizontal sandy layer (see Fig.?? 222) interpreted as shoreline facies to 
delta front facies 

IV.30. 
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observed. Gravel is of pebble to cobble size, rounded, and in almost all cases poorly sorted. 

Contacts between single pebble and cobble layers, or trains, although in some cases distinct 

are elsewhere transitional and lead into grading. Occasionally, sandy layers with pebble trains 

are intercalated. Foreset dip is between 16° to 24° to the southwest (Fig. 4.6.d), slightly gentler 

than in other sections and more southwesterly relative to the Buckler Burn sections. Clasts 

within foresets are imbricated randomly, where dip can be horizontal or downslope, in some 

cases upslope, the foresets (Fig. 4.8.-3). 

Local environment 

Alluvial fan sequences in the upper part are suggested as similar to section F of the Buckler 

Burn and derived deposited closer to the mountain range. When going from section G to the 

west in more distal parts of the fan-complex (lakeshore of Lake Wakatipu) the transition from 

alluvial fan to deltaic facies is exposed where gently to moderately dipping layers to the west 

with varying grain size association are exposed. Erosional contacts exist but are less sharp 

developed with continuing (as in section E) instead a lacustrine facies with sandy layers 

(including ripple and crossbedding) indicates a transitional phase. This is interpreted as the 

delta-plain/delta-slope interface where additional shoreline facies is preserved and 

deformation occurred. In the lower western part of the section steeply dipping foresets of the 

deltaic-slope outcrop. 

Outcrop observation suggest that the primary facies type south of the Stone Creek is likely to 

be Ld1-facies overlain by Ab1/Af1-facies. Morphological associations at the western front of 

the Glenorchy airstrip also suggest facies Ld1-facies. However, the measured level of the 

transition between alluvial and deltaic sequences at 348 m contradicts this view of Ld1-facies. 

Ldz-facies is suggested towards the north, described as the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek 

transition (d), whereas the measured elevation also suggests Ldz-facies. The impact on levels 

by faulting in this area is assumed to be minor. 

Summary - Paleoenvironment and evolution of the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek complex 

The paleoenvironment interpretation for the Buckler Burn/Stone Creek complex IS 

characterised by multiple processes and repeated construction and destruction of facies 

associations. Morphology and scattered outcrops provide local conclusions (Fig. 2.5.) due to 

vegetation and lack of outcrops. Some interpretations remain hypothetical (see also Fig. 4.1 0). 
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It is suggested that alluvial fans developed close to the Richardson Mountains west flank, 

("The Cliff', upper part of section F and upper part of section G). These are characterised by 

various shapes and inclinations and had locally steep relief (level 2, section F). Their 

proximity to the ancient Lake Wakatipu at a then higher level led to the formation of fan 

deltas, which submerged the alluvial fans. However, Ld1-facies is not exposed at the Buckler 

Burn or the Stone Creek and inferred from the Bible terrace. Furthermore, it might have been 

possible, that Buckler Burn and Stone Creek acted as one interfingering complex filling what 

in this paper is called Buckler Burn/Stone Creek transition zone and adjacent areas. 

The Bible terrace, which was probably not the immediate alluvial fan area, is occupied by fan

delta successions of a first generation (Ld1) and was later probably abandoned as deposition 

area. It represents a relative high-stand of Lake Wakatipu (the upper flat top) and later, when 

inactive as fan-delta system, stillstands by erosional terraces and bench cuts exposed by 

several levels on the northwestern flank during drop in lake level. 

The generally finer grain size in the Bible terrace foresets is interpreted as a calmer area on a 

fan delta at the earliest stage of fan-delta development at the relative highest lake level, where 

the main paleoflow took place to the west/north, probably by a tributary of Buckler Burn. The 

drastic difference between alluvial fan facies (section F) next to fan-delta (Ld1) facies at the 

Bible terrace, is explained by this idea and suggests that the present Buckler Burn flow may 

follow a facies change boundary. 

Lowering of base level caused incision by the Buckler Burn and the Stone Creek. Both creeks 

may develop separate facies conditions from this stage on. Tributary channels on an alluvial 

(deltaic) plain may have also acted as scarps evident on the upper Stone Creek level (2.7.). 

Further incision, to reach equilibrium with the changed base level, caused erosion and 

reworking of older fans and fan-deltas (see Fig. 2.5.) in the active stream parts of the complex 

(Buckler Burn/Stone Creek transition) and shoreline development at the inactive abandoned 

areas e.g. below the Glenorchy airstrip. Progressive lake level lowering is evident by the 

erosive contact of foresets and topsets in section E (Buckler Burn) showing the adjustment 

required to reach an equilibrium of lake level and stream bed. 

The lowered base level, a constant sediment supply from the catchment area, and reworking, is 

represented by further telescope-like fan deltas basinward into Lake Wakatipu, e.g. along 

section E, Buckler Burn and classified as Ldz-facies. There, the constant dip and grain size 

distribution over long lateral sections suggests either longer constant conditions of supply or a 

more stable lake level. Climatic, seasonal or other events have been not resolved and require a 

detailed foreset analysis. However, this area differs compared with the Precipice area, where 

telescope-like basinward fan-deltas are not developed. 

The infaulted laminated sand and surrounding gravel in section F, interpreted as of lacustrine 

facies and fluvial facies origin respectively, is likely to be a smaller lake or a remnant of Lake 

Wakatipu on the west flank of the Richardson Mountains. Setting might have been on an 

alluvial plain which was later infaulted into the alluvial complex of section F. The varve-like 
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lamination suggests climatic/seasonal controlled sedimentation of fluvioglacial/ 

glaciolacustrine environments in earlier times. The position of such a lacustrine environment 

coincidence with the d2-unit of Mutch (1969; Table 2), but remains unclassified. 

4.6.5. Pigeon Creek (Fig. 1.3) 

Pigeon Creek, located outside the main field area, was considered for special deformation 

structures within Quaternary complexes. 

A cliff at the northbank of the creek exposes Pigeon Creek (new name, see chapter 1.9. Table 

5a,b for location). A lower deltaic sequence is transitional upwards into the top in an alluvial 

sequence of alluvial fan facies (Af1) (Fig. 4.11.). These sediments form a small subaerial to 

subaqueous fan complex in 340 to 360 m outcrop elevation with an inclined slope towards the 

Lake Wakatipu. Levels, similar to those of the main northern field area, are less developed. 

The lower deltaic succession consists of variable steeply dipping foresets (18° to 30° to the 

west, the more gentle dip in upper foresets cause to the transition in top layers), of alternating 

crossbedded sand, pebbly sand, pebble and pebble-cobble layers of clast-supported mode; 

bedding is poor with transitional changes. The coarser parts predominate in the lower part of 

the outcrop. Pebble and cobble clasts are subrounded to slightly subangular and subdiscoidal 

in shape. Sorting varies between well sorted in sandy layers or in open framework gravel 

layers to poorly sorted in sandy gravel layers. Fabric is chaotic in open framework layers. 

Contacts of layers are sharp in case of sandy layers and transitional between the more frequent 

sandy pebble and pebble layers. Often sandy layers are exposed with lamination and while 

cross bedding is rare. Preferred orientation of clasts is either down the foreset slope or 

horizontal. 

Dipping layers are parallel in the lower part and become lenses and wedges in the upper parts, 

pinching inward in the upper part and pinching out down foreset. A flattening of layers (dip 

18° to the west) with a gradient change to the west occurs to the top and is transitional to the 

even flatter coarser alluvial sequence, consisting of unsorted pebbles to cobbles, and slightly 

inversely graded successions. Minor boulders occur. 

Complex postdepositional faulting occurs, localised on a 40 cm thick laminated sandy layer 

and surrounding layers in the middle part of the outcrop. Laminae of sandy units are 

undisturbed and sorted small pebble layers are bent around the deformed sandy layers. Further 

discussion follows in the chapter "Syn- to postdepositional deformation". 

Paleoenvironment 

Alluvial facies overlies and postdates the deltaic facies. The deltaic facies here is characterised 

by small foreset successions (1 - 3 metre scale) when compared with e.g. the Buckler Burn, 
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section E for example, and wedging on a slope with. Prograding is obvious by wedge shaped 

metre-scale advances to the west. The suggested transition of a subaerial to subaqueous part of 

the fan is less obvious but requires more or less the same transport mechanism. The Pigeon 

Creek interpretation should also include the nearby creeks. The flattening of foresets to the top 

is suggested as shallowing of a lake while similar observation farther north have been not 

made. 

Fig.4.11. Pigeon Creek. Fan delta sequence in the lower part covered by coarser alluvial fan sequence in the 
upper part, depositionallayering flattens (dip increase in the middle is due to an inhomogeneous cliff wall) 
to the top with no distinct development of topsets above. Inset refers to deformed zone enlarged in Plate 6 
View to the north. 

4. 7 .) Aspects of Aeolian facies (AEt) 

Loess is characterised by yellowish/brownish colour and grain size of fine grained sand to silt. 

No internal structures have been observed. Thickness is usually around 50 cm but varies 

between local zero to up to 1 m. 

· The larger ~hickness is observed on remnant terraces, alluvial fan/fan-delta surfaces (M1, Ab1, 

Ld1, Ld2, Ls1, Ls2) and is reduced on relatively younger sequences. Presumable; loess 

deposition and accumulation occurred through times. High loess accumulation causes a 

stnoothing affect. 
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Loess stratification with paleosoil-identification as a possible key for distinction between 

interglacial/glacial periods is possible but has not been estimated. Coring or drilling could 

reduce this problem. 

However, loess stratification is suggested in the terraces south of the Ox Burn (e.g. Grid 

Reference NZMS 260, E40; 477946) on the eastern bank of the Rees River. At this locality 

(Fig. 4.12.) within a 90 cm section, three brownish horizons (10 cm, 10 cm, 25 cm) may 

correspond with the proposed Late Pleistocene smaller advances of Table 3. 

Loess (soil horizons) as a distinct deposit within e.g. alluvial fan complexes was not observed, 

suggesting episodes of formation with less exposure time for loess accumulation. 

Fig. 4.12. Loess cover of Ox Bum terrace. Slighlty changes from orange-brown to more greyish horizons suggested as response 
to minor climatic changes, Covering an alluvial sequence. Notebook 15 cm. See text for discussion. 
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V. DISCUSSION OF DEPOSITIONAL PROCESSES 

In the following chapter, a discussion of depositional processes is made based on the 

observation in the field as: grain size variation and mode, sorting, bed characteristics 

(contacts, paleocurrents) with respect to transport mechanisms, hydraulic flow conditions and 

the paleoenvironment (Fig. 1.1.). 

5.1. Alluvial braided systems 

The fluvial sequences can be subdivided into the alluvial braided systems and the lacustrine 

fluvial topset sequences of delta-plain environments. However, the distinction between them 

is in many cases impossible and in some cases also not necessary with respect to a fluvial 

braided river or a fluviodeltaic topset environment. In both cases they are, or they become, the 

feeder system for a lacustrine environment. 

Characteristic sequences are coarse gravel bar and floodplain deposits. Deposition took place 

by low sinousity braided rivers on alluvial to glacial outwash plains. For the typical braided 

depositional lithofacies I refer to the top set facies as described in the fan delta section below, 

where braided topset facies largely occurred. 

Fines of floodplain facies are due to sedimentation within large overbank areas or elevated 

floodplain areas (Miall, 1978; Desloges & Church, 1987) occupied by shifting braided rivers. 

5.2. Alluvial fan systems 

The alluvial fan facies is characterised by heterometric clast size and clast and matrix 

supported mode. Layering is distinct to indistinct and clast imbrication is highly variable. 

Grading occurs locally. 

Clast fabric and setting of fans suggests their aggradation by both stream dominated and 

debris dominated modes (Nemec & Postma, 1988; Blair & MacPherson, 1994). A typical fan 

(Jordan Fan) has limited outcrop which shows irregular alternating sheet gravel layers of the 

washout phase and with sandy layers of likely the fallout phase of stream floods or flash 

floods (Blair & MacPherson , 1994). Usually, crossbedding is absent likely because of the 

thin sheets. 

Rugged drainage basins characterize the source areas for the alluvial fans. Steep slopes can be 

susceptible to instability and mass flows can be induced by heavy rain fall or snow melt. In 

modern times, the lower parts of the fans are covered by forest which protects the immediate 

fan area. In general, the sediment supply seems to have decreased in modern times, and fan 

activity has become degradational. 
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5.3. Fan-deltas 

5.3.1. Introduction 

Many deltas have been observed and analyzed for mechanics of deposition either in lacustrine 

environments (Gilbert, 1885; Born & Ritter, 1970; Gustavson et al., 1975; Stanley & Surdam, 

1978; Sneh, 1979; Bowman, 1990; Martini, 1990; and summary in Postma, 1990) or marine 

environments (see summary in Postma, 1990). Lacustrine environments are often related to a 

non-tectonic setting and/or are glaciolacustrine/glaciofluvial in origin. 

The delta sequences at Glenorchy have only restricted outcrops where long downward 

observation of foresets is limited (max. 10 m), longer sections outcrop only at sections C and 

E. 

The 'classical' Gilbert fan delta (first description by Gilbert, 1885) consists of the tripartite of 

topsets, foresets and bottomsets (Bates, 1953) depositing coarse grained material in a standing 

body of water (low energy); Lake Wakatipu in case of the Glenorchy area. Material was 

derived from the adjacent highlands of the Richardson Mountains in the east or the Earnslaw 

Massif in the north. A narrow zone between the slope of the mountains and the shoreline is 

characteristic and is bridged by alluvial to deltaic feeder systems depositing coarse-grained 

material. The Glenorchy area exposes ancient topsets and foresets, while bottomsets have 

been not located so far and therefore strictly speaking these are not 'classic' Gilbert type 

deltas (see below). 

5.3.2. Topsets and foresets of the Glenorchy fan-deltas 

Topsets consists of thick units of clast supported gravel locally intercalated with matrix 

supported layers and sandy units. Sorting is poor. Subhorizontal to gently inclined bed 

contacts are in many cases indistinct, grading occurs locally by either fining or coarsening, 

and preferred clast orientation is mostly with a broad strike variation (up to 90° in azimuth), 

whereas dip is between 10° to 30° (e.g. section C, E). Deposition of alluvial origin is 

suggested specifically fluvial, braided stream deposition and channel bar formation (section 

C). This represents the Gm-lithofacies of Miall (1978) of channels shifting on an 

alluvial/deltaic plain near the level of the lake surface-streambed interface. The locally 

undulating basal contact with the foresets is due to the shifting nature of channels. In vertical 

profile the Scott-type of proximal braided stream deposits is applicable (Miall, 1978). 

Topsets are characterised by a coarser grain size and frequency than the foresets and have in 

most cases an erosive, unconformable and oblique contact with the underlying foresets (e.g. 

Plate 3-5). The erosive truncation of foresets represents the adjustment of the fluvial-deltaic 

interface to reach equilibrium and indicates by this erosional surface the destructional 

character of the system. Mode ling by Schumm et al. ( 1986) showed the incision into fan-delta 

complexes by lowered base level and telescope like formation of new delta sequences farther 

basinward, where foresets were erosively truncated. The amount of removed alluvial/deltaic 

plain and delta-slope deposits remains unknown. 
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Erosive truncation and the proposed morphology in Chapter 2., with benches in a steplike 

mode suggest rapid downcutting events, similar to those reported by Stanley & Surdam 

(1978). Transitions between foresets and topsets suggest slow and especially rising base level 

(Dunne & Hempton, 1984), this is locally suggested for section C (Thomson area). 

Foresets consist of steeply dipping, fine to coarse-grained layers, of clast or matrix supported 

mode. Bed contacts are distinct or gradational (either fining or coarsening) and beds may be 

planar, parallel, or in many cases wedge either downdip or updip. Whereas coarser clast 

supported layers predominately thicken downward, sandy layers thin and pinch out 

downforeset. Thickness of distinct beds is highly variable between 10 to 50 cm and non

rhythmic in occurrence. Internally foresets were either parallel laminated or had locally broad 

flat crossbedding (e.g. section C, G), observed in the upper part of sandy foresets. 

Depositional dip of the foresets is relatively constant along the cliffs at between 22° and 28° 

towards the basin (e.g. section C, E), whereas dip in the transition zones (upper levels of 

foresets, e.g. section G) was gentler at 16°. However, this approximately reflects the angle of 

repose for sand-gravel foresets (Nemec, 1990b), while no difference in dip of sandy 

dominated or the more common gravel dominated foresets was observed. Angle of repose 

(here 22° to 28°) deposition arises from traction load when the incoming fluvial river crosses 

the slope break, cohesionless gravity mass transport processes, avalanches (Colella, 1987; 

Postma, 1990; Wescott & Ethridge, 1990) and three dimensional mixing with the waterbody 

(Bates, 1953) act on the bedload. Slope maintenance, expressed by lack of major slumps or 

slides, is due to a low content of mud. Preferred orientation of clasts or imbrication (in open 

framework foresets) is commonly horizontal or downforeset, with no preferred clast a-long 

axis. Upslope dip of clasts as mentioned in Lewis & Ekdale ( 1991) or Postma & Roep (1985) 

for foresets was less common. 

A number of variables have a major influence on the shape, bedding and formation of foresets 

especially (e.g. Jopling, 1963, 1965). A main factor is the sediment type (here consisting of 

the sand to gravel grains, less fine fraction), and their mode of transport (laminar or 

turbulent). Further variables are the relationship between stream-depth and basin depth, 

basinal and receiving basin characteristics, slope-angle (>3°, Wescott & Ethridge, 1990) or 

flow velocity. Many variables are difficult to evaluate for the streams and Lake Wakatipu. 

The incompletely exposed thickness of foreset sequences, bounded in the upper parts by 

topsets and at the base by bottomsets doesn't allow sufficient estimation of the basin depth, 

crucial for further conclusions. Section C suggests at least 8 m of depth at the highest lake 

level in the upper parts of a Lake Wakatipu Basin, while section E suggests more than 8 m for 

lower lake levels (Ld2). But these are by far minimum values only. Today's water depth 

increases rapidly within 1 km to a depth of approximately 100 m in the Buckler Bum offshore 

entry area (Irwin, 1972). 

Interpretation of the modem temperature-profile suggests a hyperpycnal inflow by the Rees 

and Dart Rivers (Brodie & Irwin, 1970), where the very constant lake temperature exceeds the 

stream temperature. Homopycnal conditions (interflow) in fresh-water lakes are generally 

favoured (Bates, 1953) but are not necessarily for the formation of Gilbert-type deltas 

(Postma, 1990). Shallow water Gilbert type fan-deltas require sufficient bedload and a rapid 

increase of water depth (Postma, 1990). Both conditions are given for the tributaries in the 
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Glenorchy area, while the related oversteepening of slopes due to the rapid deposition and 

accompanied slumping is less obvious. 

Apart from Postma's (1990) statement (no necessarily homopycnal conditions), a hypothetical 

idea is that flow conditions and lake temperature may have changed through time and that the 

lake temperature was likely cooler in Late Otiran/early Aranuian time when glaciers still 

occupied lower parts of the valleys. This would have supported homopycnal flow conditions. 

In modern times the hyperpycnal flow conditions are forming steep fronted deltas with 

foresets and bottomsets, but no distinct subaquaeous topsets, within Lake Wakatipu (Brodie 

& Irwin, 1970). The typical process is an underflow of stream transported bedload (Brodie & 

Irwin, 1970, Postma, 1990). 

Presence or absence of grading is inconsistent through the sections and limited to internal 

layers than a whole sequence and does not allow conclusions for general aggradational or 

degradational cycles. 

Open framework foresets (e.g. section E, G) suggest the occurrence of temporally modified 

debris flows as reported by Lowe (1976) or Lewis & Ekdale (1991), where gravity 

winnowing may have took place. 

The constant (grain size and angle of dip) dipping foresets of section E suggest constant 

conditions in sediment supply over longer periods of time, while section C with some 

intercalated sandy foresets suggests either shifting channels on the delta plain or pulsating 

sediment supply, where sandy layers represent limited discharge rate. Anyway, great contrasts 

in energy existed on the delta-plain and delta-front, either controlled by catchment processes 

or by shifting feeder systems. 

Prodelta deposits in the form of bottomsets needed to complete the tripartite 'classic' Gilbert 

type fan-delta were not observed. 

Possibly the distal fan-delta parts were not exposed by presumable formation at depth not 

presently exposed, limited incision by lowering base level, or perhaps were covered by 

telescoping fan-delta or younger fluvial deposits. On the other hand, the lack of bottomsets 

may be due to transport mechanisms, i.e. a purely bedload deposition being deposited 

completely at the delta-front (Colella, et al. 1987) and where the emplacement of gravel took 

place by sediment gravity flows (Lewis & Ekdale, 1991; Bowman, 1990). Debris flows with 

few fines can lead to the absence of bottomsets (Lewis & Ekdale, 1991 ), and the low 

proportion of fines might be typical for the Glenorchy systems. 

Bottomsets consisting of fines reported by Brodie & Irwin (1970) for Lake Wakatipu suggest 

a separation of the coarse and fine fraction, leaving mud-poor coarse grained foresets and 

formation of bottomsets basin ward (Colella, et al. 1987). 

The influence of the Rees-Dart River system on tributary fan-delta formation is difficult to 

evaluate, but surely exists. 

5.4. Benches - Terraces - Lake 

Benches are aggradation surfaces and are not themselves primary depositing, but are 

discussed here in terms of lake paleohydrology. As the interface between top sets and foresets 
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reflects an equilibrium-state, so benches represent the another example of equilibrium within 

the lake. Delta-slopes and alluvial sequences adjust their stability with respect to a certain 

lake level as observed at the Glenorchy airstrip or the Bible terrace. 

On the other hand terraces reflect also incision into older deposits to adjust stream levels to a 

new, in generally for the Glenorchy area, lowered lake or base level (Earnslaw area, Buckler 

Burn). The results are migrating channels on a new alluvial plain. These remove topset and 

foreset sequences and deposit new fluvial sequences. It is suggested, that the input of material 

into Lake Wakatipu had no major input on lake levels. 

Lake activity in form of big waves and seiches is suggested as minor for the Lake Wakatipu 

area as long as few heavy storms occur. Therefore the effect on bench-formation by waves 

may be minor. Heavy rainwater or meltwater supply by floods can cause an increase in lake 

level Knudson, 1969; or the spring floods of 1999). 

Depositional records of lacustrine environment are, among others (deltas), the laminated sand 

and fine units, probably of shallow lakes or lake parts. Ripple laminations suggested the 

influence of wave-reworking in sandy units (section C, G). 

5.5. Schistose blocks on alluvial plains 

Debris flows of a special nature are required to transport the huge schist boulders resting at 

the lower level (see 2.1.3.) of the Earnslaw area, where probably high buoyancy debris flows, 

turbulence and structural support have to have occured (Costa & Fleischer, 1984), also 

possible by sediment laden rivers in flood stage. 

5.6. Aeolian processes 

Wind derived silt to fine sand deposits are the last depositional processes on exposed inactive 

alluvial or lacustrine environments. The younger or modern inactive alluvial or lacustrine 

environments are the source areas for windblown deposits, apart from input from more distant 

areas. With favorable location and long exposure time considerable accumulation can occur 

forming loess. This process can be disrupted due to modification by vegetation or farming. 

5.6. Climatic control on deposition 

Climate control played an important role on deposition. Retreating glaciers of the last Otiran 

advance of the Wakatipu Glacier or hanging side glaciers exposed huge areas of schist

basement. Catchment areas supplied the Quaternary gravel to lower lying areas as well the 

water masses of an ancient higher Lake Wakatipu. Smaller advances recorded in cirque 

glaciers may have interrupted these processes. 

Climatic control on deposition is recorded by aeolian deposits (Chapter 4.7.) or laminated 

lake sediments (Chapter 4.4., 4.6.4.b ), but less obvious by delta sequences. 

Meltwater discharge of high mountain glaciers as subdivided by Gustavson et al. (1975) into 

pt order (annual, seasonal), 2nd order (weekly, days) or 3rd order (diurnally) can be applied as 

follows: the 1st order is likely to be preserved in lake sediments; 2nd order is more likely in 

forms resulting from event-type deposition which may explain the intercalated sandy foresets, 
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whereas loess deposits may represent an even higher order of tens of hundreds or thousands 

of years. Slight control on the lake level may occur too. 3rct order preservation is unlikely to be 

recognized in the coarse grained deposits of the Glenorchy area. 

5.7. Tectonic control on deposition 

Referring to the Chapter 7., discussing "Syn- to postdepositional deformation", it is 

suggested that only minor internal sediment-complex deformation impacted the depositional 

process. In general, major effects may have been associated with earthquake triggered process 

related to the activity of e.g. the Moonlight Fault System (see Chapter 1.7. "Structural 

setting"). 
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VI. SUMMARY CLASSIFICATION OF 

MODERN AND LATE 0TIRAN/EARLY 

ARANUIAN SYSTEMS 

Table 6 provides a summary of Quaternary systems through time when applying the 

definitions made in 4.6.1. Fig. 6.1. is an overall summary of facies through time and space. 

Both, table and figure are a broader summary. The classification applied here followed the 

concepts of division by alluvial feeder systems (McPherson et al., 1987) and the delta-front 

regime (Orton, 1988). The alluvial feeder system concept allows a broader view to non-water 

body related systems, which occur also in the Glenorchy area. 

In almost all cases Glenorchy systems changed the dominant facies-system with time. This 

complicates the classification. The overall outcrop size is in some cases poor which makes 

facies recognition difficult. For discussion of current problems when try to correlate or 

classify deltas it is reffered to the critical summaries in Nemec (1990) and Postma (1990). 

Fig. 6.2. shows another schematic approach of classification, where the author sees the setting 

of Glenorchy systems strongly in connection with the side-bars and not exclusively as the 

ternary system. As additional background Fig. 1.1. should be used. 

In Fig. 6.3. the prototypes of delta classification by distinguishing of feeder system and depth 

ratio after Postma , 1990) is applied for the Glenorchy systems as indicated in Table 6. 

On the other hand, the authors experience with delta-systems denies broader assumptions and 

correlation of classifications. 

Table 6 Facies and delta-definitions applied to Glenorchy-systems (see text for discussion) 
(definitions based on McPherson et al., 1987; Nemec & Steel, 1988; Orton, 1988; Prior & Bornhold; 1988; Nemec, 1990; Postma, 1990) 

late Otiran!early Aranuian systems Fig. 6.3. modern/active systems Fig.6.3. 

Rees-(Dart) ? fan-delta to ?delta with braided 7 or9 delta with braided tributaries 7 or9 

River tributaries, floodplain environment floodplain environment 

River Jordan alluvial fan (stream dominated) - inactive alluvial fan (stream dominated) 3 

?small fan delta in Diamond Lake low supply rate into Diamond Lake 

Earnslaw Burn fan-delta with alluvial/deltaic plain, 3 inactive as fan delta, low supply rate -
delta slope, ? prodelta into Diamond Lake 

Precipice Creek ? fjord side delta (subaerial/subaqueous 3(?) braided river with supply into Rees River -

alluvial fan part?), later fan-delta 

Buckler Burn alluvial fan/fan delta complex, later 3 delta with braided tributaries 1 or 3 

fan-delta complex (alluvial/deltaic plain, 

delta-slope, ?prodelta) 

Stone Creek alluvial fan/fan delta complex, later 3 fan-delta 3 

fan-delta complex (alluvial/deltaic plain, 

deltaslope, ?bottomsets) 
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Fig. 6.1. Suggested facies associations for the Glenorchy area by use of outcrop-data, morphology and hypotheses as mentioned in text. 
Boxes show facies type in order of assumed appearence from top to bottom in each box, apart from shoreline facies which was active 
whenever and whereever a lake was present. However, older facies might have been eroded or covered. Each bar within each box is 
younging to the left, apart from alluvial fan facies which is considerd as very localised depositional. The horizontal length of the bar 
represents the elevation rannge of this facies. Bars are dashed to indicate interfingering and boxes are schematic as a result of. main 
filed areas but does not excluded interfingering. Underlying paleohydrology of Lake Wakatipu is in detail explained in Fig. 2.1. 
As example- Buckler Bum: suggested first facies is alluvial fan facies, covering elevation from >390m to ?340m, associated facies is 
lacustrine facies, uncertain in position, but suggested as related with deltaic facies, older deltaic facies is in the case of Buckler Burn 
only suggested, younger deltaic facies is evident down to the lake shore. Braided facies occured later than highest lake level when lake 
level drop caused incision, braided facies can be here considered as deltaic topset facies (see text) . Shoreline facies is inferred by 
morphology and suggested as acticve through time. Braided and Shoreline facies are evident down to the shoreline of Lake Wakatipu. 
Active systems are indicated left of the drawn shorelines to show the ongoing evolution. 
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Fig.6.2. Suggested positions of fan-deltas and braided-deltas for the Late Otiran/Early Aranuian Glenorchy systems 
after Galloway' s (1975) and Orton's (1988) classification of deltas, based on the dominant process of sediment 
dispersal at the delta front and on prevailing grain size of sediments delivered to the the front. As indicated in the 
Figure 18 of Orton (1988) the geometry of the feedersytem and the characteristics of the drainage basin are controlling 
factors for the ternary classification. Due to change in configuartions of e.g. the feeder system, Glenorchy systems 
changed position in the ternary classification in some cases as indicated in Fig. 6.1. and Table 6. 
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Fig. 6.3. Major prototypes of deltas pictured for simplicity as dominated by fluvial processes. The prototypes 
are distinguished on the basis of a unique combination of four different types of distributary systems and two 
of depth ratio (from Postma (1990). Suggested Glenorchy delta positions are thick framed, see also Table 6. 
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VII.) SYN- TO POSTDEPOSITIONAL 

DEFORMATION 

7.1. Introduction 

VII.l. 

Syn- to post-depositional deformation of the Quaternary sediments was observed in the 

Buckler Burn/Stone Creek area and at the Pigeon Creek. Faulting and soft-sediment 

deformation occurred. 

Deformation in the Thomson area (section C) is not further considered. 

7 .2. Description of deformation 

7.2.1. Buckler Burn 

The Buckler Burn drainage system follows the northeast trending Buckler Burn Fault Zone in 

the upper parts, while the Buckler Burn arm (incised into gravel deposits), and the faultzone 

have a separating angle of 70° (Fig.l.3.). 

Complex deformation occurs in the eastern part of section F (Plate 4), where lacustrinelfluvial 

layers are juxtaposed and rotated or "backtilted" with a dip to the east. A set of normal faults 

observed over more than 15 m along strike of the outcrop dip 50° to 70° (Fig. 7.1.) to the 

west, where the lower dip (50°) is on the easternmost side. Normal faults juxtapose gravel 

layers against lake sediments and fluvial gravel by 1m (less in the west), with layers 

downthrown to the west. The entire infaulted lacustrine unit suggests even more downthrow 

as supposed by relationships with the surrounding gravel and the present day altitude (346 m) 

and the surface level above of (390 m). The spacing between faults is on the orders of 2 m, 

and is almost regular. Shear zones up to 20 cm are developed in gravel layers (Plate 4-6), and 

in sharp contact with lacustrine sediments. Fault traces can exceed 5 m in length and have a 

planar to weak concave upward listric shape. 

Sharp contacts occur also where sand layers are internally faulted. Within the lacustrine 

succession water escape structures (convolute bedding) occur at two layers near the base 

(Plate 4-5) and smaller conjugate faults (Plate 4-1), associated with the larger normal faults 

are developed. At one location (Plate 4-4), where the normal fault zone is occupied by a 20 

cm thick sandy zone, internal deformation of highly plastic character has occurred (folding). 

Close to this zone, basal laminated layers are brittlely deformed to form kink-like structures 

and are bent too, in an upward direction, which follows the normal trend (Plate 4-2). 

Sandy lense bending and clast reoriention by fault drag was observed in the west of section F 

(alluvial sequences, Fig. 7.2., Fig. 4.7.) in a shear zone of 10 cm width. 

In some cases, a morphologic response in terrace-levels by scarps (risers) (see 2.1.7) with 

drawn faults in Fig. 4. 7. is obvious in the immediate cliff area, but disappear with increasing 

distance of the cliffs on the terrace-levels. 
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a) Buckler Burn, (7 data) b) Stone Creek, (5 data) 
(delta-slope slide) 

Fig. 7 .1. Stereoplots (Great circle) of syn- to postsedimentary faults at a) Buckler Burn, section F, below level 1; 
and b) Stone Creek, section G. All faults are of normal fault mode if not otherwise indicated. Flow direction 
represents the present flow direction of Buckler Burn and Stone Creek, which might have been different to times 
of deormation. See text and Plate 4 and 5 for discussion. Plots with Stereoplot2, lower hemisphere projection. 

Fig. 7.2. Buckler Burn, "The Cliff' west-end, nearly vertical fault zone in gravel, 
indicated by reoriented clasts and dragged sand lenses 
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7.2.2. Stone Creek area (section G, Fig.1.2.) 

The Stone Fault (mentioned in Paterson, 1977) controls drainage in the Stone Creek 

catchment, with both creek and fault trending east (Fig. 1.3.). The east trending Stone Fault is 

unusual for the Glenorchy area, where a dominant northeast trend and a minor northwest 

trend are the rule. The east trending faults described further to the north by Cooper et al. 

(1987) as associated with late Oligocene-middle Miocene lamprophyre dyke swarms, may be 

related to the Stone Fault. 

Faults in the centre of section G (Plate 5), located around and below the sand filled channel

shaped structure (transition zone from topsets to foresets), where layer dips are between 8° 

and 20° to the west, are of normal fault mode on a metre scale. A set of 7 faults within a 10 m 

zone dip between 62° and 66 ° west; a smaller conjugate fault dips 60° to the east, forming a 

one metre graben-like structure (Plate 5-1). The faults within the transition from alluvial 

sequences and deltaic sequences strike between 182° and 192°, approximately north-trending 

(Fig. 7 .1.). Fault zones vary between sharp and diffuse. Offset is irregular but is generally :::;; 

20 cm, with beds downthrown to the west. Spacing of faults is irregular. Clasts of gravel 

layers are reoriented, whereas sandy layers are bent, dragged and stretched. Offset of sandy 

layers becomes less in relatively younger overlying sequences, before erosion cut and buried 

the faults and new undisturbed layers were deposited, while the lower downward termination 

is covered by tal us debris. At one location (Plate 5-4), a listric shape is weakly developed, 

inclined to the west, and associated with a decreasing offset towards the top, while in all other 

cases planar fault surfaces are the rule. The development of an erosional contact and 

disconformities to the overlying layers are notable in some cases (Plate 5-2,4,5). 

Soft-sediment deformation (non-faulted) occurs in the sandy channel area where ripple like 

structures are evident in outcrop (Plate 5-7 a) but when the outcrop is spade-cleaned these 

features are no longer obvious (Plate 5-7b). 

7.2.3. Pigeon Creek (Fig. 1.3.) 

Pigeon Creek flows west/southwest which is not structurally controlled by a mapped fault 

structure, but the creek is located in the area of the northeast trending Larkin fault and a 

supposed north/northwest trending fault beneath Lake Wakatipu (Fig. 1.3.). 

Faulting and minor slumping of syn- to postdepositional character in a fan-delta complex is 

localised at the interface of sandy layers and gravelly layers, in which beds are dipping 30° to 

the west (see 4.6.5.). Normal faults (downthrown to the west) and minor associated conjugate 

faults (downthrown to the east) occur within a thick, 40 cm, laminated sandy bed and 

overlying and underlying gravelly layers. A set of thrust faults with dip to the east offsets the 

normal faults . Thrust and associated steep faults cause locally a pop-up-like structure within 

sandy and gravelly layers and create sand-wedges (Plate 6-1, 2). Thrust faults die out in, or 

are continuous through the sandy layer. 
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While the lamination in sandy layers is undisturbed in almost all cases, pebble clasts are bent 

and reoriented near the offsets (Plate 6-3). Smaller sandy units (5 cm thickness) are deformed 

in a steplike fashion, in that the limbs are thinned and lamination is bent. 

Faults were not measured in a precise three-dimensional way, but are estimated to strike 

between northwest and northeast. Dip of normal faults is within 50° to 65° to the west and is 

within 20° to 50° to the east for thrust faults. In a cross-sectional view, fault traces are 

observable for ea. one metre for normal faults and up to three metres in the case of thrust 

faults. Fault-zones have sharp boundaries in sandy layers and are broader (cm) in gravel units. 

An unusual offset (Fig. 7.3.) of a sandy layer occurs 3 m to the east of the sketched area in 

Fig. 7.3., where a nearly vertical offset by 30 cm occurs and drag of sandy parts is opposite to 

this movement due to postdating of an east-dipping thrust fault. 

suggested fault 

Fig.7.3. Pigeon Creek, offset of sandy and gravel layers on a delta-slope by multiple deformation, 
vertical fault with dragged sandy wedges in unusual position due to overprint by vertical fault of 
an east-dipping thrust fault; internal deformation of the sandy layer near the vertical fault 
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7.3. Discussion 

7.3.1. Summary of the main features of deformation 

Observations at Stone Creek and Pigeon Creek 

Both areas can be summarised due to deformation of delta-slope facies (see chapter 4, late 

Otiran/early Aranuian systems). 

• Quaternary faults are located within the coarse grained gravel complexes around zones of 

sandy layers 

• the deltaic complex overlies pre-Quaternary faults (Fig. 1.3.) 

• strike of faults is approximately between north and northeast 

• dip of normal faults is between 50° and 70° the west 

• downthrow on normal faults is to the west with variable offset (ranging from 5 to 23 cm at 

Stone Creek; around 15 cm at Pigeon Creek) 

• normal faults can be associated with small antithetic faults (Plate 5-1) 

• normal faults occur in a set of three or more (e.g. seven observed at Stone Creek) 

• soft-sediment deformation occurs at the contact of sandy layers with gravel layers (Plate 

5-6) 

• faults in sandy layers have a distinct fault plane (Plate 6-3), while fault zones in gravel 

layers can have a width of 10 cm (Plate 5-1) 

• length of fault-trace is 1 to 3 metres 

• downward termination of faults is covered in debris talus, upward termination is limited 

by an erosional contact (Plate 5) or is covered by gravel 

• thrust faulting occurrs only in the Pigeon Creek complex and postdates normal faulting 

Observations at Buckler Burn 

• Quaternary faults affect alluvial and lacustrine facies and is next to the pre-Quaternary 

Buckler Burn Faultzone (Fig. 1.3., Plate 1) 

• strike of faults is approximately between north and northwest (Fig. 7 .1.). 

• dip of normal faults is between 50° and 70° 

• downthrow of normal faults is to the west with offset of app. 1 m 

• normal faults can be associated with small antithetic faults (Plate 4-1) 

• normal faults occur in a set 

• soft-sediment deformation occurs in sandy layers (Plate 4-3) 

• faults in sandy layers have a single faultplane (Plate 4-1) but also occur as fault zones of 

> 10 cm (Plate 4-4), while fault zones in gravel layers can have a width of 20 cm (Plate 4-

6) 
• the full length of fault-traces is not inferable, either because of coverage of the downward 

termination by debris tal us or inaccessibility of outcrop, but faults can exceed > 10 m in 

length 

• fault response in is suggested but not everywhere surface scarps (Fig. 4.7.) 
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• nearly vertical faults are characterized by the bending of sandy layers and reoriented clasts 

within 7 to 10 cm wide fault zones (e.g. Fig.7.2.) 

7.3.2. General Inferences 

Faults, either normal or thrust faults, strike between northwest and northeast. This is 

approximately the trend of the Earnslaw Synform axis (Fig. 1.3.), the glacial Wakatipu trough 

and the Lake Wakatipu shoreline in the Glenorchy area. Almost all faults are perpendicular to 

a westerly paleoflow direction determined from the gravel complexes and the throw of normal 

faults is also in the paleoflow-direction (west). Because all cliff sections are parallel the 

paleoflow there may be faults with a different orientation. 

Two types of deformation are observed: the so called "small scale" faulting of Stone Creek 

and Pigeon Creek (fault trace between 1 and 3 m) on a delta slope and the "large scale" 

faulting of the Buckler Burn (fault trace up to 10 m). Different processes are suggested and 

discussed below in terms of mechanism. 

7.3.3. Conclusions for relative timing of faulting 

Stone Creek 

Deformation during deposition is suggested at Stone Creek (Plate 5) where faults are 

terminated in their upper part (erosive truncated) and overlain by undeformed layers. Faulting 

occurred on a delta slope with only local affect (length of deformed zone along strike 10 to 15 

m) while progressive deposition of younger sediments was unaffected by the deformation and 

therefore occurred later. Contact between the hanging wall layer and footwalllayers are either 

a single sharp faultplane without drag of layers (Plate 5-5) or layers are dragged within a 

broader faultzone zone (1 0 cm) (Plate 5-1,4 ). In such cases the offset of layers can decrease 

towards the upper parts of the hanging wall (Plate 5-4) and the fault trace can have a weak 

listric shape. 
These observations, the sharp and less sharp contacts with fault planes, the undeformed 

overlying layers and the decreasing offset towards younger stratigraphic layers suggest that 

deformation took place during or soon after deposition. 

Pigeon Creek 

Normal faulting is postdated by thrust faulting (Plate 6). Faults traces of either normal or 

thrust faults are terminated within gravel layers surrounding the 40 cm thick sandy layer in a 

distance of 2 to 3 m. A later compressional regime is preserved by thrust faults and associated 

pop up-like structures. The terminated upper thrust fault ('a' in field sketch Plate 6) suggests a 

jump to the lower thrust fault ('b' in field sketch Plate 6). 

Lamination is almost.undisturbed in the thick sandy layers, whereas lamination associated 

with the pop up-like structure is dragged and bent near the faultplanes. Pebble clasts are 
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reoriented and bent around the sandy layer of faulting especially in case of the thrust faulting 

(Plate 6-1 ,3). 

The localised faulting, affecting the layers around the thick sandy layer and up to 2 to 3 m of 

adjacent layers below or above plus the deformed or undeformed lamination, suggests 

deformation was largely syndepositional to early postdepositional. 

Buckler Burn 

Normal faulting juxtaposed gravel layers against fine sand lake sediments with sharp contacts 

(Plate 4). Faulting resulted in tilting of depositionallayering of gravel and sandy layers to the 

southeast. Juxtaposing and tilting indicate postdepositional deformation. 

Internal deformation in sandy layers evident by convolute bedding (Plate 4-3) is suggested as 

occurring soon after deposition and was later included in the postdepositional deformation. 

7 .3.4. Causes of deformation 

Delta-slope failure by sliding at Stone Creek and Pigeon Creek 

Delta slope failure is suggested as the process for deformation at Stone Creek and Pigeon 

Creek where sliding as gravity induced downslope mass movement caused less or no internal 

deformation and bedding remains almost preserved; a similar situation is reported in 

Martinsen & Bakken (1990) and Martinsen, (1994) for delta-slopes, although there in 

sandstones. According to these authors a set of normal faults is common for the head region 

of a slide, but the also typical associated listric shape of faults is missing in almost all cases at 

Pigeon Creek and Stone Creek. 

Internal parts of slides can be deformed by extensional deformation with graben-like 

structures (Pedersen, 1987) as observed at the Stone Creek (Plate 5-1). 

The thrusting at Pigeon Creek may represent a toe-region of a slide where contractional 

deformation developed foreward thrusts (Martinsen & Bakken, 1990; Nemec, 1990b). This 

toe region can be part of another unexposed higher slide. 

Extensional faulting at the Buckler Burn 

Normal faults, dipping to the Wakatipu basin, and associated tilting of layers towards the 

slope of the mountains may have been a result of deformation above a sloping or listric 

shaped base as modelled by McClay & Ellis (1987), Vendeville et al.(l987) or Mandl (1988). 

In these models domino-style faults with planar fault surfaces developed on a sloping base 

and original horizontal layering was tilted against the sloping base, indicating gravitational 

control on deformation. The exposure of the normal fault set in the west part of section F with 

rotation of layers to the southeast may reflect the modeling. 

Considering the basement configuration in the Buckler Burn area with i) a planar to listric 

shaped basal basement slope imposed by the Earnslaw Synform structure and the U-shaped 

glacial Wakatipu trough (see 1.6. Regional Geology and 1.7. Structural setting), ii) the 

schistosity with dip of 35° to 55° to the west/southwest (Kawachi, 1974) (Fig. 4.10) and iii) 

the possibility of basal muddy lake sediments, underlying the alluvial deltaic complexes 
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(assumed by the occurrence of Lake sediments reported by Brodie & Irwin, 1970) (Fig. 4.10) 

and acting as a highly plastic base layer between basement and gravel complexes, all these 

factors may support the idea of the gravitational gliding on a slope. 

Penecontemporaneous structures at Buckler Burn and Stone Creek 

The convolute bedding at Buckler Burn (Plate 4-3) and the pocket structures at Stone Creek 

(Plate 5-6) are interpreted as penecontemporaneous soft-sediment deformation structures 

occurring soon after deposition due to consolidation and compaction by gravitational loading 

and by water-escape (Lowe, 1975; Collinson, 1994). 

Autokinetic and allokinetic control on deformation 

Deformation in sediments can be termed as 'autokinetic' when produced purely by 

sedimentary processes or 'allokinetic' when outside stresses are imposed such as earthquake 

triggered deformation (Leeder, 1987). 

Reported earthquake activity in recent time is likely associated with the D4 and D5 structures 

and especially with the Moonlight-Fault-System (see part 1.7. Structural setting) within the 

basement which may have triggered deformation as allokinetic force at the delta-slopes of 

Pigeon Creek and Stone Creek. A similar effect may also have influenced the extensional 

faulting at Buckler Burn. The often associated processes of liquefaction and fluidisation in 

fines (Davenport & Ringrose, 1987; Maltmann, 1994) may have been minor in the coarse

grained gravel deposits of the Glenorchy area. 

Some other allokinetic forces should be considered with respect to the Glenorchy 

paleoenvironment and paleosetting and may have affected the deformation of the Quaternary 

complexes. These are listed below but are not further evaluated because of lack of immediate 

evidence or because of dynamics caused by factors outside of the study area: 

• ice body melting under alluvial/deltaic sediments 

• stress release within the basement after glacier retreat (Mathew (1965), Norris & Cooper, 

(1986)) 

• deformation in the toe region of basement slopes (e.g. Richardson Mountains), where 

glaciofluvial gravel is deposited, may have been induced by earthquakes from postglacial 

gravitational adjustment of oversteepend topography (ridges) following ice retreat (Beck, 

1968 - Arthurs Pass area) 

• differential compaction above irregularities of the basement 

• regional uplift (Wellman, 1979) 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LATE QUATERNARY 

GEOLOGY OF GLENORCHY DISTRICT 

Hypothetical Late Quaternary evolution of the Glenorchy District 

It is assumed that Lake Wakatipu occupied a U-shaped glacial valley after the retreat of the 

last glaciers (Wakatipu Glacier) of the Late Otiran glacial stage some <18.000 y ago. The pre

Quaternary Earnslaw Synform characteristics and the glacial trough form the main regional 

morphology. 

It is uncertain exactly when Lake Wakatipu occupied the Wakatipu Basin with the highest 

lake level and surface extent. Analyses of terrace levels with respect to primary and secondary 

facies, deformation and a number of regional effects such as uplift and damming led to an 

estimation of the highest lake level at 358 to 363 m, 50 to 55 m above today. A stepwise drop 

in lake level, probably caused mainly by erosion of the outlet, is preserved by a number of 

terrace levels with altitudes between 358 m and the present lake level of Lake Wakatipu (308 

m asl). Terraces are either of erosional shoreline/bench origin or incised fan-delta complexes. 

A bench and fan-delta terrace correlation (Fig. 2.1.) has proved to be difficult due to the 

factors including primary facies, erosion or regional effects. 

There might be a time gap in geological recorded history between initial glacier retreat and 

complete glacier retreat to areas farther up the valleys. Glacial deposits in the low lying areas 

( < 400 m) may have existed but have been eroded or covered by later sedimentation. 

However, it is suggested that after retreat of hanging glaciers orientated perpendicular to the 

Wakatipu Basin and the main axial glaciers (Dart, Rees) glaciofluvial sediments were 

supplied from the hinterland to the lower lying areas and into Lake Wakatipu forming alluvial 

fan and fan delta facies areas. Gravel consists of subrounded to rounded, subdiscoidal 

schistose pebbles, cobbles and boulders of mainly clast-supported mode, with minor matrix of 

sand, granules and small pebbles. 

The alluvial fan facies is characterized by i) elevation above the highest proposed lake level 

or ancient lower lake levels, ii) up to 10° inclined fan shaped sediment bodies (e.g. Jordan 

Fan), iii) irregular alternation in layering of pebble cobble layers and sandy layers deposited 

by stream floods to debris flows. Fan surfaces are in most cases covered and smoothed by 

loess deposits. 

Fan deltas of the first generation (Ld1) which are associated with the highest lake level are 

exposed by topsets and foresets and are observed e.g. in the Earnslaw area. Topsets consists 

of fluvial braided gravel deposits whereas foresets show the same composition but, smaller 

grain size, although still coarse grained. Unimodal preferred upstream orientation of clasts in 
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top sets indicates paleoflow down valley. This is confirmed by the lake ward dip of steeply 

dipping foresets. Foresets result from gravitational driven mass processes. 

An erosional surface exposing contacts between topsets and foresets suggests a rapid drop of 

lake level whereas locally (the Thomson area) a transition of foresets and topsets suggests 

lake level fluctuation by one metre (rise of lake level). Bottomsets were not observed, either, 

because of non-deposition or non-exposure. 

Older lake deposits are preserved as laminated fine sand and silt and are exposed either in the 

original deposition area (Glenorchy-Paradise Road) or infaulted in alluvial fan complexes 

(Buckler Burn). 

The progressive lake level drop of the Lake Wakatipu is preserved in four ways: 

1.) Smaller remnant lakes or shorelines of a greater Lake Wakatipu are evidenced by 

shoreline facies (beach pebble) in the Arcadia and Earns law Burn!Thomson. 

2.) Smaller lakes, as remnants of a greater Lake Wakatipu, still exist in the form of Diamond 

Lake or Lake Reid, north of the southward retreating Lake Wakatipu shoreline. 

3.) Terraces of shoreline origin (e.g. Glenorchy airstrip, Bible terrace) are expressed in 

morphology and locally additionally by associated shoreline facies (beach pebble). 

4.) Lowering of stream base levels caused incision in earlier fan-delta complexes and 

formation of new telescope like fan-deltas further basinward. Equilibrium between stream 

level and lake level is preserved by an erosional surface separating deltaic, steeply dipping 

foresets (22° to 28°) and fluviodeltaic topsets. Bottomsets were not observed and so non 

'classical' Gilbert type fan-deltas are exposed. Bottomsets may exist under cover or exist 

in the modern Dart-Rees Delta. 

Aeolian facies covers abandoned depositional areas with an average thickness of 0.5 to 1 m. 

The Rees River formed an alluvial floodplain in the lower Rees valley after lake retreat and 

south of the Mt. Alfred roche moutonnee below confluence with Dart River. The basal part 

the floodplain is exposed as gravel deposits merging into thick fine layers. 

Today Rees River and Dart River form a delta with a braided distributary system into Lake 

Wakatipu, as does the Buckler Burn. Stone Creek formed and is forming a fan-delta into Lake 

Wakatipu while a fan delta is suggested for Buckler Burn and Earnslaw Burn in late 

Otiran/early Aranuian time. Precipice Creek may have supplied sediments directly from a 

gorge into Lake Wakatipu without a major subaerial alluvial fan but is today discharging in 

braided river style into Rees River. 

Climatic controls on deposition could not be resolved but laminated lake sediments suggest 

seasonal deposition control. Tectonic control on deposition is of minor direct influence and 

only resumed in the longer term occurrence of uplift and resulting high relief. 

Syn- to postdepositional deformation occurred, either in small scale (e.g.< 15 m along strike) 

on delta slopes by normal faulting within slides (Stone Creek, Pigeon Creek), or on large 

scale (e.g. deformed area > 20 m along strike) by complex normal faulting due to mass 

gliding above an inclined base e.g. at the Buckler Burn. In the latter case, rotation of layers 
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and infaulting of earlier lake sediments occurred. Deformation may have been triggered by 

earthquake activity on pre-Quaternary fault systems such as the Moonlight Fault System. 

Alluvial, lacustrine and aeolian processes have continued into modern times at lower levels 

around Lake Wakatipu. These occur in the same general manner as in Late Otiran /early 

Aranuian time but have changed in some cases, e.g. fan-deltas may have substituted for deltas 

with braided tributaries, e.g. Buckler Burn. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LATE QUATERNARY 

GEOLOGY OF GLENORCHY DISTRICT 

Hypothetical Late Quaternary evolution of the Glenorchy District 

It is assumed that Lake Wakatipu occupied a U-shaped glacial valley after the retreat of the 

last glaciers (Wakatipu Glacier) of the Late Otiran glacial stage some <18.000 y ago. The pre

Quaternary Earnslaw Synform characteristics and the glacial trough form the main regional 

morphology. 

It is uncertain exactly when Lake Wakatipu occupied the Wakatipu Basin with the highest 

lake level and surface extent. Analyses of terrace levels with respect to primary and secondary 

fades, deformation and a number of regional effects such as uplift and damming led to an 

estimation of the highest lake level at 358 to 363 m, 50 to 55 m above today. A stepwise drop 

in lake level, probably caused mainly by erosion of the outlet, is preserved by a number of 

terrace levels with altitudes between 358 m and the present lake level of Lake Wakatipu (308 

m asl). Terraces are either of erosional shoreline/bench origin or incised fan-delta complexes. 

A bench and fan-delta terrace correlation (Fig. 2.1.) has proved to be difficult due to the 

factors including primary fades, erosion or regional effects. 

There might be a time gap in geological recorded history between initial glacier retreat and 

complete glacier retreat to areas farther up the valleys. Glacial deposits in the low lying areas 

( < 400 m) may have existed but have been eroded or covered by later sedimentation. 

However, it is suggested that after retreat of hanging glaciers orientated perpendicular to the 

Wakatipu Basin and the main axial glaciers (Dart, Rees) glaciofluvial sediments were 

supplied from the hinterland to the lower lying areas and into Lake Wakatipu forming alluvial 

fan and fan delta fades areas. Gravel consists of subrounded to rounded, subdiscoidal 

schistose pebbles, cobbles and boulders of mainly clast-supported mode, with minor matrix of 

sand, granules and small pebbles. 

The alluvial fan fades is characterized by i) elevation above the highest proposed lake level 

or ancient lower lake levels, ii) up to 10° inclined fan shaped sediment bodies (e.g. Jordan 

Fan), iii) irregular alternation in layering of pebble cobble layers and sandy layers deposited 

by stream floods to debris flows. Fan surfaces are in most cases covered and smoothed by 

loess deposits. 

Fan deltas of the first generation (Ld1) which are associated with the highest lake level are 

exposed by topsets and foresets and are observed e.g. in the Earnslaw area. Topsets consists 

of fluvial braided gravel deposits whereas foresets show the same composition but, smaller 

grain size, although still coarse grained. Unimodal preferred upstream orientation of clasts in 
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topsets indicates paleoflow downvalley. This is confirmed by the lakeward dip of steeply 

dipping foresets. Foresets result from gravitational driven mass processes. 

An erosional surface exposing contacts between topsets and foresets suggests a rapid drop of 

lake level whereas locally (the Thomson area) a transition of foresets and topsets suggests 

lake level fluctuation by one metre (rise of lake level). Bottomsets were not observed, either, 

because of non-deposition or non-exposure. 

Older lake deposits are preserved as laminated fine sand and silt and are exposed either in the 

original deposition area (Glenorchy-Paradise Road) or infaulted in alluvial fan complexes 

(Buckler Bum). 

The progressive lake level drop of the Lake Wakatipu is preserved in four ways: 

1.) Smaller remnant lakes or shorelines of a greater Lake Wakatipu are evidenced by 

shoreline facies (beach pebble) in the Arcadia and Eamslaw Bumffhomson. 

2.) Smaller lakes, as remnants of a greater Lake Wakatipu, still exist in the form of Diamond 

Lake or Lake Re id, north of the southward retreating Lake W akatipu shoreline. 

3.) Terraces of shoreline origin (e.g. Glenorchy airstrip, Bible terrace) are expressed in 

morphology and locally additionally by associated shoreline facies (beach pebble). 

4.) Lowering of stream base levels caused incision in earlier fan-delta complexes and 

formation of new telescope like fan-deltas further basinward. Equilibrium between stream 

level and lake level is preserved by an erosional surface separating deltaic, steeply dipping 

foresets (22° to 28°) and fluviodeltaic topsets. Bottomsets were not observed and so non 

'classical' Gilbert type fan-deltas are exposed. Bottomsets may exist under cover or exist 

in the modem Dart-Rees Delta. 

Aeolian facies covers abandoned depositional areas with an average thickness of 0.5 to 1 m. 

The Rees River formed an alluvial floodplain in the lower Rees valley after lake retreat and 

south of the Mt. Alfred roche moutonnee below confluence with Dart River. The basal part 

the floodplain is exposed as gravel deposits merging into thick fine layers. 

Today Rees River and Dart River form a delta with a braided distributary system into Lake 

Wakatipu, as does the Buckler Bum. Stone Creek formed and is forming a fan-delta into Lake 

Wakatipu while a fan delta is suggested for Buckler Bum and Eamslaw Burn in late 

Otiran/early Aranuian time. Precipice Creek may have supplied sediments directly from a 

gorge into Lake Wakatipu without a major subaerial alluvial fan but is today discharging in 

braided river style into Rees River. 

Climatic controls on deposition could not be resolved but laminated lake sediments suggest 

seasonal deposition control. Tectonic control on deposition is of minor direct influence and 

only resumed in the longer term occurrence of uplift and resulting high relief. 

Syn- to postdepositional deformation occurred, either in small scale (e.g. < 15 m along strike) 

on delta slopes by normal faulting within slides (Stone Creek, Pigeon Creek), or on large 

scale (e.g. deformed area > 20 m along strike) by complex normal faulting due to mass 

gliding above an inclined base e.g. at the Buckler Bum. In the latter case, rotation of layers 
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and infaulting of earlier lake sediments occurred. Deformation may have been triggered by 

earthquake activity on pre-Quaternary fault systems such as the Moonlight Fault System. 

Alluvial, lacustrine and aeolian processes have continued into modern times at lower levels 

around Lake Wakatipu. These occur in the same general manner as in Late Otiran /early 

Aranuian time but have changed in some cases, e.g. fan-deltas may have substituted for deltas 

with braided tributaries, e.g. Buckler Burn. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LATE QUATERNARY 

GEOLOGY OF GLENORCHY DISTRICT 

Hypothetical Late Quaternary evolution of the Glenorchy District 

It is assumed that Lake Wakatipu occupied a U-shaped glacial valley after the retreat of the 

last glaciers (Wakatipu Glacier) of the Late Otiran glacial stage some <18.000 y ago. The pre

Quaternary Earnslaw Synform characteristics and the glacial trough form the main regional 

morphology. 

It is uncertain exactly when Lake Wakatipu occupied the Wakatipu Basin with the highest 

lake level and surface extent. Analyses of terrace levels with respect to primary and secondary 

facies, deformation and a number of regional effects such as uplift and damming led to an 

estimation of the highest lake level at 358 to 363 m, 50 to 55 m above today. A stepwise drop 

in lake level, probably caused mainly by erosion of the outlet, is preserved by a number of 

terrace levels with altitudes between 358 m and the present lake level of Lake Wakatipu (308 

m asl). Terraces are either of erosional shoreline/bench origin or incised fan-delta complexes. 

A bench and fan-delta terrace correlation (Fig. 2.1.) has proved to be difficult due to the 

factors including primary facies, erosion or regional effects. 

There might be a time gap in geological recorded history between initial glacier retreat and 

complete glacier retreat to areas farther up the valleys. Glacial deposits in the low lying areas 

( < 400 m) may have existed but have been eroded or covered by later sedimentation. 

However, it is suggested that after retreat of hanging glaciers orientated perpendicular to the 

Wakatipu Basin and the main axial glaciers (Dart, Rees) glaciofluvial sediments were 

supplied from the hinterland to the lower lying areas and into Lake Wakatipu forming alluvial 

fan and fan delta facies areas. Gravel consists of subrounded to rounded, subdiscoidal 

schistose pebbles, cobbles and boulders of mainly clast-supported mode, with minor matrix of 

sand, granules and small pebbles. 

The alluvial fan facies is characterized by i) elevation above the highest proposed lake level 

or ancient lower lake levels, ii) up to 10° inclined fan shaped sediment bodies (e.g. Jordan 

Fan), iii) irregular alternation in layering of pebble cobble layers and sandy layers deposited 

by stream floods to debris flows. Fan surfaces are in most cases covered and smoothed by 

loess deposits. 

Fan deltas of the first generation (Ld1) which are associated with the highest lake level are 

exposed by topsets and foresets and are observed e.g. in the Earnslaw area. Topsets consists 

of fluvial braided gravel deposits whereas foresets show the same composition but, smaller 

grain size, although still coarse grained. Unimodal preferred upstream orientation of clasts in 
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topsets indicates paleoflow down valley. This is confirmed by the lake ward dip of steeply 

dipping foresets. Foresets result from gravitational driven mass processes. 

An erosional surface exposing contacts between topsets and foresets suggests a rapid drop of 

lake level whereas locally (the Thomson area) a transition of foresets and topsets suggests 

lake level fluctuation by one metre (rise of lake level). Bottomsets were not observed, either, 

because of non-deposition or non-exposure. 

Older lake deposits are preserved as laminated fine sand and silt and are exposed either in the 

original deposition area (Glenorchy-Paradise Road) or infaulted in alluvial fan complexes 

(Buckler Burn). 

The progressive lake level drop of the Lake Wakatipu is preserved in four ways: 

1.) Smaller remnant lakes or shorelines of a greater Lake Wakatipu are evidenced by 

shoreline facies (beach pebble) in the Arcadia and Earnslaw Burn/Thomson. 

2.) Smaller lakes, as remnants of a greater Lake Wakatipu, still exist in the form of Diamond 

Lake or Lake Reid, north of the southward retreating Lake Wakatipu shoreline. 

3.) Terraces of shoreline origin (e.g. Glenorchy airstrip, Bible terrace) are expressed in 

morphology and locally additionally by associated shoreline facies (beach pebble). 

4.) Lowering of stream base levels caused incision in earlier fan-delta complexes and 

formation of new telescope like fan-deltas further basinward. Equilibrium between stream 

level and lake level is preserved by an erosional surface separating deltaic, steeply dipping 

foresets (22° to 28°) and fluviodeltaic topsets. Bottomsets were not observed and so non 

'classical' Gilbert type fan-deltas are exposed. Bottomsets may exist under cover or exist 

in the modern Dart-Rees Delta. 

Aeolian facies covers abandoned depositional areas with an average thickness of 0.5 to 1 m. 

The Rees River formed an alluvial floodplain in the lower Rees valley after lake retreat and 

south of the Mt. Alfred roche moutonnee below confluence with Dart River. The basal part 

the floodplain is exposed as gravel deposits merging into thick fine layers. 

Today Rees River and Dart River form a delta with a braided distributary system into Lake 

Wakatipu, as does the Buckler Burn. Stone Creek formed and is forming a fan-delta into Lake 

Wakatipu while a fan delta is suggested for Buckler Burn and Earnslaw Burn in late 

Otiran/early Aranuian time. Precipice Creek may have supplied sediments directly from a 

gorge into Lake Wakatipu without a major subaerial alluvial fan but is today discharging in 

braided river style into Rees River. 

Climatic controls on deposition could not be resolved but laminated lake sediments suggest 

seasonal deposition control. Tectonic control on deposition is of minor direct influence and 

only resumed in the longer term occurrence of uplift and resulting high relief. 

Syn- to postdepositional deformation occurred, either in small scale (e.g. < 15 m along strike) 

on delta slopes by normal faulting within slides (Stone Creek, Pigeon Creek), or on large 

scale (e.g. deformed area > 20 m along strike) by complex normal faulting due to mass 

gliding above an inclined base e.g. at the Buckler Burn. In the latter case, rotation of layers 
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and infaulting of earlier lake sediments occurred. Deformation may have been triggered by 

earthquake activity on pre-Quaternary fault systems such as the Moonlight Fault System. 

Alluvial, lacustrine and aeolian processes have continued into modern times at lower levels 

around Lake Wakatipu. These occur in the same general manner as in Late Otiran /early 

Aranuian time but have changed in some cases, e.g. fan-deltas may have substituted for deltas 

with braided tributaries, e.g. Buckler Burn. 
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8. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE LATE QUATERNARY 
GEOLOGY OF GLENORCHY DISTRICT 

Hypothetical Late Quaternary evolution of the Glenorchy District 

It is assumed that Lake Wakatipu occupied a U-shaped glacial valley after the retreat of the 

last glaciers (Wakatipu Glacier) of the Late Otiran glacial stage some <18.000 y ago. The pre

Quaternary Earnslaw Synform characteristics and the glacial trough form the main regional 

morphology. 

It is uncertain exactly when Lake Wakatipu occupied the Wakatipu Basin with the highest 

lake level and surface extent. Analyses of terrace levels with respect to primary and secondary 

fades, deformation and a number of regional effects such as uplift and damming led to an 

estimation of the highest lake level at 358 to 363 m, 50 to 55 m above today. A stepwise drop 

in lake level, probably caused mainly by erosion of the outlet, is preserved by a number of 

terrace levels with altitudes between 358 m and the present lake level of Lake Wakatipu (308 

m asl). Terraces are either of erosional shoreline/bench origin or incised fan-delta complexes. 

A bench and fan-delta terrace correlation (Fig. 2.1.) has proved to be difficult due to the 

factors including primary fades, erosion or regional effects. 

There might be a time gap in geological recorded history between initial glacier retreat and 

complete glacier retreat to areas farther up the valleys. Glacial deposits in the low lying areas 

( < 400 m) may have existed but have been eroded or covered by later sedimentation. 

However, it is suggested that after retreat of hanging glaciers orientated perpendicular to the 

Wakatipu Basin and the main axial glaciers (Dart, Rees) glaciofluvial sediments were 

supplied from the hinterland to the lower lying areas and into Lake Wakatipu forming alluvial 

fan and fan delta fades areas. Gravel consists of subrounded to rounded, subdiscoidal 

schistose pebbles, cobbles and boulders of mainly clast-supported mode, with minor matrix of 

sand, granules and small pebbles. 

The alluvial fan fades is characterized by i) elevation above the highest proposed lake level 

or ancient lower lake levels, ii) up to 10° inclined fan shaped sediment bodies (e.g. Jordan 

Fan), iii) irregular alternation in layering of pebble cobble layers and sandy layers deposited 

by stream floods to debris flows. Fan surfaces are in most cases covered and smoothed by 

loess deposits. 

Fan deltas of the first generation (Ld1) which are associated with the highest lake level are 

exposed by topsets and foresets and are observed e.g. in the Earnslaw area. Topsets consists 

of fluvial braided gravel deposits whereas foresets show the same composition but, smaller 

grain size, although still coarse grained. Unimodal preferred upstream orientation of clasts in 
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topsets indicates paleoflow downvalley. This is confirmed by the lakeward dip of steeply 

dipping foresets. Foresets result from gravitational driven mass processes. 

An erosional surface exposing contacts between topsets and foresets suggests a rapid drop of 

lake level whereas locally (the Thomson area) a transition of foresets and topsets suggests 

lake level fluctuation by one metre (rise of lake level). Bottomsets were not observed, either, 

because of non-deposition or non-exposure. 

Older lake deposits are preserved as laminated fine sand and silt and are exposed either in the 

original deposition area (Glenorchy-Paradise Road) or infaulted in alluvial fan complexes 

(Buckler Bum). 

The progressive lake level drop of the Lake Wakatipu is preserved in four ways: 

1.) Smaller remnant lakes or shorelines of a greater Lake Wakatipu are evidenced by 

shoreline facies (beach pebble) in the Arcadia and Eamslaw Bumffhomson. 

2.) Smaller lakes, as remnants of a greater Lake Wakatipu, still exist in the form of Diamond 

Lake or Lake Reid, north of the southward retreating Lake W akatipu shoreline. 

3.) Terraces of shoreline origin (e.g. Glenorchy airstrip, Bible terrace) are expressed in 

morphology and locally additionally by associated shoreline facies (beach pebble). 

4.) Lowering of stream base levels caused incision in earlier fan-delta complexes and 

formation of new telescope like fan-deltas further basin ward. Equilibrium between stream 

level and lake level is preserved by an erosional surface separating deltaic, steeply dipping 

foresets (22° to 28°) and fluviodeltaic topsets. Bottomsets were not observed and so non 

'classical' Gilbert type fan-deltas are exposed. Bottomsets may exist under cover or exist 

in the modem Dart-Rees Delta. 

Aeolian facies covers abandoned depositional areas with an average thickness of 0.5 to 1 m. 

The Rees River formed an alluvial floodplain in the lower Rees valley after lake retreat and 

south of the Mt. Alfred roche moutonnee below confluence with Dart River. The basal part 

the floodplain is exposed as gravel deposits merging into thick fine layers. 

Today Rees River and Dart River form a delta with a braided distributary system into Lake 

Wakatipu, as does the Buckler Bum. Stone Creek formed and is forming a fan-delta into Lake 

Wakatipu while a fan delta is suggested for Buckler Bum and Eamslaw Burn in late 

Otiran/early Aranuian time. Precipice Creek may have supplied sediments directly from a 

gorge into Lake Wakatipu without a major subaerial alluvial fan but is today discharging in 

braided river style into Rees River. 

Climatic controls on deposition could not be resolved but laminated lake sediments suggest 

seasonal deposition control. Tectonic control on deposition is of minor direct influence and 

only resumed in the longer term occurrence of uplift and resulting high relief. 

Syn- to postdepositional deformation occurred, either in small scale (e.g.< 15 m along strike) 

on delta slopes by normal faulting within slides (Stone Creek, Pigeon Creek), or on large 

scale (e.g. deformed area > 20 m along strike) by complex normal faulting due to mass 

gliding above an inclined base e.g. at the Buckler Bum. In the latter case, rotation of layers 
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and infaulting of earlier lake sediments occurred. Deformation may have been triggered by 

earthquake activity on pre-Quatemary fault systems such as the Moonlight Fault System. 

Alluvial, lacustrine and aeolian processes have continued into modem times at lower levels 

around Lake Wakatipu. These occur in the same general manner as in Late Otiran /early 

Aranuian time but have changed in some cases, e.g. fan-deltas may have substituted for deltas 

with braided tributaries, e.g. Buckler Bum. 
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Location map: Arcadia/Paradise area, Jordan Fan 

Plate 2, Arcadia 

Arcadia/Paradise alluvial fan-shoreline complex. 
Numbers in circels in location map equal numbers in pictures. 
1) Morphology of the alluvial fan-terrace complex, view to the 
northwest; 2) River Jordan; alluvial fan-facies, intercalated 
fines and gravel; 3) shoreline facies exposed by coarse gravel 
units with diffuse clast imbrication, covered by loess deposits; 
4) lacustrine facies, fines intercalated by pebble layer; 5) below 
Arcadia homestead, shoreline facies exposed by open 
framework beach pebble 
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Plate 3 
Buclder Burn/ 
Stone Creek area 

BucklerBurn/Stone Creek area. 1)- morphology, view to the east, 2) - Bible 
terrace, bench (tread) in delatic foresets, view to the west; 3) - Buckler Burn, 
section E, deltaic/shoreline interface cut in deltaic foresests, view to the south; 
4) -Buckler Burn, section E, deltaic foresets overlain with an unconforrnity by 
fluvial topsets, view to the south; 5) - enlarged 4), note: intercalation of sandy 
foreset beds in mostly gravel foresets and basal channel lag of the topset 
sequence on erosional surface 
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gravel(matrix and/or 
clast supported) 

sand (laminated) 

sand (kinglike deformed) 

sand (convolute bedding) 

faults, shear zones 

Buckler Burn, "The Cliff', east part of section F . Complex deformation by normal faulting 
I -conjugate faults in varve-laminated lake sediments, 2 -localized kink-like deformation in laminated 
sand near a fault zone, 3 - convolute bedding, 4 - internal deformed fault zone, 5 -darker/lighter layers 
with dip 038/20 SE, darker layers dip with 040/62SE, note internal faulting, 6 - fault zone in gravel, 
7 - setting of deformed complex with further normal faults to the right, scale: spade in the right of the 
ellipse), see text for discussion 
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sand (laminated) 

sand (cross bedded) 

gravel (matrix and/or 
clast supported) 

faults, shear zones 

Plate 5 
Stone Creek, upper section G. Upper delta-slope. transition from topsests to foresets with locallacustrine 
environment. Sediment deformation by normal faults (1 ,2,4,5) and conjugate fault set interpreted as head 
of a slide(l). Locally water escape strutcures and pockets, pillars (6), further west. Picture 3 shows 
approximately perpendicular to the paleocurrent direction of the section (to the west) incised small channels. 
7a (weathered section) and 7b (fresh section) in sandy unit causing different features. likely due to small 
grain size changes and small convolute character. 
Note: Fault and layer dip in sketch is slightly higher due to oblique view than in photographs. 
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c :: ~Pigeon Creek, complex deformation on a delta slope by sliding, development of normal 

faulting (head of slide) and thrust faulting (toe of a different slide?). 1) -pop up -like 
structure on basal thrust 'b' with associated vertical faults, 2) - lower part of pop up 

Plate 6 
structure with sand wedge, 3)- thrusting on thrust 'a', almost undeformed internal sand 
lamination, pebble reorientation in gravel layers surr-ounding the sandy layer. See text for 
further discussion. 
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Late Quaternary Geology of Glenorchy District, Upper Lake Wakatipu A. 

Appendix 



Late Quaternary Geolo~y of Glenorchy District. Upper Lake Wakatipu A.l. 

Table Al. Measurements of Quaternary faults 
locality dip-direction dip remark 

Buckler Bum 274 60 
(section F, 260 50 
bleow level I) 270 66 

210 50 
240 56 
260 60 
092 80 antithetic 

Buckler Bum 276 88 sandy layer 
(section F, 
bleow level 3) 

Stone Creek 296 68 
(section G) 272 66 

282 64 
272 62 
090 60 antithetic 

Thomson area 050 50 clast in deforemd 
(section C) gravel zone 

Table A3. Measurements offoreset inclination 
(mostly in sandy style foresets), 
Grid Reference see Table 5b and text 

.locality dip-direction dip 
Thomson area 216 28 
(section E) 220 28 

228 24 
200 24 

Precipice area 120 18 
(section D) 112 30 

(Craft shop) 190 25 
185 26 
194 24 

Bible terrace 288 28 
350 24 
350 28 

Buckler Bum 272 22 
(section E) 266 22 

320 28 
310 28 
304 28 
278 28 

transition zone 234 24 
Buckler Burn/ 274 24 
Stone Creek 274 24 

328 28 
·, 

274 20 
264 26 

Stone Creek 230 18 
(section G) 236 24 

288 18 
264 16 

Table A2 Schist measurements 
locality dip-direction dip 
River Jordan J 234 I 20 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40 442000 
Moosvale Falls I 212 I 18 
Diamond Lake 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40, 443988 
Precipice Creek 1 220 I 24 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40, 466902 
(Glenorchy Road 235 30 
near Gyroflight 
Station) 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E41, 463876 
(Glenorchy Road 230 28 
(above Southern 
Lagoon) 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40, 462855 
Buckler Bum 1 220 I 24 
Grid Reference NZMS 260, E40, 468840 

Table A4. Measurements of clast-imbrication 

(clasts >5cm), Grid Reference see Table 5b 
locality dip-direction dip 
Thomson area 020 28 
(section C) 068 34 
(topsets) 058 10 

090 20 
010 40 
0 16 

072 20 
030 38 
062 20 
050 24 

Precipice area 118 30 
(section D) 100 20 
(topsets) 130 25 

116 23 
080 27 

Buckler Bum 110 30 
(section E) 100 20 
(topsets) 106 24 

120 33 
094 24 
105 38 

Stone Creek 054 20 
(section G) 086 20 
(topsets, 070 35 
braided fan 060 18 
alluvium) 100 34 

060 22 



Table 5A. Measurements of terrace-levels 
All measurements in meter asl. Values of Healy&Willet (1938), Henderson (1937), Mulch (1969) from the Buckler Bum/ Stone Creek area and transformed from ft into metre Key: (b) - bench; (f) -fan-delta; (a)- alluvial plain; (t) - transition; (n) - not evaluated, (1) - see text for location 

Arcadia Diamond Earns law Precipice Gyrocopter .Bible Buckler Stone Healy & 
Paradise -- area area Flight Centre north south Burn Creek Willett (1938) 

levels of 372 (b) 365 (f) 362 (f) 370 (a) 360 (b) 363 (f) 361 (n) 390 (street)(a) 378 (street)( a) 358 (n) 
terraces, 363 (b) 353 (b) 348 (f) 364 (a) 358 (b) 351 (n) 383 (a) 358 (f) 346 (n) 
benches, 350 (b) 345 (b)1) 359 (f) 350 (b) 348 (n) 372 (a) 346 (b) 343 (n) 
alluvial 345 (f) 357 (f) 339 (b) 369 (a) 328 (b) 325 (n) 
plains 341 (a) 349 (f) 332 (b) 358 (f) 323 (b) 

(surface 346 (f) 318 (b) 340 (f) 318 (b) 
measure- 338 (f) 

! 
ments) 332 (f) 

321 (f) 
levels of 358 (t) 359 .(t) 330(t) 348 (t) 
transition 320 (t) 
(tops et/ 

foreset) 

Henderson Mutch 
(1937) (1969) 

(382) (n) 363 (n) 

358 (n) 349 (n) 

356 (n) 329 (n) 

343 (n) 328 (n) 

335 (n) 

331 (n) 

319 (n) 
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